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TMI leaks
revive cleanup debate
found in the drainage, system,
another TMI spokeman said.
There is a slight chance radiation
in the cork joints came from Unit
2’s containment building, said Ar
nold. He also said the radiation
could have been washed into the
expansion joints during initial
decontamination efforts after the
March 28,1979 accident.
Karl Abraham, U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission
spokesman, said leaky pipes have
not been ruled out either.
Radiation from any of the three
trouble spots has not gone offsite,
Arnold said.
Nuclear power foes insist
Metropolitan Edison Co.’s current
radiation woe is a device — “a test
balloon” — to get public support
for the utility’s proposed
multimillion-dollar accident water
cleaner. Met-Ed, a subsidiary of

By PATRICE FLINCHBAUGH ’
Of the Daily Record

Newly-publicized radiation leaks
at Three Mile. Island have rekindl
ed debate about the speed and
method of cleaning up the idle
nuclear reactor.
Medium-levels of radioactive
tritium, cesium and strontium
were discovered two weeks ago in
damp, cork-filled gaps between
walls at Unit 2, TMI officials an
nounced for the first time Thurs
day at a public briefing.
(The announcement was made
just as 14 TMI workers completed
the fifth manned entry into Unit 2,
venturing closer to the damaged
reactor core than ever before.)
Tritium also has been discovered
in a drainage system under a con
crete and steel storage vault, and
in groundwater near a water
storage tank, said Robert C. Ar
nold, TMI senior vice president.
Slight levels of cesium also were

a he

General Public Utilities, owns
TMI.
The cleaner, called the submerg
ed demineralization system (SDS),
will be reviewed by the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
next year.
Anti-nuclear groups have said
SDS yields waste too radioactive
for safe burial.

Radioactive wastes from SDS’
cousin, EPICOR II, are being
stored temporarily on the island in
a steel and concrete silo. EPICOR
II cleansed medium levels of
radioactive water from the acci
dent.
The drainage system under
EPICOR H’s storage vault was the
second source of radioactive pollu
tion Arnold mentioned Thursday.
Tritium levels there are con
siderably higher than normal
readings found in nature, said
Cont. P 4
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TMI operators seek $4 billion from NRC
PARSIPPANY, N.J. (UPI) —
General Public Utilities Corp, and
its three operating divisions an
nounced today they have filed a $4
billion claim against the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission growing
out of the Three Mile Island nuclear
accident.
The claim by the parent firm of
TMI charges negligence on the part
of the federal commission.
GPU said the NRC’s “negli
gent” actions caused the Three Mile
Island accident. It also claimed that
the NRC staff had failed to comply
with its own safety regulations and
had failed to warn GPU about simi
lar incidents that occurred at other
nuclear power plants before the ac
cident early last year seriously
damaged the plant near Harrisburg,
Pa.

GPU Chairman William G.
Kuhns said the Three Mile Island
mishap would not have occurred if
the NRC had acted with due care.
The claim was filed with the
NRC in Washington. The company
said it is barred from suing in the

courts until after the NRC acts on
the claim. The commission has six
months to accept or reject the
claim. If it rejects it, then GPU may
go to the courts.
GPU is asking $1 billion to cov
er the cleanup cost of the accident,
which will lake until 1987 to com
plete; $1.6 billion in replacement
power costs; $430 million in future
restoration costs for TMI Unit 2;
$900 million for lost revenues, and
$40 million for increased cost of
borrowings as a result of high in
terest rates.
The Three Mile Island incident
began at 4 a.m. on March 28, 1979,
when Unit 2 of the plant, which
was operating at 97 percent of ca
pacity, experienced an unscheduled
shutdown because of loss of feed
water.
Explaining the basis of the
claim. Kuhns said the NRC had
failed to give warnings and Io
change its safety rules as a result of
a similar earlier incident at the
Davis-Bes$e plant of Toledo Edison
Co and had “negligently approved

procedures of Babcock & Wilcox
Co..” the maker of the nuclear reac
tor system
Kuhns said the NRC “is the
government agency charged with
statutory responsibility to warn
utilities of plant design and opera
tional dangers. The agency thereby
induces a reliance by the utility on
such government action. When the
government agency fails to provide
these warnings, it is liable under
existing federal legislation de
scribed under the claim.”
Kuhns said the decision to file
the claim was made after careful
study of the various investigations
of the Three Mile Island mishap,
including its own inquiry, an in
quiry by the NRC headed by Mitch
ell Rogovin and the report of Presi
dent Carter’s Kemeny committee.
GPU said both the Kemeny and
Rogovin inquiries pointed to negli
gence by the NRC as a cause of the
accident, and added that “lessons
from previous accidents did not re
sult in new. clear instructions being
passed on to the plant operators.”
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$560 Million Suit
46 Call TMFs Owners, Operators and Suppliers Negligent
By JANIS L. WILSON
Staff Writer
A $560 million negligence
suit was filed against owners,
operators and suppliers of Three
Mile Island Nuclear Generating
Station by 46 central Pennsyl
vanians Friday in U.S. Middle
District Court.
The lawsuit stems from the
nuclear accident at the Metro
politan Edison Co. facility on
March 28, 1979. Besides Met-Ed,
defendants are: General Public
Utilities Corp., Met-Ed’s parent
company; Jersey Central Power
& Light Co., a GPU subsidiary,
Pennsylvania Electric Co., an
other GPU subsidiary; Babcock
and Wilcox Co., the firm that
designed and built the TMI facil
ity; J. Ray McDermott & Compa
ny Inc., parent and controlling
company of Babcock; Dresser
Industrial Valve and Instrument
Division of Dresser Industries
Inc., a supplier to TMI; and Cata
lytic Inc., responsible for main
tenance of TMI.
The lawsuit alleges several
problems occurred at the plant
before the Unit 2 reactor was

damaged. The list includes a fire
in September 1977, an un
planned generation stoppage in
March 1978, and a two-week fa
cility shutdown in January 1979,
allegedly for “mechanical mal
function.”
The plaintiffs allege the
companies involved with TMI
“failed to exercise reasonable
care for the protection of plain
tiffs from the risks of harm,”
and claim the design of TMI
“fails to provide safeguards
against the unreasonable risk of
nuclear catastrophe caused by
sabotage or terroristic acts.”
The accident will deter con
sumers from purchasing proper
ty near the plant or from buying
consular goods manufactured
or processed here, the suit
claims.
Some plaintiffs allege the ac
cident forced them to evacuate
the area, “causing expense and
loss of income,” while others
“were exposed to radiation re
leased from Three Mile Island
and will require constant medi
cal monitoring . . . and treat
ment,” according to the lawsuit.

The complaint also contends
that some plaintiffs suffered
emotional injury, including
“fear of developing cancer in the
future” and others suffered loss
of profits and that property val
ues declined after the accident.
The nuclear accident “was
proximately caused by the negli
gence of some or all of the
named defendants, acting either
alone or in combination with
each other,” the lawsuit alleges.
Further, the 46 charge they
will continue to suffer such loss
es and damages as cancer, genet
ic defects, “peaceful use and en
joyment of their property,”
“contaminated or spoiled” prod
ucts, and reduced patronage
from persons who “fear the con
tamination of local food or prod
ucts.”
The complaint, filed by Louis
M. Tarasi Jr. of Pittsburgh and
Dusan Bratic of Dillsburg, as
serts damages could exceed the
$560 million provided under the
Price-Anderson Act for such oc
currences. The plaintiffs seek a
jury trial and ask that punitive
damages be awarded.
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Plans for federal aid to
bail out TMI outlined
HARRISBURG (AP) - U.S.
Rep. Allen Ertel, D-Pa., outlined a
plan Tuesday to finance the $1
billion Three Mile Island nuclear
plant cleanup, including federal
loan guarantees and some form of
industry aid.
Ertel, the chairman of a congres
sional task force looking into the
problem, said he will circulate a
legislative proposal in January to
fellow task force members.
The question of who will pay for
the seven-year cleanup of the
March 28, 1979 nuclear accident is
still unanswered.
Metropolitan Edison Co., the
operator of the plant, said it is
strapped for cash, and the state
Public Utility Commission has said
ratepayers must not be forced to
pay for the cleanup.
Though the task force has not yet
adopted a proposal, Ertel said he
favors federal loan guarantees and
cited the precedent of the Chrysler
Corp, bailout and small business
loans.
At a news conference, Ertel,
whose district includes TMI, said
the task force plans to introduce
legislation in 1981.

He declined to discuss specific
dollar amounts, saying that would
be left to later negotiations among
the parties involved.
However, he said, federally
guaranteed loans should depend on
fulfillment of the following
conditions:

—Aid from the electric utility
industry. The aid could come in the
form of a direct payment to Met Ed
or a loan from an industry in
surance plan set up to deal with the
financial consequences of ac
cidents such as the one at TMI.
The amount of aid from the
utility industry has not been deter
mined, but it would be sizeable,
Ertel said.
—Pennsylvania and New Jersey
would have to end a gross receipts
tax on additional utility power sold
as the result of the nuclear acci
dent. The tax either would be pass
ed back to the consumer through
reduced rates or would help pay for
the cleanup.
Another possible source of
cleanup money is funding from the
U.S. Department of Energy, if
DOE decides valuable research

e

could be conducted as part of the
cleanup.
“This is not written in concrete,”
Ertel cautioned.
The task force has discussed a
federal purchase of the plant,
direct federal aid to Met Ed or a 50
percent federal guarantee of bonds
to be sold to finance the cleanup.
Ertel said some congressmen
favor direct federal aid to Met Ed,
but said that would stand little
chance of winning approval in
Congress.
Besides, he said, a direct
government payment to Met n,a
would set an unfortunate
precedent.

Since forming in August, the task
force has met with the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, the Penn
sylvania and New Jersey utility
commissions, Met Ed, the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission
and shareholder and consumer
groups.
The TMI plant still contains the
damaged nuclear reactor core and
700,000 gallons of highly radioac
tive water.
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Stress Is Out
As TMI Issue

By MICK ROOD
Washington Bureau
WASHINGTON — Irrevocably
split over whether psychological
stress of Three Mile Island area res
idents is legally relevant to the fu
ture of the Unit 1 power station,
the Nuclear Regulatory Commis
sion decided Friday against telling
a licensing and review board that
stress should be an issue in the res
tart.
The 2-2 tie vote by the commis
sion means the issue, which has
been hanging for more than a year,
can’t be considered by the licensing
board when it recommends on res
tarting Unit I.
In failing to actually resolve the
matter, some of the quarrels divid
ing the NRC on this and other nu
clear safety issues spilled over into
an order issued late Friday. The
commissioners chose to close sev
eral meetings to discuss the subject,
even though other instructions to
the Unit 1 review board were dis
cussed extensively at public meet
ings.
As has happened before, this
one found Chairman John Ahearne
and commissioner Joseph Hendrie
opposed to making psychological
stress a restart issue, while com
missioners Victor Gilinsky and Pe
ter Bradford thought the licensing
board should make it a factor.
Differences were hardly dis
guised in the 30-page order, which
went against the advice of the li
censing board itself and midstate
anti-nuclear groups.
The question that has tied the
up commissioners up in knots is
this: Do the licensing board and ul
timately the NRC have authority
under either the Atomic Energy
Act or the National Environmental
Protection Act to assess effects of
psychological stress when the Met
ropolitan Edison Company’s re
quest to operate Unit I again is con
sidered? And if the NRC has au
thority, should it be exercized?
. An NRC licensing action is
not an appropriate forum for psy
chological stress issues. There may
be adjudicatory odies which are ap
propriate for usch issues — the
NRC is not the one,” Ahearne said
in the order.
Both he and Hendrie argued
that the NRC can best address the
various forms of mental anguish
lingering since the March 28, 1979,
accident at Unit 2 by assuring that
nuclear safety procedures are prop
erly in place and by adequating in
forming the public
Ahearne said he would have
challenged more of Bradford con
tentions in favor of considering
psychological stress, but “past ex-
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perience shows that reasoned argu
ments are of little interest to those
whose minds are made up.” He said
both Bradford and Gilinsky had an
alyzed issues “as being simpler
than they really are.”
Hendrie said, “The short an
swer is that Congress has already
decided that the country is to have
a nuclear power program even if it
makes some people uneasy.” Mak
ing psychological stress a licensing
board issue would “turn the hear
ing process into an exercise in futil
ity”
Hendrie couldn’t accept an at
tempt at quantifying anxieties of
the public, “rational and irration
al,” into some sort of cost-benefit
ratio under federal environmental
law.
Speaking for the losing side,
Gilinsky said he was convinced
broad lap>.<iflge authorizing the
NRC to protect the public health
and safety in licensing decisions
was enough to make stress an issue
in the restarting of Unit I. The li
censing board’s recommendation
10 months ago that it be allowed to
consider psychological stress dur
ing Unit I hearings, plus the Com
monwealth of Pennsylvania’s
backup arguments, were enough to
convince Gilinsky.
Bradford discounted Hendrie’s
fait accompli-like conclusion that
Congress had decided nuclear pow
er was here to stay and any feeling
the NRC had to decide whether
Unit 1-related stress was quantifi
able. Rather, he said the issue was
whether the NRC should le'. the li
censing board examine ways to mi
tigate stress if the undamaged reac
tor is allowed to generate electrici
ty again.
The psychological stress order
was the last of more than a dozen
issues the licensing board has been
instructed by the NRC to consider
in its restart recommendation,
which is expected next summer.
The order was also the latest in
a series of decisions reached by in
conclusive NRC votes. President
Carter’s choice for commission
chairman, Albert Carnesale, was
blocked by pro-nuclear Senate Re
publicans prior to the presidential
elections. Filling the fifth scat on
the NRC now awaits a decision by
President-elect Ronald Reagan,
who takes office in January.
Commissioner Bradford said he
would have preferred the commis
sion to hold off until a new chair
man is appointed before issuing an
order so the issue could be decided
by a majority of the NRC.
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water go ?
By PATRICE FLINCHBAUGH
Of the Daily Record

HARRISBURG - Despite a
federal panel’s probing Tuesday
night, Metropolitan Edison Co. of
ficials refused to tip their hand
about where treated Three Mile
Island accident water will go. The
utility’s limited resources are bet
ter spent on treating the water
now, disposing of it later, they said.
Disposal options include:
discharge into the Susquehanna
River; evaporation from ponds;
tank storage on the island; mixing
with concrete; transporting to the
ocean; recycling in cooling towers
and Unit I, to be discharged into
the river at a later date.
A few members of the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
TMI Advisory panel sputtered at
Met-Ed’s chief official Robert C.
Arnold’s statement that a choice
won’t be made until 1982.
But the only thing Arnold reveal
ed was that the utility wants the 1
million to 2 million gallons of pro
cessed accident water regarded as
water it regularly releases into the
river.
Arnold recognized public
pressure against such a move, but
would not go so far as to say MetEd was splitting the water treat
ment issue to postpone an immi
nent court fight.
“No matter how clean you say
that water is, there are people who
just will never believe you,’’ said
Art Morris, mayor of Lancaster,
and a member of the NRC panel.
“They will never want it discharg
ed into the Susquheanna.”
Arnold told the Daily Record,
“We just can’t put the issue of
ultimate disposal to bed right now.
We have an absolute obligation
now to provide the capability to
process the water. W’e’re deferring
a decision on the relatively
miniscule radiation releases in
volved in the disposal of the treated
water."
Despite self-proclaimed scarce
resources, Met-Ed to date has
spent $8 million on an accident
water cleaner which has yet to be
approved by the NRC. The unit,
called the submerged
demineralization system (SDS). is
more than half completed, Arnold
told the panel.
“But isn’t it foolish to allow such
a financially-strapped utility to
proceed with construction of SDS
before getting approval?” a
panelist asked NRC spokesman.
Replied NRC’s Lake Barrett,
“No one has come forward with a
better piece of technology.”
Arnold denied SDS was a $8
million gamble. He said Med-Ed
anticipates no unusual barriers in
its attempt to get SDS on line by
late next year.
Final NRC approval hinges on
the results of an environmental im
pact study now before the NRC
commissioners, according to Bar
rett.
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Met-Ed phoning
bill delinquents
Cash-poor Metropolitan Edison
Co. has begun telephoning its cus
tomers with delinquent utility bills
in an effort to collect more than $5
million in arrears.
“In the past we depended on —
and encouraged — customers to
call us” when they ran into finan
cial problems and fell behind in
their bills, said Judith D. Botvin, a
Met-Ed spokeswoman. “Now.
we’re extending ourselves to call
them.”
About $3.3 million of $5 million
is owed by 47,000 residential cus
tomers, according to Wesley G
Williams, manager of business off
ice operations in Reading.
Most of the residential custom
ers owe less than $ 150, while about
2,76J owe between $150 and $250;
1,000 owe between $250 and $500
and nearly 200 customers owe
more than $500 each.
“Although we allow for a cer
tain amount of loss through cus
tomer write-offs, the amount pres
ently owed us is excessive. It’s es
pecially intolerable at this point in
time with the company in such dire
need of cash,” Williams said.
Met-Ed, which operates Three
Mile Island and owns 50 percent of
it, has been strapped for cash since
last year’s nuclear accident. The
state Public Utility Commission
turned down Met-Ed’s request in
August for $35 million in emergen
cy funds — an advance on the utili
ty’s $7b.5 million base rate case
now being by a PUC law judge.
Williams said Met-Ed personnel
tn some divisions have been tempo
rarily assigned to the business off
ice as a “corps of callers” to tele
phone customers "Some of these
YORK DAILY RECORD
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delinquent customers actually have
financial hardships which prevent
their paying,” Williams said. “We
try to arrange payment schedules
to make things easier for them.”
Botvin said “we’ve been very
gratified with the results,’’adding
that “between 90 and 95 percent”
of the customers reached have en
tered into payment arrangements.
“Other customers,” Williams
said, “simply feel that paying their
electric bill is a low priority —
they'd rather pay for an expensive
car, a boat or some other luxury
item. If there is no willingness on
the part of the customer to cooper
ate. termination proceedings' will
be initiated.”
The number of residential cus
tomers withholding part of their
utility bill payment as a protest
against the TMI plant is “insignifi
cant,” Botvin said. “Mostly it’s peo
ple who have other bills and chose
to distribute their money in other
ways. By calling them we remind
them we are one of their creditors,
too,” she added.
Many of the calls are made in
the evening when there’s a better
chance of reaching the customer at
home. “The approach of calling
(customers) at all is new,” Botvin
said. In the past “we contacted cus
tomers who have overdue bills
through the mail.”
Williams said the problem of
overdue bills is not restricted to
Met-Ed which serves 345,000 cus
tomers in 14 counties in Eastern
Pennsylvania. He said other utili
ties throughout the country are fac
ing the problem because of the eco
nomic climate, regulatory restric
tions and public attitude.

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 19,1980

Anti-nukes blast effort
to spur TMI-1 restart
By PATRICE FLINCHBAUGH
Of the Daily Record

HARRISBURG — Charging the
utility’s request came 15 months
too late, a coalition of anti-nuclear
groups Thursday attacked
Metropolitan Edison Co.’s recent
motion to speed hearings on the
restart of the undamaged Unit 1 at
Three Mile Island.
Meanwhile, a federal official
said Thursday the Department of
Energy probably will take respon
sibility for the damaged reactor
core at TMI, according to the
Associated Press.
George Cunningham, assistant
secretary, told a TMI citizens ad
visory panel, “DOE is very in
terested (in the core) from a
research and development stand
point. There is very valuable data
there and a great deal to be learned
from obtaining and studying the
material.”

The plant owners do not expect to
remove the core until 1985.
Cunningham said the depart
ment would also assume respon
sibility for other material too con
taminated to be handled by commerical burial sites. Such material
would include resins from the
purification of some 700,000 gallons
of contaminated water.
The undamaged unit was closed
Aug. 9, 1979, on orders from the
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commis
sion. The NRC is treating a Dec. 5
letter from General Public Utilities
President Herman Dieckamp as a
motion to reconsider that order,
confirmed NRC’s Gary Sanborn.
Met-Ed’s motion should have
been filed within the customary 19day response period following an
NRC ruling, six anti-nuclear par
ties said in a brief filed Thursday
with the commission.

LEAKS

DougBeddeil, a TMI spokesman.
Beddell said gas Inside the vault
may be pushing its way through
seams in drums which contain used
EPICORII filters and liners.
Or the drums themselves could
be corroding, he said. A third
possibility is that heavy rains
leached through the vault, drawing
radiation outside, said Beddell.
The third trouble spot Arnold
mentioned is underneath a tank
which holds borated water used to
stop the nuclear fission reaction
during emergencies.
Water samples taken from test
wells near the tank showed high
levels of tritium in the ground
water. Tritium was first detected
last spring, said Tom Gerusky,
director of radiation protection,
state Department of Environmen
tal Resources. The highest
readings so far were in September.
Gerusky said the tritium would
eventually reach the Susquehanna
River, although not until the end of
1981, assuming groundwater flow
rates have been calculated ac
curately.
He said the tritium levels
measured fall below federal safe
drinking water standards.
Radiation protection officials
cannot pinpoint the source of that
tritium with certainty.
Some blame a leaking borated
water tank. But direct leaching
from the reactor building through
the cork joints has riot been ruled
out.
Those joints extend 10 feet
underground and are believed to
rest directly on bedrock.
“(The radiation) is not that
serious or Met-Ed would have been
required to tell us immediately,”
said Steven Sholly, of TMI Legal
Fund, an anti-nuclear coalition. “I
doubt very much the containment
building is leaking."
But Met-Ed spokesmen said
elements of an emergency still ex
ist at the Middletown plant.
Cleanup must be expedited to pre
vent future problems, they said.
The reactor containment
building was not designed to hold
anything for years, said Gersul y.
He added, “The question is
whether this radiation is new or
has been around since the accident
and is just being discovered now.
“It could be a Band-Aid effort un
til that (accident) water is out of
there,” he said.

Sanborn could not confirm
whether the 10-day rule applied to
the shut-down order.
Utility spokesmen defended the
Dieckamp letter. They said delays
in restarting Unit 1 have unduly
burdened Met-Ed customers with
replacement power charges.
But nuclear power foes charged
Met-Ed’s request was rooted in
concern for economic impact on
utility stockholders and investors,
not in concern for public health,
safety and economic well-being.
Cont* p 6
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7A4/ stress high
among young
married couples,
state report says
By GEORGE I.OBSENZ
United Press International
Young married couples, worried
about how radiation might affect their
families, suffered the most psychological
stress among those living near Three
Mile Island at the time of the nuclear
accident, according to a state Health De
partment report.
The report, released Monday, was
based on interviews with 700 persons liv
ing within five miles of Central Pennsyl
vania nuclear plant.
The survey also said women and the
well-educated tended to be more upset by
the March 28, 1979, accident.
“Persons who were younger, mar
ried. higher-educated and female report
ed more distress ... than did oider, sin
gle, less-educated males,” it said.
“The greater responsiveness of
younger, married persons was possibly
due to their concerns about the effects of
radiation on their present and future chil
dren and. since radiation effects often
have a long latency, concerns about their
own future health.
"More-educated persons were more
upset possibly because of greater knowl
edge of the effects of radiation and the
technical problems at the Three Mile Is
land facility.” the report stated.
‘ (he male-female difference is con
sistent with many other studies in which
females have reported higher distress
and more symptoms than men.”
The report also suggested people who
actively tried to cope with their feelings
about the accident, such as by engaging
in anti-nuclear activism, were more upset
then apathetic neighbors.
In general, the report said, “coping
did not change the situation and, as a
result, people who tried to cope may have
felt particularly frustrated.
“This would be especially true for
persons who use political actions as a
coping device."
Dr. George Tokuhata, head of the
Health Department’s epidemiological re
search, said the findings appeared solid
although they may have been distorted
by poor memories or political beliefs of
those interviewed.
Moreover, the report noted, “In view
of the fact that some persons near Three
Mile Island are suing for damages be
cause of alleged mental distress, the pos
sibility of conscious distortion should be
considered.”
The report sought to discover how
psychological stress caused by the acci
dent related to age, sex, marital status
and other variables among Three Mile
Island area residents.
Tokuhata said the report also found
that;
—Homeowners tended to be more
disturbed than renters.
—Women tended to associate stress
symptoms with Three Mile Island more
than men.
—People with more friends — or
more social support — tended to be less
upset than those with fewer meaningful
ties.
i,
—Not too suprlsingly, those whj :
were basically more "sensitive” or “in
trospective" were more likely to be up
set.
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Met-Ed, Penelec
merger savings
still 'attainable/
consultant says
fine “cost-avoidance" to mean expenses
By MARY O. BRADLEY
that would otherwise be incurred in the
Staff Writer
A partner in the consulting firm of absence of any management combina
tion.
Theodore Barry & Associates said a pro
jected $18 million savings from the man
A company breakdown shows that
$ 1.2 million would be saved through the
agement merger of Metropolitan Edison
Co. of Reading and Pennsylvania Electric corporate consolidation by eliminating
Co. of Johnstown appears “attainable.”
19 corporate-level positions initially and
Perry L. Wheaton told a state Public
19 in the future. A “divisional reorgani
Utility Commission hearing Thursday zation” calling for the elimination of 136
that his New York-based consulting firm non-corporate-level employees at Met-Ed
analyzed data supplied by the companies and 73 at Penelec would save $8.4 mil
and the “order of magnitude” of the pro lion.
jected savings “looks attainable.”
Budetti contends the larger savings
Perry was recalled to the stand by resulting from the reorganization of per
Samuel B. Russell, counsel for both utili sonnel within the two divisions could be
ties, to rebut the testimony of Frank R. achieved independent of the corporate
Budetti of St. Louis, Mo., a consultant level management merger.
hired by several Johnstown area econom
Edward R. Casey, PUC administra
ic development groups who oppose the tive law judge, asked Wheaton to re
planned consolidation.
spond to Burdetti’s contention that Theo
Budetti contended the projected sav dore Barry & Associates “accepted all
ings may not be realized and “substantial analyses” of the company without doing
costs” will result "when all of the consid any independent calculations. Wheaton
erations arising out of the management said four-man-years of work went into
merger are considered.”
preparing the management audit. “We
Under the merger Met-Ed and analyzed what the company put forth.”
Penelec would become the "East” and He said the projected savings depend on a
“West” divisions of Pennsylvania Elec “number of steps" that have to be taken
tric Co. The two divisions would share but he did not elaborate.
identical boards of directors and officers
The Barry firm was hired by the PUC
and the corporate headquarters would be in November 1979 to perform a manage
in Reading.
ment review of Met-Ed and Penelec and
Perry said one of the “many criteria" General Public Utilities Corp., their par
the firm wanted to consider in its review ent firm.
of the merger was "whether cost-bene
In other testimony Thursday, W.A.
fits would be obtained. In that context Verrochi, Penelec president agd the des
the company developed a proposal” that ignated head of the new r-imagenfent
$18 million would be realized through combination, said he didn't sec any “neg
“cost-avoidance and cost savings.”
ative impacts" on Johnstown customers
The companies’ proposal projects that of having the corporate headquarters in
$9.6 million will be saved because 247 Reading. It “will not in any way diminish
employees will be eliminated. Another our ability to respond.”
$7.7 million will be saved, the companies
He further said the consolidation will
said, through "cost-avoidance” of having “make response to consumer complaints
to fill 205 positions. The companies de much better.”

'Sorry, Filknock, but human error is an excuse good
only for nuclear plant and airplane accidents!'

<3l;c Patriot, Harrisburg, Pa., Thursday. Na*. 21, I'M-

TMI Area
Evacuation
Costs High
STATE COLLEGE (AP) —
Evacuation following the 1979 ac
cident at the Three Mile Island nu
clear plant cost individuals and
businesses between $9 million and
$14.5 million, a Pennsylvania State
University study has concluded.
The cost of evacuating house
holds in a a 15-mile radius around
the reactor near Harrisburg were
between $6 million to $10 million,
said Teh-wei Hu, professor of eco
nomics at the Centre County
school
The cost of lost work days, ab
sorbed mainly -by business and in
dustry, was calculated to be $3 mil
lion to $4.5 million, he added.
The study also shows that, dur
ing the period immediately follow
ing the nation’s worst commercial
nuclear accident, real or perceived
stress caused a large increase in
doctor visits and use of sleeping
pills, tranquilizers, alcohol-and cig
arettes.
The study was funded by the
state Department of Health and
was conducted under Penn State’s
Institute for Policy Research and
Evaluation.

THREE MILE ISLAND ALERT
315 Peffer Street
Harrisburg, PA 17102

Waste Paper
<’• Main St.
falo. B.Y.
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TMI steam called 'routine'
MIDDLETOWN, Pa. (AP) - system. The steam was not
Officials at Three Mile Island on radioactive and there was no
Wednesday urged local release of radioactivity to the at
residents not to worry about a mosphere, he said.
The oil-fired auxiliary boilers
cloud of steam and a whistling
noise that came from the are used to supply steam for
various in plant services when
nuclear plant the night before
The whistle, the officials said, the TMI reactors are not
came from a routine release of operating, the spokesman
non-radioactive steam from an added.
auxiliary boiler at the plant’s
The boiler, which supplies
Unit 2 reactor, which was not
damaged in the nation’s worst steam to the secondary cooling
commercial nuclear accident on system of the Unit 2 reactor, had
been shut down for maintenance
March 28,1979 at Unit 1.
A sponokesman for General and the release was part of the
Public Utilities, which owns process of returning the boiler to
TMI, said the boiler is not con service, shortly after 10 p.m.
nected to the primary reactor Tuesday, he said.

From 4 RESTART
The gr-qup further charged MetEd’s petition to the NRC was a ploy
to woo the congressional subcom
mittee now considering a relief
package for the financially troubl
ed utility.
Met-Ed spokesman David
Kluscik flatly denied the charges.
“This has nothing to do with the
congressional task force,” he said.
“There are a number of interests
to balance, such as health and safe
ty of the workers,” he said. “But
we do have an interest in our
customers and it will cost these
people millions of dollars (if the
delay in restarting Unit 1 con
tinues).”
Kluscik said Met-Ed is not argu
ing with the need for hearings,
despite Dieckamp’s previous point
that there is no legal requirement
to hold them.
“We just feel we should be
treated the same as other (Bab
cock & Wilcox-designed) plants,”
he said.
Six B&W reactors were returned
to service shortly after the March
28, 1979, accident at TMI following
NRC-mandated modifications,
Kluscik said.

Kluscik also denied a charge that
Met-Ed is putting on a “good
show” to convince the Public Utili
ty Commission to return Unit 1 to
base rate calculations.
The PUC ordered removal of
Unit 1 from customer charges
when the NRC ordered cold shut
down after the 1979 mishap.
Kluscik was confident the NRC
will take a serious look at Met-Ed’s
request.
Said anti-nuclear spokesman
Steven Sholly, “We trust the public
and the Congress will recognize
this request for what it is — a
desperate act by a utility fighting a
losing battle for corporate sur
vival.”
Thursday’s brief was filed join, /
by six parties who are testifying in
Unit 1 restart hearings that began
in October.
The parties include: Newberry
Township TMI Steering Commit
tee, Steven C. Sholly, an individual
intervenor; Three Mile Island
Alert Inc.; Anti-Nuclear Group
Representing York; People
Against Nuclear Energy and En
vironmental Coalition on Nuclear
Power.
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Evacuation plan the same
By PATRICE FLINCHBAUGH
Of the Daily Record

Points raised in a current study
of local evacuation plans by the
League of Women Voters of
Greater York indicate little — ex
cept the bureaucracy — has chang
ed in the way of emergency
preparedness since the 1979 acci
dent at Three Mile Island.
The six-week study, although not
yet conclusive, charges numerous
municipalities do not have
emergency evacuation plans; their
siren systems, if available, are in
adequate; medicine to shield the
thyroid from radiation is not stock
ed; radiation monitors are out
dated or nonexistent; and most
plans rely on volunteers who may
not perform in an actual emergen
cy.
The league based its observa
tions on a survey of 14 boroughs
and townships in York County.
At a public meeting Wednesday
evening, league members said they
hoped to inspire municipal officials
to devise more complete plans.
“The evacuation plans were con
ceived the weekend of the TMI ac
cident,” said John Comey, a state
emergency planning spokesman,
“The basic concept has not chang
ed ... (it) isn’t much different
from flood evacuations.
Comey added, “It is possible to
move large numbers of people
quickly, as our vast experience
with natural disasters indicates.”
According to Randy Curry, York
County’s emergency coordinator,

most changes in emergency plans
have been administrative — the
way emergency planners write
their documents to meet ever
changing federal guidelines.
Consequently, the county plan
has been revised three times.
On the substantive side, Curry
says the evolving county plans
reflect more efficient evacuation
routes, clearer information for the
public and working relationships
with people holding resources
needed during crises. «
Maps have been prepared and
distributed to area residents show
ing evacuation routes, said Curry.
Curry is but one planner who
finds the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission guidelines a source of
seeming irritation. One state
spokesman said it’s like trying to
hit a moving target.
“We submitted state TMI plans
to the feds before June of 1980 for
review,” said John Comey, press
secretary for the Pennsylvania
Emergency Management Agency,
“They made informal comments
but wouldn’t officially critique it,
knowing full well a new regulatory
document was being prepared. ”
Said Curry, “The trouble with
the regulations is they’re being
written by people m Washington
not working here at the grassroots,
seeing what works.”
Curry and Comey both said the
latest set of emergency guidelines
is more realistic than the original
one. Still, deficiencies exist, Comey
said.

TMIA plea !

“For example, many areas have
civil defense sirens, but a good por
tion do not, ” Comev said.
Example: Newberry Township
chairman supervisor Bruce Smith
reports there is only one civil
defense siren to cover the entire 31square-mile township. Newberry
Township is located just across the
Susquehanna River from TMI.
Inadequate means for im
mediate public notification was hit
hard by the league study. Of 14
municipalities visited by the study
group, none mentioned a provision
to contact the public within 15
minutes, as NRC rules require, the
women said.
Again, Smith was critical of the
NRC rule.
“How can we cover over 100
miles of township roads in 15
minutes to notify all our residents?
It’s impossible,” he said.

Comey said the Metropolitan
Edison Co., owner of TMI, has
volunteered to install and pay for
80 sirens in the five counties falling
within a 20-mile radius of TMI.

A Federal Emergency Manage
ment Agency report to the Presi
dent in August was equally gloomy
in its evaluation of public address
systems in the event of nuclear
disaster.
The report was generally
pessimistic about the possibility of
fleeing atom accidents. FEMA
spokesman Tom Hardy said the
federal report, whose release was
delayed six months, is now out of
date.
YORK DAILY RECORD
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Thu NRC HAS RECEIVED LETTERS FROM ALL OVER
THE COUNTRY REQUESTING THE IMMEDIATE RESTART
OF TMI UNIT II! Hl It

TH
NUMBER OF PRO-RESTART LETTERS ACTUALLY
OUT.JEIGHT ANTI-RESTART CORRESPONDENCEj
SHOWING THAT A LARGE NUMBER OF LITERATE,
VOCAL,PRO-NUCLEAR ADVOCATES ARE MAKING IT
THEIR BUSINESS TO LET WASHINGTON KNOW HOW
THEY FEEL.
PLEASE HELP US, AND YOURSELVES, BY INFORMING
THE NRG OF YOUR FEELINGS ON THE MATTER.

U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C.
20555

TILANK YOU!

State argues
against boost
Met-Ed seeks
HARRISBURG (AP) - An
expert witness for the state
consumer advocate testified
Friday that the operator of the
Three Mile Island power plant
cannot justify a request for a $76.5
million rate boost.
“We do not recommend any
mo're than $5 million based on the
earning requirements of
Metropolitan Edison Co.,” said
consultant Michael Dirmeier,
summarizing his testimony before
Administrative Law Judge Joseph
Matuschak.
«
“Those are our revenue recom
mendations based upon an
Cont p 2
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Angry ratepayers urge bill boycott
“About $32 is the charge for electric usage," said
Zerance, “The rest is surcharges, energy adjust
ment and deferred energy costs.
“I stopped paying my bill when those extra
charges became more' than my actual usage, he
said.
About 100 people attended the Congress at
Newberry Township Elementary school which was
sponsored by area anti-nuclear groups.
By the end of the meeting, organizers had
gathered names of 45 families who say they’ll hot pay
Met-Ed in March. Smith said the group hopes to get 5
percent — or 147 — of Newberry Township’s 3,477
households to skip their March electricity payments.
Those bills will be collected and burned on the
steps of the state capitol on March 28 to com
memorate the second anniversary of the TMI accident she said
Convincing the conservative communities of
Newberry Township to not pay their electric bills
may be difficult, acknowledges Smith.

By PATRICE FLINCHBAUGH
Of the Daily Record

ETTERS — Dennis Zerance has not paid his
Metropolitan Edison Co. electricity bill for five mon
ths. Pat Smith has not paid hers for 18 months.
Both Newberry Township residents say
unreasonably high power rates have resulted from
the accident at Three Mile Island in March 1979.
Neither Zerance nor Smith has suffered a cutoff
of power because both have filed formal complaints
against Met-Ed with the Pennsylvania Public Utility
Commission.
The secret, Zerance explained, is not to protest
legally imposed energy surcharges, but to challenge
Met-Ed’s quality of service or the accuracy of its
meter readings.
The tactic is just a protest, participants of the se
cond annual Ratepayers’ Congress were told
Wednesday night. Smith said bills will eventually be
Said to avoid service cutoff, but not before showing
let-Ed its customers are tired of escalating electric
costs.
Zerance, owner of a modest two-story house in
Etters, said he has installed 18 inches of insulation in
the roof; timers on the water heater; a woodburning
stove; storm doors and windows. He and his wife use
lights sparingly. Yet the monthly Met-Ed bill
averages $79, he said.

“That’s why we chose 5 percent as the beginning
goal,” she said.
Other speakers told the audience the boycott,
although focused on Newberry Township for now,
will be supported throughout central Pennsylvania.

State

iEuening Nruis,Wednesday, February4.1981

Restart
of Unit 1
is mulled

argues

from 1

opportunity to earn a fair rate of
return on the company’s used and
useful investments,” he said.
The costly Three Mile Island plant cannot be con
sidered a used or useful investment and should not
be factored into the new rates, said Dirmeier, of the
Georgetown Consulting Group of Ridgefield, Conn.
Dirmeier testified at the administrative pro
ceedings on behalf of Consumer Advocate Walter
Cohen. Cohen has called for Met Ed to receive a
rate boost of between $3 million and $5 million.
After the hearing, Cohen said increasing
revenues by less than 1 percent, or $5 million, would
“get them through the year and still allow (Met Ed)
to operate an electric company. ’ ’
Cohen said he views the company’s $76.5 million
rate request as an attempt by Met Ed to put itself in
a position to resume paying common stock
dividends.
The utility, arguing that ratemakers have
hamstrung its ability to recover operating costs,
said the higher rates that it sought from tne PUC
last July would increase its revenues 17 percent
annually.
For an average consumer using 500 kilowatts of
power monthly, bills would rise $5.95 a month under
the plan.
Dirmeier argued that Met Ed should not be per
mitted to use costs related to the undamaged Unit 1
reactor at TMI to justify the boost.
Like the Unit 2 reactor crippled in the nation’s
worst commercial nuclear accident on March 28,
1979, Unit 1 is out of service and it is uncertain
when, or if, it will be allowed to be brought back on
line.

By MARY O. BRADLEY
Staff Writer
As plans advance for Thursday’s manned en
try into the Three Mile Island Unit 2 contain
ment building, a Nuclear Regulatory Commis
sion law panel conducting hearings into the fate
of the undamaged Unit I reactor has taken under
consideration a suggestion from the NRC staff
that Unit I be restarted at low power levels.
Ten technicians divided into two teams are
scheduled to complete the installation of eight
closed-circuit television cameras on the entry
level and operating deck in the Unit 2 contain
ment building and perform additional decontam
ination tests Thursday.
Work on the monitoring system began Tues
day by five teams of technicians who prepared
the building penetration for the cables and car
ried in power cords and other equipment.
All work assigned to the men was complet
ed, according to John T. Fidler, spokesman for
GPU Nuclear. The only unexpected event in the
otherwise smooth entry occurred when one of
the technicians suffered “heat stress” and left
the building. He was treated at the plant’s firstaid station and was expected to return to work
today.
Tuesday’s entry was spread over six hours
but Thursday's tasks are expected to take half
that time. Besides enabling cleanup supervisors
to watch the decontamination operations, the
system can be used as a teaching tool for work
ers as the recovery process from the March 1979
accident continues.
Meanwhile, the NRC staff Tuesday suggest
ed that the Unit I reactor could be turned on at
power levels of up to 5 percent as a way to
expedite the federal restart proceeding.

“The company thinks that it should receive these
funds, receive a return of, or on, its investment and
costs incurred at TMI-1, and we don’t agree,”
Dirmeier said.
“These investments should not be recovered by
the company at this time. That’s the single biggest
issue,” he said.
Another week of testimony is scheduled in the
rate case, after which Matuschak is expected to
take six to eight weeks to send his recommendation
to the full Public Utility Commission.
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Labor leaders split
over nuclear issue
By DON SARVEY
Staff Writer
Two Harrisburg labor leaders
have become antagonists over the
issue of nuclear power, in a split
that has prompted plans for a dem
onstration this weekend and the fil
ing of formal charges for expulsion
from the Harrisburg Central Labor
Council.
Henry T. Doherty Jr., business
manager of the Harrisburg and
Central Pennsylvania Building and
Construction Trades Council, today
disclosed plans to picket an “ener
gy education day” program to be
held Saturday at Harrisburg Area
Community College by the Greater
Harrisburg Area Labor Committee
for Safe Energy and Full Employ
ment.
Doherty says that Jane Perkins,
secretary-treasurer of the Pennsyl
vania Social Services Union, who
serves as local coordinator of the
Committee for Safe Energy, “has
no right to say this is a labor com
mittee” because it is not sanctioned
or organized by the Central Labor
Council.
The Committee for Safe Energy
advocates de-emphasis of nuclear
energy in favor of greater reliance
of coal.
YORK DAILY RECORD
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But according to Doherty, the
organization “does not speak for la
bor in general, nor is this labor’s
policy in general.”
He said the AFL-CIO is official
ly “in favor of coal, nuclear and any
other form of safe energy that will

Perkins revealed that Doherty
had filed a formal charge with the
Central Labor Council accusing her
of “engaging in activities contrary
to the harmony of the labor move
ment.” Perkins is a trustee of the
labor council.

make us less dependent on foreign
oil.”
Perkins said, however, there
were “other opinions within the la
bor community we feel need to be
expressed” and the principle of free
speech is the real issue. She said
union members “cannot be dictated
to by labor leadership.”

Doherty confirmed that he had
filed the charge, but declined to dis
cuss it in detail. He said a hearing
would be held sometime in Febru
ary, and Perkins could face expul
sion as a labor council officer.
Doherty expressed displeasure
with a newspaper advertisement
about a March 28 anniversary ob
servance of the accident at TMI
Unit 2 in which Perkins listed her
self as a sponsor and identified her
self as a trustee.

She said she appeared at the
November meeting of the labor
council’s executive committee to
invite union officials to become in
volved in planning the program at
HACC, no matter what point of
view they wished to present. But
the Building and Construction
Trades Council was opposed, she
said, and the executive committee
voted in December not to take part.

Perkins pointed out that the ad
vertisement declared that affilia
tions were listed for “identification
purposes only” and did not suggest
that the labor council was a spon
sor.

THURSDAY, JANUARY 22,1981

Aid for TMI cleanup sought
HARRISBURG (AP) - Penn
sylvania’s top utility regulator
renewed her plea Wednesday for
federal aid to help decontaminate
the crippled Three Mile Island
nuclear plant.

“I call your attention to the need
for appropriations to finance this
continued cleanup effort,” Susan
Shanaman said in a speech
delivered to the President’s

Nuclear Safety Oversight Commit
tee in Santa Barbara, Calif.
“This needed federal financial
aid should be provided as a grant,
not as a loan,” added the Public
Utility Commission chairman.
“Loans must be repaid. Repay
ment of any loan provided or
guaranteed by the federal govern
ment must be, ultimately, paid by
consumers.”
The Pennsylvania PUC has ruled

that uninsured cleanup costs, ex
pected to exceed $700 million, can
not be charged to consumers.

Ms. Shanaman said the PUC and
the New Jersey commission have
authorized revenue increases total
ing $447 million for the three
utilities that own TMI, in the two
years since the plant was disabled
in the nation’s worst commercial
nuclear accident.

®l|e ttucning Netus, Harrisburg. Pa., Thursday. January 29,1981

TMI staff laxity cited
d.. M ADvn iw Anrvv
By
MARY O. BRADLEY
Staff Writer
Nearly two years after the
March 1979 accident at Three Mile
Island, the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission staff has concluded
that crucial data about the condi
tion of the simmering Unit 2 reac
tor was not sufficiently evaluated
by plant personnel and not ade
quately transmitted to government
officials.
A special NRC inquiry team re
ported after a 10-month review of
the actions of plant personnel on
the day of the accident that “al
though pertinent information was
not intentionally withheld on
March 28, 1979, information was
not adequately transmitted to the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission or
the Bureau of Radiological Protec
tion.” The latter is the bureau in the
state Department of Environmental
Resources responsible for protect
ing the health and safety of the
public from nuclear power plant
operations.

Racod
on on
thpthe
team's
Based
teamfindines.
’s findings, "
the NRC’s Office of Inspection and
Enforcement has cited Metropoli
tan Edison Co., the plant’s operator,
for two itemsof alleged noncompli
ance with NRC regulations. But
Victor Stello Jr., the office’s direc
tor, said no fines will be imposed
because the statutory limit was
reached when the NRC fined MetEd $155,000 in January 1980 for
other alleged infractions during the
accident.
The report found that two “pri
mary factors” caused the failure of
station personnel to inform the nec
essary regulatory agencies. “The
predominant factor was the ab
sence of an effective on-site system
to accumulate, evaluate and dis
seminate information. The second
factor was the lack of comprehen
sion by plant personnel of the be
havior of the plant systems.”
Robert C. Arnold, head of the
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GPU Nuclear Group at TMI, said a
preliminary reading of the NRC re
port is “encouraging on several
counts. After nearly two years of
investigations of the Unit 2 acci
dent the finding is there was no
willful withholding of informa
tion" from the public.
“Consistent with previous in
vestigations the report concludes
that improvements in the perform
ance of people are needed," Arnold
said in a statement released today.
“We have been responsive to that
concern at TMI, which is now
being operated by GPU Nuclear
Group. GPU Nuclear has assembled
a greatly strengthened manage
ment team for TMI. We fully ac
cept the lead responsibility to
gather and promptly analyze data
on conditions at the plant.”’
The NRC team’s report noted
that “the NRC did not have an ef
fective system to ensure that information was properly accumulated,

(Flic itupning Nflus, Harrisburg, Pa.,Tuesday, January 13,1981

TMI foes consider
cleanup challenge
By MARY O. BRADLEY
Staff Writer
With a U.S. Supreme Court rul
ing under its belt, a Lancaster
based anti-nuclear group probably
will challenge the operation of a
system to purify highly contami
nated water at Three Mile Island if
the process is approved by the Nu
clear Regulatory Commission, a
spokeswoman said today.
Beverly Hess of the Susquehan
na Valley Alliance said the use of
the “submerged demineralizer sys
tem’’ will “generate highly radioac
tive filters that will have to be
stored on TMI.”
Preventing TMI from becoming
a long-term radioactive waste
dump was one of SVA’s two goals
when it filed suit against TMI’s op
erator in May 1979 over its water
treatment plans.
Hess, now president of the Pub
lic Interest Resource Center, was
one of four individuals who joined
in the SVA suit.
She said the other goal was to
keep the processed water from
being disposed of in the Susquehan
na River, the source of drinking
water for Lancaster.
YORK DAILY RECORD
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Monday’s Supreme Court rul
ing will make it possible for the
SVA to go to court on those two
substantive issues, Hess said.
She said the high court’s deci
sion “establishes” the right of citi
zens with environmental concerns
“to be heard in court rather than
having to exhaust administrative
remedies” before the NRC.
Over three dissents the Su
preme Court refused to hear argu
ments by General Public Utilities
Corp., TMI’s owners, against a
lower court ruling that allows SVA
to seek legal redress in court.
GPU argued that the Third Cir

cuit Court of Appeals’ decision — if
allowed to stand — would create
“a chaotic overlap” between the
NRC and the courts. SVA took the
case to the appeals’ court after U.S.
Middle District Judge Sylvia Ram
bo ruled in October 1979 that the
“relief” SVA sought “must be re
quested from the NRC” and only
after the NRC’s final order will be
request “be ripe for consideration
by the courts.”

The appeals court disagreed
with Rambo’s ruling in March 1980
and GPU went to the Supreme
Court in September.
In June SVA filed a motion in
Middle District Court to amend its
suit to argue that TMI is becoming
a long-term repository for nuclear
waste. Hess said today SVA’s attor
ney will ask Rambo to rule on that
motion which has been held in
abeyance pending the Supreme
Court decision.
Hess said SVA was on “ten
terhooks” waiting for the Supreme
Court ruling. She said SVA did not
think it could raise the $30,000 to
argue the case before the Supreme
Court. “We can try with zest to
find the money for arguing the
(substantive) issues of the case, but
to try to have raised funds “for a
procedural case” before the Su
preme Court “would have been
much more difficult.

If the NRC approves the use of
the $8 million submerged deminer
alizer system, SVA will “try to find
money to go for an injunction to
keep SDS from running,” she said.
The SDS, which is being construct
ed in the TMI Unit 2 spent fuel stor
age pools, is designed to process the
700,000 gallons of highly contami
nated water in the basement of the
Unit 2 reactor building.
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Radioactive material detected
under TMI water storage tank
By PATRICE FLINCHBAUGH
Of the Daily Record

Trace amounts of radioactive
cesium have been detected
underneath a Three Mile Island
water storage tank, plant officials
confirmed Thursday.
Last month, the utility reported
high levels of radioactive tritium in
groundwater under the same tank
adjacent to Unit 2.
A leak in that water tank appears
to be the source of both radioactive
elements, said Doug Bedell, a TMI
spokesman. But TMI engineers are
continuing to investigate other
possible sources which could in
clude the Unit 2 containment
building, Bedell added.
He said a catch basin is being in
stalled to prevent the two
elements’ migration through the
soil to the nearby Susquehanna
Rjver _ a trek that would take
longer than a year were it to begin.

In a related development, TMI
officials blamed leaking pipes and
valves for radiation found last
December in damp, cork-filled
gaps between walls at Unit 2.
Those pipes and valves are
located in a concrete-walled cubi
cle in the basement of the Unit 2
auxiliary building. That
underground room butts up against
the containment building base
ment. It has not been decon
taminated since the March 28,1979
accident.
Gale Hovey, director of Unit 2,
told federal nuclear regulators that
independent laboratory tests of
cork samples had pinpointed the
cubicle as culprit, not the Unit 2
containment building.
Concentrations of cesium, stron
tium and tritium in the cork dif
fered from those found in the reac
tor building basement, Hovey said.
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About 600,000 gallons of highly
radioactive water have been stan
ding in the basement of the contain
ment building since the accident. It
was thought that water might have
been seeping into the cork.
Plant workers also announced
Thursday that they switched off an
oil-fired, reactor cooling system
which had been consuming 3,600
gallons of oil daily, said Fidler.
TMI officials said the auxiliary
cooling system is no longer needed
— Unit 2 reactor has begun cooling
itself “like a tea kettle,” said John
Fidler, a TMI spokesman.
The move will save TMI’s
operator, Metropolitan Edison Co.,
$200,000 per month, said Fidler.
The amount of heat emitted by
the crippled reactor as its elements
decay is now 45 kilowatts — or
equivalent to the heat of 45 steam
irons. Two months ago, it was 62
kilowatts, said Fidler.
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Hearings to cost
all of US
even at his special $25-an-hour
rate.
Pell, who says he is stjll sym
pathetic with ANGRY’s claims,
remarked that it is impossible to
match the seemingly endless finan
cial resources of the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission and MetEd.
The bottom line, Pell says, is the
restart hearings are “nothing ap
proaching fair and square.”
He added, “The impression
given to the public is that anyope
has a fair shot at Met-Ed, but the
intervenors just can’t afford the
litigation ... the sheer
bureaucracy.”
For example, one complete upto-date copy of the hearing
transcript — now more than 12,000
pages — costs $4,800, according to
Steven Sholly, an individual par
ticipant in the hearings.

By PATRICE FLINCHBAUGH
Of the Dally Record

Anti-nuclear groups, faced
with spiraling legal costs and
dwindling treasuries, are having
to trim their efforts to stop the
restart of the undamaged Unit, 1
at Three Mile Island.
Lengthy federal hearings in
Harrisburg on the safety of Unit
1 also are taking a toll on the
cash flow of TMI’s operator,
Metropolitan Edison Co., ac
cording to a state Public Utility
Commission auditor.
But the utility said Tuesday it
Elans to try to pass along those
earing costs to its ratepayers.
Intervenors in the restart
hearings have no such alter
native. For most groups, debate
before the Atomic Safety and
Licensing Board has stayed
afloat through car washes, flea
markets and donations from
contributors.
Some groups, such as Three
Mile Island Alert, say they knew
it would be financially risky to
enter the proceedings — $20,000
to prepare for one section of the
hearing, for example.
“But now, it’s so frustrating
because people are giving up,
they’re moving away or chang

“No single group can afford one
copy,” said Sholly.
Met-Ed contends its legal costs
are but a fraction of the total costs
of an idle Unit 1. Add replacement
power costs to legal fees and the
total bill to the utility is In the $100
million range, said David Kluscik,
a Met-Ed spokesman.
As of Tuesday, the company
could not supply figures on how
much it has spent on lawyers for
the restart hearings.

ing their lifestyle so they use
less electricity,” said Kay
Pickering, staff coordinator for
TMI-Alert.
As the hearings enter their
fourth month, at least three
groups, including TMI-Alert,
are approaching the bench with
no legal counsel. Volunteer
laymen are presenting cases
and quality is sure to suffer, said
Ms. Pickering.
A federal nuclear expert
recently advised one local anti
nuclear group it would have
needed $5 million a year to ac
quire the legal expertise to
argue an effective case before
theASLB.
The group, Anti-Nuclear
Group Representing York, has
been able to raise only $3,000, ac
cording to Gail Bradford, who is
now ANGRY’s sole represen
tative in the hearing room since
it, too, has lost its attorney.
Most of the money has gone
toward parking and photocopy
ing expenses, said Ms. Brad
ford. ANGRY long ago decided
it could not afford attorney
Daniel Pell’s services — not
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It is known that Met-Ed has been
employing five lawyers from the
Washington law firm of Shaw, Pitt
man, Potts and Trowbridge,
reportedly one of the best-known
nuclear law firms in the country.
“I’m sure this hearing is hurting
their (Met-Ed’s) cash flow,” said
John Dial, chief auditor for the
Pennsylvania Public Utility Com
mission.
But Dial said the hearing costs
would undoubtedly be tax deducti
ble, if Met-Ed chose to take that ac
counting route.
Joe Benish, a Met-Ed
spokesman, said the utility has no
plans to deduct those expenses on
its IRS forms. Instead, he said,
Met-Ed will consider them part of
the normal operating budget of
Unit 1. That means the utility could
recover hearing expenses as part
of future rate increases.

MULLED from
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The NRC staff citqd a strongly worded re
port from the U.S. Department of Energy that
the power supply in Pennsylvania, Maryland
and New Jersey could be “negatively impacted
by a continuing outage of the facility."
The restart proposal was among 10 sugges
tions presented by the NRC staff to the NRC's
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board in response
to a request from board Chairman Ivan W. Smith
on how the restarting proceeding might be ex
pedited. The board is gathering the data to pre
pare a report to NRC Chairman John F. Ahearne
on ways the commission might help speed up the
dragging restart proceeding.
The DOE report said the Pennsylvania-New
Jersey-Maryland power pool area is facing two
summer and one winter peak periods in the next
IS months, the time frame covered in its study.
DOr. noted the PJM area was “forced into two
brownout situations due to inadequate capacity”
in the summer of 1980. “PJM ... was the only
region of the country to initiate area wide
‘brownouts’ (reductions in system voltage lev
els) during the summer of 1980.” the report said.
The DOE report said the location of TMI Unit
1 enables it to supply power to the eastern por
tion of the PJM system without “west-east
transmission constraints." It added, “The opera
tion of the TMI Unit I during the forthcoming
peak load periods will offer some major adequa
cy and reliability benefits to the PJM region .’’
Allowing Unit 1 to operate at low power
level will enable it to achieve full generating
capacity more quickly if the NRC approves the
change.
A lawyer for Metropolitan Edison Co. also
said Tuesday that Met-Ed has asked the NRC for
permission to begin preliminary testing of Unit I
systems before completion of the hearing pro
cess. He said the tests could save six weeks to
two months in start-up time.
Approval to restart Unit I must come from
the NRC, hut the NRC staff said Tuesday that
the NRC could lift Unit I’s license suspension
before the hearing process is over provided that
“the NRC sets forth an adequate basis for the
decision.”

Dial said the PUC staff probably
would argue against allowing MetEd to pass along those costs, but he
said the outcome now is
speculative.

from 3

evaluated and disseminated” on
March 28.
Stello also criticized the “emer
gency director” — the designation
given the plant official who direct
ed the management of the accident
— for leaving the site to go to the
lieutenant governor’s office for a
briefing the afternoon of March 28.
While the official did “take prudent
actions to ensure continued man
agement of the emergency ... he
should not have left the site during
an ongoing accident,” Stello said in
a letter to Arnold.

Stello cited three instances
where TMI personnel failed to ob
tain and evaluate data. They are:
— Information about the ex
tended period of time during which
the electromatic operated valve on
the pressurizer (the power operat
ed relief valve) was open and the
changes in the system status associ
ated with closure of the block valve
was available to plant personnel
before 8 a.m. but was either not
gathered or not adequately evaluat
ed in a timely manner by plant su

5

pervisors.
— Readings taken from the
core exit thermocouples were im
properly evaluated by supervisors
at the time they were measured.
(These readings could have indicat
ed that the zirconium cladding was
disintegrating and reacting with
water to generate hydrogen which
later formed the infamous “hydro
gen bubble.”)

Cant 6
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TMI tax benefits
bypass Londonderry
IT SEEMS ridiculous that
Londonderry Twp.’s sole
compensation for hosting the
Three Mile Island nuclear
reactor complex all these
years has been a measly $5
(five dollars) paid in the form
of a building permit fee. If
this were New York, New
Jersey or Connecticut, where
utilities are required to pay
property taxes on power
plants to the municipalities in
which they are located, Lon
donderry Twp. would be
swimming in money from
TMI owners Metropolitan
Edison, Pennsylvania Electric
Co. and Jersey Central Power
and Light. What is amazing is
that it took the town fathers
so long to complain about the
puny compensation they
received in exchange for the
dubious benefits associated
with having two nuclear
power stations as township
residents.
At the same time, howev
er, it is a bit absurd and
doubtless illegal to apply a
new building fee scale re
troactively as a method of ob
taining some compensation
for the travail imposed on the
township and its residents as
a result of the accident at the
Unit 2 reactor in March,
1979. While it appears that
Met-Ed may be inclined to
make some monetary ar
rangement with the town
ship to keep the peace and,
possibly, to avoid another
law suit, the inequitv is not

THREE MILE ISLAND ALERT
315 Peffer Street
Harrisburg, PA 17102

the utility’s fault, but the
fault of a state law which by
design ignores the existence
of any burden imposed by a
power station on a communi
ty.
Met-Ed and its sister utili
ties do, in fact, pay a form of
property tax on their Three
Mile Island facility, which
amounted to $7,641,161 in
1980 alone. Londonderry
Twp. received a small portion
of those taxes, but no more
than it would have received if
the nuclear complex had been
built 200 miles away in west
ern Pennsylvania. Under the
Pennsylvania Public Utility
Realty Tax Act of 1965, taxes
on utility property are placed
in a pot and dispersed to the
various municipalities in the
state based on a formula
which takes no account of
where the utility property is
located.
THE THREE MILE Island
accident offers indisputable
evidence that a nuclear plant
does impose itself on a com
munity and the surrounding
area. But even if the risk of
accident was not a factor,
there also are the dislocations
and community expenses
which occur'when a power
plant is under construction,
and there is the permanent
intrusion of the plant itself,
including the noise, activity
and airborne particles associ
ated with it, as well as the
concentration of power lines

serving the facility.
We don’t believe a com
munity hosting a power sta
tion ought to reap a bonanza
in taxes because of it, as is the
case in the three states men
tioned above. But the law
should recognize that a com
munity pays a price for pro
viding the power source from
which other communities
benefit and should receive
some modest compensation
in recognition of that fact, as
should other nearby com
munities affected by the
plant’s presence. But at
tempting to make a law per
form acrobatics, which
seems to be the case on the
part of Londonderry Twp., is
bad law and fails to address
the legitimate grievances of
the township.

STAFF LAXITY
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— The occurrence and validity
of the containment "pressure
spike" (hydrogen explosion) was
not communicated to responsible
individuals in a timely manner nor
was the information on the pres
sure spike (28 pounds per square
inch) properly evaluated by subor
dinates.
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Unions Go To
Bat To Close TMI
On Monday morning in Harrisburg, leaders
representing eight international unions formally
announced their support in what has been predicteu
to be a massive National March on Harrisburg
commemorating the second anniversary of the
Three Mile Island nuclear accident.
The unions who have pledged their full support of
the rally include: the United Mine Workers, the
International Association of Machinists and
Aerospace Workers, the International Chemical
Workers, Graphic Arts International, the United
Auto Workers, the International Longshoremen’s &
Warehousemen’s Union, United Furniture Workers
of America, and the International Woodworkers of
America.
At the news conference, the march organizers
predicted that thousands of union members will be
pouring into Harrisburg on March 28th with a list of
demands. The union’s platform regarding TMI
include: keeping the nuclear power facility closed,
especially Unit-I; not allowing the dumping of
contaminated water from cleanup efforts into the
Susquehanna River. The water resulted from
cleanup up efforts at the damaged Unit-II reactor
Also outlined on Monday were three other
demands: suppert of the United Mine Workers in
their efforts to gain a decent contract; shorter work
week and massive public works programs; and,
guaranteed alternate jobs for nuclear workers at
inion rates.
“There is a new crisis at Three Mile Island,” Joe
Jurczak, United Mine Workers union spokesperson
said at the meeting. “Dangerous levels of poisonous
cesium have just been discovered in ground water
in the area. At the same time, the owners of TMI
are proposing to dump 700,000 gallons of radioac
tive water in the Susquehanna River, the source of

drinking water for hundreds of thousands of people.
How long will the people of central Pennsylvania be
forced to live with this nuclear nightmare?”
When asked if the United Mine Workers were
utilizing the TMI issue as a foundation in order for
them to gain a better contract, Jurczak denied the
allegation. The UMW’s contract expires on March
27th, the day before the tentative march rally.
Jurczak added that he was calling on all the
people of the greater Harrisburg area to come to
Harrisburg on March 28th to demand: “No more
TMIs. Keep Units 1 and 2 shut down. No dumDing of
radioactive water in the Susquehanna River.”
It was disclosed that full-time organizers have
been at work in Harrisburg, Washington, D.C.,
Baltimore and New York in getting the word out to
union members to attend and support the March
28th march in Harrisburg. “Here in Pennsylvania,
for examDle.” Jurczak stated, “the UMW has done
a mailing to all of our locals urging them to
mobilize for the march. We are putting three fulltime organizers on the road for ten days each to
visit our locals and help them mobilize.”
Jurczak added that he believes that the march
will be a historic demonstration. “We believe the
entry of some of the country’s leading unions into
the fight to keep TMI shut down opens a whole new
stage in the fight for safe, affordable energy and in
the trade movement itself.”
“We insist on representing the best interest of our
membership and other people which is to eliminate
this danger,” said Earl Keihl, International
Reginal Director, United Furniture Workers of
America. “The date of that accident has burned
into our consciousness...every thing we had worked
for would have been abandoned, our homes, jobs
cont. P6

URGENT!!
IMPERATIVE:
WHY?

1.
2.
3.

That TMI UNIT 1

be kept CLOSED!

Clean up of TMI 2 will take 10-12 years,
The entire island is contaminated.
(Even resident rats!)
We won't stand for another March 28th NIGHTMARE!!

WHAT CAN YOU DO?

1.

2.

Address letters to:

Write a letter to the NRC urging
TMI 1 be kept CLOSED!!
National
opinion is important!
Pro-Nukes are
organized and pressing for the re
start of UNIT 1.
Activate your friends and members to
do the same.

Joseph Hendrie, Chairman NRC
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

THANKS to those who have already sent letters!!

(She burning Nruis, Harrisburg, Pa.. Thursday, Frtrmr/19.1981

Scientists hit
TMI cleanup plan
By MARY O. BRADLEY
Staff Writer
A committee of scientists con
tends the federal scenario for the
Three Mile Island decontamination
is “seriously deficient” in its dis
cussion of psychological stress suf
fered by area residents, “superfi
cial” in its treatment of the socioe
conomic impacts of the cleanup and
does “not ... adequately” address
other decontamination options.
While conceding that the Nu
clear Regulatory Commission's
statement on the TMI cleanup “ad
dresses an enormously complex
problem,” the committee of 10 sci
entists found that “a number of
reasonable options and the associ
ated magnitude of their costs and
hazards have not been adequately
considered.”
The committee was formed by
the Environmental Protection
Agency to make an independent as
sessment of the NRC staff’s Draft
Programmatic Environmental Im
pact Statement on the TMI cleanup.
The assessment was not com
pleted before the comment period
on the NRC draft document closed,
so the committee’s review was sent
to the EPA for transmission direct
ly to the NRC commissioners for
consideration when the final NRC
impact statement comes up for ap
proval. Paul Leech, an NRC envi
ronmental project manager, said
the NRC staff expects to have the
statement finished within two
weeks.
Bernd Kahn, director of the En
vironmental Resources Center at
the Georgia Institute of Technology
in Atlanta, was the EPA committee
chairman. The committee ex
pressed “strong support” that de
contamination steps to allow core
removal “should be performed as
promptly as is consistent with
.maintaining public health and safe
ty and subjecting the procedure to
public review.”
The scientists criticized the
“quality” of NRC staff’s “discus
sion of psychological stress” as “se
riously deficient. The frequent
characterization of public anxiety
as ‘phobic’ or ‘pathological’ deni
grates the legitimate concerns of
the local populace and could call
into question the objectivity of the
analysis,” the committee said.
(The NRC staff report said that
“phobic concerns” of area residents
about “possible events” that could
happen during the cleanup “will
cause some TMI residents to fear
any agency-sponsored action.”)
The committee said “insuffi
cient scientific evidence and analy
sis are provided (in the NRC draft
report) to estimate reasonably the

magnitude of the potential psycho| logical, public health and communi
ty impacts” of the cleanup.
Further, the “treatment of soicioeconomic impacts is superficial
(and of a lower scientific quality
| than that which characterizes the
(NRC staff) statement as a whole.”
The socioeconomic impacts of dis
charging treated radioactive water
; into the Susquehanna River “and of
J alternatives to such releases must
1 be considered,” the committee said,
even when the level of radioactivi
ty in the discharges is below feder
al limits.
The committee recommended
that the NRC consider transporting
radioactive wastes resulting from
the cleanup “to other locations for
treatment, storage or disposal as an
alternative to performing these ac
tivities on site.” The committee
said it believes “this option is tech
nically feasible” and recommended
“prompt development” of criteria
for classifying the wastes into cate
gories for transporting and pro
cessing.
The committee also recom
mended modification — “under
emergency designation, if neces
sary” — of the regulations that
prohibit removing the wastes to
r more suitable locations.
The committee expressed con
cern over plans to process at TMI
the -highly contaminated water
from the reactor building’s base
ment using the submerged demineralizer system. GPU Nuclear,
which operates the plant, “may en
counter complications due to the,
multiple uses of the fuel pools,”
where the SDS would be located.
The “integrity . . . over’ the
long-term” of the liners that will fee
used to store the highly radioactive
SDS-spent resips “is in question,”
and "the predicted decontamipaT
tion factors for treating contami
nated water may not be attained.”
The effects of “potential acci
dents” during the cleanup should
be considered, the committee, said,
(including the possibility of a “criti| cality accident while the equipment
hatch to the containment building
is being used.”

The broad-based committee
drew members from the medical,
technical and applied science disci
plines, including Kenneth L. Miller,
director of the division of health
physics at the Hershey Medical
Center, Dr. John L. Randall, associ
ate director of the Lancaster Gener-'
al Hospital’s department of family
and community medicine, and Gor
don Thompson, a representative of
the Union of Concerned Scientists.
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Our Readers Write
Nuclear Power Vs. Coal Power
EDITOR:
IN A FEB. 19 Patriot letter,
John J. O’Connell, Assistant Execu
tive Director Labor and Industry
for Energy and Jobs, addressed the
issue of putting TMI-1 back in op
eration. He stated, “TMI-1 was
never damaged and has been left
idle for no mechanical reason” and
that he “must assume that keeping
this plant off line is only symbolic.”
I would remind Mr. O’Connell that
nuclear power plants do not oper
ate by themselves, they are operat
ed by utility companies. The acci
dent at TMI-2 in March 1979, raised
numerous serious questions about
Met-Ed’s competency to safely op
erate a nuclear power plant. These
questions and many others regard
ing the safe operation of TMI-1 are
currently being deliberated in NRC
hearings. Obtaining answers to
these crucial questions is an at
tempt to provide citizens with the
assurance of due process under the
law.
Mr. O’Connell then provided
some data in electricity costs. He
stated “t he cost of nuclear power is
four-tertths of a cent per kilowatt
hour and the cost of coal is 2.4
cents.” A recent report prepared
for the U.S. Department of Energy
estimates the cost of nuclear power
generation to utilities was 2.2
cents/kwh in 1979. The report also
estimates that government subsi
dies to nuclear power have totaled
$37 billion since 1948, and notes
that in the absence of subsidies, nu
clear electricity would probably
range from about 3.3 cents to 4.4
cents/kilowatt hour.
Mr. O’Connell concludes by re
ferring to Virginia Electric & Pow
er Company’s December receipt of
an operating license for a nuclear
plant. He mentions that as a result
they were able to reduce depend
ence on oil and delivered a rate re
duction to ratepayers. If this is ac
curate, Virginia Electric (VEPCO)
should be extremely pleased with
nuclear power. It is interesting to
note that VEPCO scrapped plans
for the nuclear plants in 1977, and
cancelled another in 1980. In re
sponse to the cancellations, VEPCO’s president, William W. Berry,
said that the next big power plant
his firm will order will be coal and
will be built only if beefed-up con
servation measures fail. Why
would VEPCO consider coal if, as
Mr. O’Connell stated, coal is six
times more expensive than nucle
ar?
—James Hurst
Middletown
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Boos, Jeers Resound as NRC Board Meets Public

Unit 1 Restart Finds Scant
Support at Hearing Here
By RICHARD ROBERTS
Staff Writer
Most of the 30 or so people who
addressed a U.S. Nuclear Regulato
ry Commission administrative law
board Thursday night at the Wil
liam Penn Museum urged that the
undamaged reactor at Three Mile
Island Nuclear Generating Station
not be reactivated.
Only five people spoke out in
favor of restarting Unit 1, and they
were greeted with boos, catcalls
and jeers from the often boisterous
audience of about 300 who packed
the museum’s auditorium to hear
their fellow citizens voice opinions
before the three-member NRC
Atomic Safety and Licensing
Board.
• The panel is holding hearings in
Harrisburg on Metropolitan Edison
Co.’s request to restart Unit 1,
which was unscathed during the
March 28, 1979, accident that se
verely damaged its twin, the Unit 2
reactor. The proposal is being
fought vigorously by a number of
anti-nuclear groups.
Thursday night’s session was
disrupted at one point when state
Rep. Bruce I. Smith Jr., R-Newberry Twp., defied an order by Ivan W.
Smith, board chairman, not to stray
from the topic of Three Mile Island.
Rep. Smith wanted to discuss a
misunderstanding between the
board and the museum on renting
the auditorium.
When Rep. Smith was not
deterred, an agitated Chairman
Smith ordered the court reporter to
stop transcribing and walked out,
followed by fellow panelists Dr.
YORK DAILY RECORD
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Walter H. Jordan and Dr. Linda W.'
Little. They were booed and derid
ed by the crowd.
Rep. Smith, left sitting alone on
stage, then appealed to the audi
ence, saying, “If they can’t read a
one-page contract properly, how
are they going to understand the
needs of the community?” He was'
.answered by resounding applause
and cheers.
Franklin D. Linn Sr., president
of the Lower Swatara Board of
Commissioners, led off the public
statements, saying his constituents
oppose the operation of Three Mile
Island as a nuclear facility and fa
vor instead converting the power
plant to another fuel source.
“I don’t think Washington or
anyone on the panel realize that the
people who live in the area . . .
really are uptight,” he said. “Every
day you hear the siren blow in the
township and don’t know whether
it’s TMI or not. We’d like to see the
place cleaned up and squared
away.”
Susan Shetrom, representing
the Harrisburg-based Three Mile
Island Public Interest Resource
Center, compared a decision allow
ing Met-Ed to restart the Unit 1
reactor while the cleanup of the
Unit 2 reactor progresses to asking
a child to perform two difficult
tasks simultaneously.
“Do not invite another fiasco by
restarting Unit 1,” she said. "This is
a gentle land not meant for the hor
rors of nuclear power.”
Mary L. Bachofer, secretary of
Friends and Family of TMI, said the
630 members of her group “urge

that Unit 1 be allowed to restart
and return to full power as sodn as
possible, even as these hearings
continue.”
She said the March 1979 nucle
ar accident “would have been of
great consequence only to the in
dustry” but “has been used politi
cally to the advantage of all sorts of
persons and groups.” She said
“some irresponsible journalism”
had helped fuel “public hysteria.”

“Restrictions on nuclear energy
such as these unnecessary hearings
will force upon society an unima
ginable reduction in the standard of
living,” she said. “We reject this
alternative.”
Anthony A. Ferrar of Hershey
seconded Bachofer’s plea, warning
that central Pennsylvania industry
might flee to the Sun Belt states if
Met-Ed continues to charge in
creased electricity rates to pay for
power to replace that lost because
of the Unit 1 shutdown.
The recent discovery of radio
active rat droppings at Three Mile
Island spurred numerous com
ments, including a chastisement of
Met-Ed officials by Dennis Zerance
of Newberry Twp.

“The straw that broke the
camel’s back for me was when a
Met-Ed spokesman said no rats had
left the island,” Zerance said. “Do
they have formations every night
and hold a roll call?”
He likened the restart of the
Unit 1 reactor to “building a fire
next to one you are trying to put
out.”
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TMI reports
‘deliberately misleading’
By JIM HILL
Of the Daily Record

While Three Mile Island officials
were telling federal and state agen
cies that the reactor was under
control on March 28,, 1979, the of
ficials knew that the nuclear core
was in fact uncovered and
overheating, a congressional
report said Tuesday.
Instead of relaying the informa
tion about the hot nuclear core,
TMI officials “presented . . .
misleading statements that con
veyed the impression that the acci
dent was substantially less severe
and more under control than what
the managers themselves believed
and what was in fact the case,” the
report concludes.
Metropolitan Edison Company
was “afraid that if they brought the
information to the attention of
authorities, they (the authorities)
would call for an evacuation,” said
a high-ranking majority staff

member of the House Interior and
Insular Affairs Committee, which
wrote the report. The staff member
asked not to be identified by name.
The committee investigation was
launched primarily to learn “why
it took two days to find out what
was going on” during the crisis, the
staff member said.
A taped telephone conversation
shows that the TMI plant super
visor knew at 9 a.m. the day of the
accident that temperatures inside
the reactor core were 2,500
degrees. That was only five hours
after the accident officially began.
Based on computer temperature
readings given to him over the
4 phone, the supervisor speculated
that some of the inner-core in
struments might be melting. “By
the temperatures, he had to know
that the core was uncovered,” the
staffer said. (An uncovered core is
3

no longer under water and is in
danger of melting.)
The piece of paper listing those
temperature readings “disap
peared for about five weeks” after
the accident, the staffer said.
“Then it just turned up one day in
May in the (TMI-2) control room.”,
While the supervisor- wa’s
speculating on the condition of the
core, state and federal emergency
planning officials believed the
reactor was under control.
And local radio stations were
broadcasting official reports that
TMI “was experiencing an on-site
emergency” that would have no ef
fect on the general public.
In the early hours of the acci
dent, plant officials were uncertain
if the core could be cooled. And so
they were uncertain that their cool
ing plans would work, the report
said.
cont. P6
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Erie! bill
to aid TMI
draws fire
By MICK ROOD
Washington Bureau
WASHINGTON — Lobbyists
for six nationai environmental
groups have urged Pennsylvania
congressmen this week not to spon
sor a national property insurance
proposal to finance on-site damage
at Three Mile Island and future nu
clear accidents.
A bill drafted by a House task
force headed by Rep. Allen Ertel,
D-Montoursville, would finance 70
percent of TMI cleanup costs not
covered by private insurers (up to
$700 million or more) with premi
ums collected from other utilities
and a special surcharge against
Metropolitan Edison. Ertel wants
an endorsement from Pennsylvania
members of the House at a delega
tion meeting next week before he
introduces the bill.
The environmentalists’ letter
attempting to dissuade Pennsyl
vanians’ support marked the first
stand taken by a interest group
likely to play a role in the Ertel
bill’s fate.
“We strongly oppose this legis
lation and believe that it represents
an unsound approach to financing
the TMI cleanup,” the environmen
tal lobbyists wrote
They claimed the Ertel task
force had failed to prepare “a plan
to assure that the specific financial
and regulatory problems facing
Met-Ed and General Public Utilities
will not jeopardize the cleanup of
TMI 2 ... ” The letter was signed
by Washington representatives of
the Environmental Policy Center,
Friends of the Earth, Union of Con
cerned Scientists, Environmental
Action, Sierra Club and Congress
Watch, a Ralph Nader group that
sometimes monitors environmental
issues.
Ertel had hot received the letter
Thursday and would not comment
without having read it.
While not proposing a clear al
ternative to the property insurance
proposal, which would be manda
tory for all nuclear utilities, the en
vironmentalists raised five specific
objections to the Ertel bill. They
are:
—GPU’s financial straits should
be the primary responsibility of the
utility and state regulatory com
missions in Pennsylvania and New
Jersey. The financial issues are not
something the federal government
“can or should address,” the lobby
ists said.
—The task force bill ties the
TMI cleanup to the “broader debate
over the ways ip which nuclear
power plants are insured and fi
nanced,” which goes “far beyond
what is necessary.”
—Because the bill would appar
ently pay off all uninsured costs ex
cept for the first $50 million, the
environmentalists figure it “would
create a serious disincentive to
proper management and quality
control of nuclear plant construc
tion.” Federal policy should empha-
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TMI panel to push
quick waste removal
By PATRICE FLINCHBAUGH
01 the Daily Record

A citizens advisory panel moved
onto other business Thursday after
it had finished with the question of
what to do with the contaminated
water at the crippled Three Mile
Island nuclear reactor.
The panel recommended to the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
that the federal Department of En
ergy accept the high-level radioac
tive solid wastes that will result
from the cleanup of the nuclear
plant.
The panel, formed by the com
mission to study cleanup alterna
tives, decided it would try to enlist
the support of Gov. Dick Thorn
burgh in its attempt to push the
federal energy agency toward
quickly getting the wastes off the
Middletown island.
The energy department previ
ously committed itself to accepting
TMI Unit 2’s damaged core for
research purposes. But it has been,
and remained Thursday, reluctant
to accept resins from accident-re
lated water cleaning systems.

According to panel member
Thomas Cochran, a physicist with
the National Resources Defense,
Council, the energy department is ‘
in disarray due to looming budget
cuts and current vacancies in its
permanent leadership. Moreover,
it is caught between the wishes of
the NRC and Congressional armed
services committees, he said.
Both House and Senate armed
services committees oppose co
mingling TMI wastes with highlevel radioactive military wastes,
said Cochran. But commercial
sites legally cannot accept highlevel wastes, so military-type dis
posal is the only option, he said.
Energy department spokesman
Andrew Millunzi denied Cochran’s
charge that the department is in
dissaray. He said work on TMIrelated issues continues, despite a
lack of assistant secretaries
caused by the change of presiden
tial administrations.
“The Department of Energy is
not in a position to say how many
resins it will take for research pur
poses,” said Millunzi, “I can’t say
any more than we are considering
the possibility of accepting some of
the wastes.”
The citizens panel on Thursday
also polished a list of six recom
mendations for decontaminating

size cost-cutting and safety, they
said. (Ertel has inserted a $2 billion
limit on insurance coverage for
each accident, but the quasi-governmental corporation that would
dispense payments could raise the
limit.)
—The measure “does not ap
pear to be an outright bailout,” but
the insurance corporal ion’s “unlim
ited assessment powers has the
same effect.” Rather than link in

the 1.6 million gallons of water
trapped in Unit 2’s basement.
Those proposals are due before the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
ers March 1.
j Those suggestions included de
contaminating the water promptly
using Metropolitan Edison’s pro
posed submerged demineralization
system, should the water cleaner
be approved by the NRC; recycling
much of the accident-generated
water for cleanup work; immobi
lizing the radioactive isotopes in
the water as quickly as possible;
setting goals for the amount of ra
diation the utility should remove
from the water; storing the
cleaned water temporarily in tanks
on the island; and reviewing the
appropriateness of that storage
annually.
But before those recommenda
tions were given final approval,
Lancaster attorney Jean Kohr
tried unsuccessfully to force the
panel into recommending a posi
tion against eventual dumping of
cleaned accident water into the
Susquehanna River.
Ms. Kohr and Lancaster Mayor
Arthur Morris were the only panel
members who wanted the NRC to
eliminate that option in its plan
ning of the $1 billion TMI
decontamination.
The ultimate disposal of the wa
ter has become a rallying point for
worried citizens — particularly in
Lancaster, which gets its drinking
water from the Susquehanna Riv
er. About 150 of them showed up at
the panel meeting in the Harris
burg Forum to voice their discon
tent. A few picketed in front of the
forum building.
The panel voted two weeks ago to
recommend the water be stored
temporarily in tanks on the island,
to allow scientists to obtain accu
rate estimates of remaining
radiation.
In a related development, plant
officials reported they have found
higher amounts of radioactive cesi
um 137 and cobalt 60 than previous
ly reported at one of 15 groundwa
ter monitoring stations on Three
Mile Island.
Plant cleanup chief Bob Arnold
said the levels were about twice
federal drinking water standards.
But he said the radiation appears
to be limited to a specific area and
does not represent a hazard to the
river or to off-site groundwater.
cont. P6

surance premiums more closely to
risks, the bill establishes the corpo
ration “as'the ultimate guarantor of
the industry’s financial solvency.”
The proposal “hardly meets” cur
rent demands for less government
interference with private en
terprise, the letter said. . »
—While the bill allows utilities
$50 million deducible insurance
for its on-site property damage, cit
izens outside the plant proper who
suffer injury, death or property loss
because of an accident have “strict
ly limited” insurance coverage.

fcuening Nrtus, Hirrishrt,Pa.,WWwrtgiFetrwry25, Wl

' Mothers to carry fight to NRC panel
By MARY O. BRADLEY
Staff Writer
A group of Middletown mothers,
fearful of the possible hazards posed by
the restart of the Three Mile Island Unit 1
reactor, will carry their concerns to the
federal panel deliberating the fate of the
undamaged reactor next week.
Paula Kinney of Shope’s Gardens said
members of the group will make state
ments before the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission's Atomic Safety and Licens
ing Board March 5. The board will hold a
special session from 7 to 10 p m. at the
William Penn Museum to accept public
comments.

"It s very important that we go there
and tell them how we feel,” Mrs. Kinney

said. She said the mothers are worried
that problems may develop if Unit 1 is
retarted while the severely damaged Unit
2 reactor is still being decontaminated.
She called the proposal to restart Unit
I during the cleanup “absurd and ridicu
lous.”
Mrs. Kinney said the mothers also
plan to picket one of the board's regular
sessions which are held in the meeting
room at the Walnut Street Parking Ga
rage.

The mothers, who are not affiliated
with any group, were initially stymied in
an attempt to stage a protest at the NRC
office in Middletown and to meet with an
NRC official when they found the office
closed Tuesday. Mrs. Kinney said there
was a misunderstanding by a member of

The Patriot News, Hb«.? Feb

Radioactive Rodent Droppings
Discovered in TMI Building
MIDDLETOWN (UPI) — Ra
dioactive rodent droppings have
been found in the basement of a
building adjoining the contaminat
ed Three Mile Island Unit No. 2 nu
clear reactor, plant officials said
Friday.
The basement of the crippled
reactor remains flooded with
60,000 gallons of radioactive water
which spilled during the plant’s
March 1979 accident, the nation’s
worst commercial nuclear acci-

dent.
The droppings were found in
several areas of the basement of the
control and service building. Offi
cials said exterminating crews
were summoned to catch the ro
dents so that radiological tests can
be done on them.
The rodents on the island in the
Susquehanna River near Harris
burg would have to move to the
mainland in large numbers for
them to pose a bublic health risk.

burning News, Harrisburg, Pa., Wednesday, March 4,1381

Hendrie reappointment
draws fire on two fronts
By EDWARD ROBY
United Press International
WASHINGTON — Anti-nuclear
groups and at least one key congressman
have attacked the administration’s deci
sion to replace John Ahearne with Joseph
Hendrie as acting chairman of the Nucle
ar Regulatory Commission.
Rep. Toby Moffett, D-Conn., called
Hendrie’s promotion Tuesday “an ex
traordinary. clear signal that the Reagan
administration wants to forget about the
Three Mile Island accident and go back to
business as usual in the nuclear indus
try.”
Richard Pollock, director of Ralph
Nader's Critical Mass group, called the
move disgraceful because Hendrie was
ousted as chairman by President Carter
after a presidential commission said the
NRC’s handling of Three Mile Island
showed fundamental changes were need
ed.
And Robert Pollard of the Union of
Concerned Scientists, a former NRC
reactor inspector who once worked un
der Hendrie, said whether or not Hendrie
is chairman, he is “not the type of person
who belongs on the NRC in first place.

“He’s still going to continue his prac
tice of sacrificing safety to help the nu
clear industry,” he said.
On Tuesday, Hendrie, the lone Re
publican on the commission, presided
over his first NRC meeting as chairman
since he was deposed on Dec. 7, 1979.
Ahearne, a Democrat, remains a com
missioner. With Commissioners Victor
Gilinsky and Peter Bradford often pitted
against Hendrie on issues of tighter safe
ty controls on industry, Ahearne often
casts the decisive vote.
As chairman of the House environ
ment, energy and natural resources sub
committee, Moffett said he noticed Hen
drie “has repeatedly shown impatience
with anyone who dares doubt that all is
well with the nuclear industry.
“This does not bode well for those of
us who believe the nuclear industry must
be rationally and objectively evaluated,
based on its actual performance, riot its
rosy promises.”
President Reagan has yet to fill the
vacancy on the five-member panel left
last summer when Richard Kennedy's
term expired. But the panel already has
its legal limit of three Democrats.
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her group over the office's hours of oper
ation. Il is normally closed on Tuesdays.
Many of the mothers and their, chil
dren who arrived earlier than the desig
nated 11 a.m. protest left when they
“saw the office was closed and assumed
we were going to do it another day,”
Mrs. Kinney said. However, she said, five
mothers and eight children remained.
The NRC’s top on-site man at TMI,
Lake H. Barrett, deputy director of the
NRC Program Office, went to the NRC
Middletown office after receiving news
media inquiries about the protest. “I did
talk with them for about 45 minutes,”
Barrett said. “They expressed their feel
ings about not wanting Unit I to restart
and the stress they are under. I said I
would relay those concerns on” to other
NRC officials, he added.
Mrs. Kinney said the group told Bar
rett, “We’re mothers and we're very con
cerned about bureaucracy.”
Meanwhile, in an unrelated matter,
the NRC’s Citizen’s Advisory Panel for
the Decontamination of Unit 2 has rec
ommended that the NRC approve the
submerged demineralizer system to pro
cess the highly radioactive water in the
jreactor building’s basement.
In a letter to the NRC, the panel also
proposed minimum amounts of radioac
tivity to be allowed in the purified water.
Stye patriot, Harrisburg, Pa., Friday. March 6,1981

Reagan OKs
TMI Aid
President Reagan has approved
inclusion of $27 million in the pro
posed 1982 federal budget for a De
partment of Energy research
project aimed at facilitating Three
Mile Island cleanup efforts, U.S.
Energy Secretary James B. Ed
wards Jr. advised Gov. Dick Thorn
burgh Thursday.
The governor said he and key
members of his administration and
the state’s Washington office have
been engaged since shortly after
Reagan’s inauguration in private
talks with Edwards and other ad
ministration officials about the
problems posed in the aftermath of
the TMI accident.
During the discussions, Thornbufgh has urged that consideration
be given to the estabishment of a
federally financed research effort
to ensure the quickest and safest
possible cleanup of the damaged
nuclear reactor.
“We are very gratified that
these discussions have culminated
in the president’s decision today,
particularly coming as it does at a
time when there is an understand
able desire to cut the federal budget
wherever possible,” Thornburgh,
said.
«,
The governor said the $27 mil
lion project would focus on prob
lems related to gaining entry to the
core area, assessing core damage,
and developing plans for the safe
decontamination and disposal of ra
dioactive elements in .the reactor
facility.

?
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Unions Go To Bat
I

(Continued)

everything. We were near-victims once. We must
not be the real victims in the future.”
A tentative schedule for the 28th includes a mass
meeting at the Harrisburg City Island from ten to
twelve noon. This will then move into a march to the
state capitol for the rally which will include
speakers and special music.
The combined membership of the eight spon
soring international unions represents some 3.1
million workers.
International Association of Machinists
spokesperson George Robinson stated that
“repeatedly, labor is paying the price for nuclear
power. It is the workers wno bear the burden of
nigher electric bills, increased tax subsidies and
risks to their health and famnily security.”
But Robinson also noted that a permanent
shutdown of the Three Mile Island nuclear facility
and other nuclear power plants would mean a loss
of jobs in the nuclear industry. Hence the union
demands were also made for guaranteed alternate
jobs for nuclear workers at union rates.
Robinson estimated that some 235,000 machinist
union members are employed in the area of
manufacturing parts for nuclear power plants. He
substantiated this by stating that it was not the
union members who make the decisions that they
will be manufacturing these components. He also
pointed out that it is the union’s responsibility to
seek and secure jobs for its members wherever
possible making whatever is called for.
,
The group in Harrisburg also blasted the
proposed “American Energy Week” observance
set for March 15-21. “Ibis really nothing more than
a scheme for manipulating the public to un
critically accept nuclear power and all the other
inflated-profit schemes of the energy industry,”
Jurczak said. “It should be called ‘American Big
Profits Week.’ The corporations will have the week
of March 15-21. Working people and all those con
cerned with safe energy will have March 28th,”
Besides the sponsorship given by the eight
unions, a long list of endorsers was also made
public at the meeting on Monday. Among those was
the Three Mile Island Alert, People Against
Nuclear Energy, the Susquehanna Valley Alliance,
, the National Guard Fund, the Newberry Twp. TMI
Steering Committee, the Sierra Club, the March
28th Coalition, the Harrisburg Nat. Organization for
Women, the U.S. Students Assoc., the PA. Social
Services Union, the TMI Public Interest Resource
Center, and 56 other groups.

THREE MILE ISLAND ALERT
315 Peffer Street
Harrisburg, PA 17102
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REPORTS

At the same time, TMI officials
were telling authorities and the
media that the reactor was shut
down safely.
“TMI managers did not convey
information that they understood
to be related to the severity of the
accident,” the report concluded.
The Interior Committee staff
also felt TMl personnel were aware
of the hydrogen explosion inside
the reactor building. “Why else
was there an order not to turn on
any instrumentation (inside the
building) because of possible
sparks?” the staff member asked.
More than 90 percent of the in
formation used in the Interior Com
mittee report was available to The
President’s Commission on the Ac
cident at Three Mile Island (the
Kemeny Commission) and to the
Rogovin report, which was spon
sored by the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, the staffer said.
But neither the Kemeny nor the
Rogovin report investigated
misleading reports from the island.
When asked what the purpose the

from 4

report could serve now, the staffer
said, “The concern is that if weT-e
going to have nuclear power, we
have to rely on the integrity of
those who own these places, and we
have to see that they comply with
their reporting requirements.
“There should be instructions to
nuclear operators that the problem
of overreacting is the state and
federal governments’ problem,
and not their problem,” he said.
The report contradicts an NRC
report of two weeks ago that said
TMI officials did not withhold in
formation Rep. Morris K. Udall,
D-Arizona, who chairs the Interior
Committee, asked the NRC to ex
plain its conclusions.
According to the Associated
Press, Udall also asked NRC
Chairman John Ahearne in a letter
to tell Congress whether “the
failure of Metropolitan Edison
employees to report certain in
formation . . . constituted a viola
tion of the commission’s regula
tions.”

PANEL

Officials said they could not rule
out the possibility that the cesium
is coming from the containment
building. Arnold said it is probably
due to a faulty piping system which
underlies the storage tank.
Although the monitors showed in
creased amounts of cesium 134 and
cobalt 60, he said, cesium 137 was
the most significant finding.
Arnold also said the company
could not guarantee the integrity of
storage tanks which could eventu
ally hold cleaned accident water,
should the NRC follow its citizens
advisory panel’s recommendation.
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protest

m
Harrisburg (ap> — Organizers,,say,^eir an^i-nuclear protest
on the Three Mile Island accident’s
two-year anniversary drew togeth
er environmentalists and labor in
an historic event.”
Police said 7,000 took part Satur
day m the sun-basked march and
hefe> about 15 miles from the
scene of the nation’s worst comnUC,Car aCCident on March
15 000ly Organizers Put the figure at

“These demonstrations have to
ae regarded as sort of punctuation
marks in an ongoing argument,”
said environmentalist Barry Com

moner, looking out at the «rowd
from behind the stage during a
speech by civil rights leader James
Farmer.
“Each one has elevated the dia
logue to a higher level. This one is
an exclamation point.”
Commoner said President Rea
gan, in his budget cutting effort, is
pitting various interests against
each other. But, he said, Satur
day’s demonstration brought labor
and environmentalists together.
“From the point of view of inte
grating labor interests and envi
ronmental interests, this is an
historic event,” he said.
The crowd displayed a holiday
spirit, tossing frisbees or lounging

in the grass on the mall behind the
state Capitol.
With temperatures in the 60s un
der cloudless skies, it was the first
real spring weekend of the year in
Harrisburg.
After a one-mile march from
City Island in the Susquehanna,
upstream from Three Mile Island,
row upon row of marchers spread
across the parking lot behind the
state Capitol, facing the speakers
stage.
A bright blue banner over the
stage read, “No More TMI’s.”
Feminist and former U.S. Rep.
Bella Abzug drew some of the loud
est applause of the day, asking the
audience, “Is there anybody who

Cont p

GPU Maintains SDS
System Is Cure
According to officials at
Three Mile Island, process
ing the 600,000 gallons of
radioactive water still in the
basement of the TMI Unit 2
containment building is the
next major phase of the Unit 2
cleanup. Much of the water
streamed through the open
relief valve atop the Unit 2
pressurizer during the acci
dent two years ago.
Tiny ion-exchange beads
with a chemical affinity for
the two main elements cesium and strontium - in the
contaminated water are at
the heart of the system that
GPU Nuclear officials
believe will be used to clean
up the water.

The processing system is
known as the submerged
demineralizer system, or
.SDS. It is a further applica
tion of the same ion-exchange
technology that TMI
engineers employed in clean
ing up 500,000 gallons of acci
dent water from the Unit 2
auxiliary building.
The two main differences
between the SDS and
EPICOR-II, the system that
processed the auxiliary
building water, are that the
SDS will use primarily an in
organic material, called
Zeolite, rather than the
organic resins that were used
in EPICOR-II, and the SDS
will be operated under water
to provide additional

sheilding
for
plant
employees.
Zeolites are an excellent
“sponge” for cesium, which
accounts for an estimated 99
percent of the radioactivity
in the water, and are also ef
fective in removing stron
tium. Once it passes through
the Zeolites, the water will be
pumped through additional
resin canisters in the SDS
system and then the
EPICOR-II system for final
“polishing,” or removal of
residual
radioactive
material.
Officials at TMI maintain
that except for tritium, all
but trace amounts of the
radioactive fission products

i

in the water will be removed.
They state that Tritium is the
same as hydrogen, a compo
nent of water, in its chemical
structure and therefore will
not be removed by the
demineralizing process.

Like the auxiliary building
water, the processed contain! ment building water will be
I stored in tanks on Three Mile
Island until a decision is
made on its ultimate
disposal. GPU Nuclear is not
planning to propose an en
vironmentally compatible
method of disposing of the
tritiated water until 1982 at
theearliest. “There will be no

Cont p
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Legislation
would reduce
electric bills

NRC:
hearings
before
restart

From Staff and Wire Reports

HARRISBURG — Rep. Bruce
Smith introduced bills Thursday
that would reduce electricity rates
for households near nuclear plants
and require plant employees to live
within five miles of their
workplace.
Smith, a York County Republi
can who lives in Newberry Town
ship near Three Mile Island, said
utility discounts would acknowl
edge that “residents near nuclear
power are exposed to the danger
and residents from far away enjoy
the electricity at no risk.”
He said the discounts would vary
with proximity: 50 percent within
five miles of a plant, 25 percent
within 10 miles, 10 percent within
15 miles, and 5 percent within 20
miles.
Spokesmen for General Public
Utilities, owner of Three Mile Is
land, had no comment on the Smith
bills.
The “nuclear residency” bill is
based on the similar teacher resi
dency bill, Smith said. It would
require nuclear plant workers to
live within five miles of the plant.
“These companion bills would
create a demand for homes near
nuclear plants,” Smith said, add
ing there are six homes for sale
within sight of his house.
The residency bill would also re
store morale and confidence in
problem areas, and establish “an
improved good neighbor policy”
near nuclear plants, he said.
“My constituents will feel safer

From Staff and Wire Reports

Smith
when the civil defense siren blows
if they see that the control room
operator’s family is outside play
ing baseball with the rest of the
kids,” Smith said.
To limit growth near nuclear
plants, in keeping with the Kemeny
Commission’s recommendations,
Smith said his bills would deny
discount electricity to residences
or businesses constructed 60 or
more days after the effective date
of the bill.
“You don’t want to encourage
growth near nuclear plants,”
Smith said.
The bills had no co-sponsors,
Smith said. As to their chances in
the legislature, the freshman rep
resentative said: “Well, they’re
not business-as-usual bills.”

burning Ncuis, Harrisburg, Pa., Thursday, April 2,1981

Governor opposes restart
until "fears" subside
By SCOTT MACLEOD
United Press International

Until “fears” about health and
safety at Three Mile Island are put
to rest, Gov. Dick Thornburgh op
poses a restart of the undamaged
nuclear power plant.
The governor also says there
should be broad-based aid to the
ailing utility that owns TMI to help
it pay for the $ 1 billion decontami
nation of a nuclear reactor stricken
by a major accident two years ago.
Plant operator Metropolitan
Edison Co. proposed restarting the

undamaged Unit No. 1 at TMI as
soon as possible, and the federal
Nuclear Regulatory Commission is
considering the proposal.
As for disabled Unit No. 2, MetEd lacks $700 million of the $1 bil
lion cost of the cleanup, which is
scheduled to last until at least 1988.
“Until the matter of the cleanup
is resolved, I don’t think it is appro
priate to get into the secondary
question of startup,” said Thorn
burgh in an interview, roughly two
years after the March 28,1979 acci
dent.
“I think the major priority is to

TUESDAY,JMARCH 24,1981

clean up Unit 2 and dispel whatever
fears there may be about the health
and safety of the populace, and the
integrity of the environment,” he
said.
“Our ultimate concern is, was,
and will remain the health and
safety of the people of this area,
and the integrity of the environ
ment. As long as that decontamina
tion process is not completed, there
is a potential there we are con
cerned about it.”

Met-Ed says the utility and its
customers pay $14 million a month
in extra electricity charges because
of restraint on Unit No. 1, and a
major coalition of Pennsylvania
businesses last week strongly
urged it be restarted.
Congress this week indicated a
reluctance to offer aid in a broad
based financial package for the ail
ing Met-Ed, and Thornburgh de
clined to insist that Congress
should be part of the assistance
equasion.
“I have taken the position in
general all along the financial bur
den of the TMI cleanup is going to
have to be widely shared,” he said.

2

WASHINGTON - The Nuclear
Regulatory Commission on Mon
day refused to allow restart of the
undamaged reactor at Three Mile
Island until completion of hearings
into the nuclear plant’s condition.
At the same time, however, the
NRC buoyed hopes of the plant’s
owner by granting permission to
conduct non-nuclear hot air heat
tests on the Unit 1 reactor. The heat
tests are necessary before the NRC
can approve generation of power at
the plant.
, '
The four-member commission
also ruled the financial condition of
General Public Utilities shouldn’t
be a factor when startup of the
reactor is considered.
“We have only preliminary re
ports^ the NRC action, but we are
encoiftaged by what we have
heard,” said Robert C. Arnold,
GPU’s chief operating officer at
the damaged nuclear plant.
“The NRC rulings would appear
to improve our chances for restart
ing Unit 1 before the end of the
year, but we continue to be vulner
able to further delays from the
hearing and the post-hearing
administratve process,” Arnold
said in a prepared statement.
The NRC’s decisions were made
in response to requests GPU has
made since the Atomic Safety and
Licensing Board opened hearings
on the startup last Oct. 15.
GPU, which must buy power at
high costs from other utilities,
maintains it is losing money each
day that startup of the undamaged
unit is delayed.
Ctizens organizations based in
communities around the plant are
against startup of any part of the
stricken nuclear plant because of
possible health and environmental
damage.
Gail Bradford, ANGRY’s (AntiNuclear Group Representing
York) representative to the restart
hearings, praised the NRC’s deci
sion not to authorize restart of Unit
1 until the hearings are complete.
“The hearings would Have been a
sham if they hadn't,” she said.
On the subject of financial re
quirements, Ms. Bradford said the
ANGRY group is not convinced
Metropolitan Edison is equipped to
make all the changes it says it has
planned. Thus, solvency should be
a prerequisite for firing up the re
actor, she added.
“The commission has denied the
GPU request because it is unable to
find that authorizing restart prior
to completion of the hearing would
serve the public interest,” the NRC
said in its 10-page ruling.

Sfrr iEuening Nruts, Harrisburg, Pa„ Tuesday, March 10,1981

TMI cleanup awaits $75 million in funds
By MICK ROOD
Washington Bureau
The monumental cleanup at
Three Mile Island will get a major
shot in the arm if Congress ap
proves the $75 million in federal
research funds that the Reagan ad
ministration is seeking for the task.
The money would be used for
removal, packaging and disposal of
the highly radioactive materials
from Unit 2 during the next three
years and could speed the decon
tamination process that has been
slowed by the financially be
leaguered Metropolitan Edison Co.
Mahlon Gates, acting assistant
secretary of nuclear energy for the
U.S. Department of Energy,
planned to ask a Senate subcom
mittee today for $37 million in TMI
funding for fiscal 1982. The re
maining $38 million urged by
Reagan’s DOE officials would be
required as the cleanup proceeds in
1983 and 1984.
Met-Ed in January announced it
was cutting its 1981 cleanup budg
et from $100 million to $50 million
because of financial troubles and an
enjoinder from the state Public
Utility Commission not to use ra
tepayer revenues for the job.
The Nuclear Regulatory Com
mission staff said Monday the
cleanup could take up to seven
more years.
Gates was expected to label the
TMI grant as DOE “research and
development” funding. DOE would
be interested in obtaining and ana
lyzing up to 20 cylinders containing
synthetic substances used to strain
and absorb radioactive isotopes in

the 700,000 gallons of highly con
taminated water in the Unit 2 base
ment. DOE also would take posses
sion of the remnants of the melted
fuel rods from the reactor core.
Gates planned to tell the Senate
hearing that the DOE commitment
would pay for less than 10 percent
of the estimated $1 billion cleanup
process, and, therefore, cannot be
classified as a “federal bailout” of
General Public Utilities Corp., MetEd’s parent firm.
However, Gates suggests that
DOE involvement may prompt the
nuclear industry to offer some fi
nancial assistance.
The NRC staff sees as the top
priority in the cleanup the process
ing of the contaminated water in
the Unit 2 basement. Bernard
Snyder, NRC director of the TMI
program office, told the commis
sioners in a briefing Monday that
the continued presence of the wa
ter is a “an unacceptable risk to
workers.”
, .
„
The briefing coincided with the
release of the long-awaited Pro
grammatic Environmental Impact
Statement on the TMI cleanup. The
report concluded that Unit 2 must
be cleaned up “as expeditiously as
reasonably possible” to prevent the
contaminated water from tainting
the Susquehanna River and local
groundwater and to head off a
spontaneous chain reaction in the
damaged fuel core.
Snyder said decisions on the
disposal of the water could be
deferred for up to two years and
the water stored in tanks on-site.
But, he cautioned against allowing
TMI to become a long-term radio

active storage dump, calling the
prospect “not desirable.”
Snyder said several decisions
would have to be made before a
cleanup schedule could be outlined.
Acting NRC Chairman Joseph
M. Hendrie noted that for “what
seems like a lifetime" the first deci
sion necessary had been how to
clean up the contaminated water in
the reactor basement. Snyder said
the staff had been waiting “for a
while” for a proposal on this from
the plant’s operators.
However, when asked if MetEd hadn't been — in turn — await
ing the staff report before making
its proposal, Snyder replied: “I
think it was a major factor in their
holding up.”
Harold Denton, chief of reactor
regulation, said he expects Met-Ed
to submit a proposal in a few days
for using a submerged deminineralizer system to process the water.
The NRC staff report concluded
that the cleanup can be accom
plished with existing technology at
an infinitesimal health risk to the
public. The “most significant envi
ronmental impact” from the
cleanup would be on workers, ac
cording to the 1,300-page report.
Hendrie said he couldn’t esti
mate when the impact statement
would be approved, but he is ex
pected to push for rapid approval.
If the impact statement is ap
proved, Met-Ed could proceed with
the cleanup with only NRC staff
OK, unless the utility proposed
something outside the options in
the statement. Shortly after the ac
cident, the commission ruled that
it, not the staff, had to approve any
major cleanup step.

Evening News, Harrisburg Pa., Friday, April 3,1981

Stockman says no to U.S. TMI role
By MICK ROOD
Washington Bureau
WASHINGTON — In an ad
ministration otherwise interested
in encouraging nuclear power,
Budget Director David Stockman
has emerged as the most powerful
opponent of federal aid for the
Three Mile Island Unit 2 cleanup.
Stockman told a group of con
gressmen in a private session
Wednesday that the federal gov
ernment has no responsibility for
the TMI accident. According to
Rep. Allen E. Ertel, D-Montoursville, who attended the meeting,
Stockman said Metropolitan Edison
Co. ratepayers should pick up
cleanup costs over and above the
$300 million in property insurance
Met-Ed is using to get the $1 billion-plus decontamination process
started.
Sources close to Stockman in
the Office of Management and
Budget confirmed he fought Ener
gy Secretary James B. Edwards’
March 10 proposal to greatly ex
pand federal research and develop
ment assistance to the cleanup. In a
high-level struggle going on until
that date, a compromise figure of
$37 million in Department of Ener
gy aid was settled upon. Both OMB
and DOE officials confirmed that
Secretary Edwards, an ardent ad

vocate of nuclear energy, had
wanted considerably more than
$37 million in fiscal 1982.
When Edwards’ deputy, Acting
Assistant Secretary Mahlon Gates,
announced the $37 million budget
item to a Senate subcommittee on
March 10, he said the money was
necessary, in part, to "help allevi
ate the concerns of the utility in
dustry that have arisen because of
the continuing delays being experi
enced in cleaning up TMI.” The
DOE testimony runs counter to the
economic philosophy as Ertel said
Stockman expressed it at the meet
ing Wednesday.
Reacting to Ertel’s questions
about the TMI funding dilemma,
Stockman used the free enterprise
argument common among adminis
tration officials speaking on Capi
tol Hill this spring — let market
forces work without government
intervention. If Met-Ed is forced
into bankruptcy by the estimated
$1 billion cost of the accident, then
so be it, Stockman said at the meet
ing.
In a letter he sent to Stockman
on Thursday, Ertel quarreled with
the budget director’s argument
where utilities are concerned. Ertel
backed Stockman’s statement at
the meeting “that when private
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businesses encounter difficulties,
the free enterprise system should
prevail without federal interven
tion.” But because a utility is “a
regulated monopoly in which the
consumers of electricity have no
choice in selecting their utility and
virtually no involvement in the de
termination cf the rates,” Ertel said
Met-Ed s predicament is different.
“Traditional market forces do
not apply and the implications of a
utility bankruptcy are far more ex
tensive than those encountered
when a business becomes financial
ly insolvent in other sectors of our
economy," Ertel wrote Stockman.
Ertel said Stockman did agree
to study a bill that would set up a
national nuclear insurance pool to
partially finance the TMI cleanup
and on-site damage in future nucle
ar accidents. Provisions in the bill
Ertel introduced last month call for
a presidentially appointed corpora
tion, which would borrow up to
$100 million in federal funds for
start-up money and collect utility
premiums of up to $750 million
over the next five years.
Urging Stockman to support
the insurance approach, Ertel said
in the letter he will amend the bill
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$47,000 IN BILLS BURN
By MARY KLAUS
Staff Writer
Nearly 200 anti-nuclear pro
testers Friday night fed more than
$47,000 worth of Metropolitan Edi
son Co. electric bills to crackling
flames during a bonfire on the Cap
itol steps on the eve of the second
anniversary of the Three Mile Is
land Nuclear Generating Station
accident.
“Project David,” with the ra
tepayers representing David and
Met-Ed cast as Goliath, attracted
150 to 200 protesters, Capitol po
lice said. Protesters of all ages
burned their March electric bills,
which they are refusing to pay as a
protest against Met-Ed and nuclear
power.
As project organizers fired two
barbecue grills, one to bum bills
and one to heat a large, brass kettle
full of tea, Bill Keisling, author of
“Three Mile Island; Turning Point,”
termed the bonfire “a great victory
for grass-roots politics.”
Judging from banners and but
tons, most protesters were from
the midstate. A colorful quilted
banner made by Marsha McHenry
of Newberry Twp. identified the
“Newberry Twp. Neighbors
Against Nuclear Energy.” A nearby
banner noted that “578,000 people
are hostages of TMI. Day 731.”
Buttons and T-shirts carried
such slogans as “No Nukes,” “Shut

Down TMI Forever,” “Clean It Up
and Shut It Down,” and "Reagan Is
Not My President."
Keisling said commissioners of
the state Public Utility Commission
and U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Com
mission won’t listen to the ra
tepayers’ complaints that they
can’t afford to pay more money or
risk their lives for Met-Ed.
“Some of us have vowed to lay
our bodies on the road in front of
the power plant to prevent Three
Mile Island from reopening,” he
said. “But when Met-Ed rolls its
trucks over our bodies, will anyone
listen to our cries?”
Pat Smith of Newberry Twp.,
one of the Project David organizers,
said her electric rates have been in
creasing for 14 years.
“Next month, the PUC will de
cide on Met-Ed’s request for a $76.5
million increase, which will result
in 17.2 percent higher electric bills
per customer,” she said. “And
spokespersons from the PUC and
state Consumer Advocate Office
have said they expect Met-Ed later
this year will request another in
crease. Customers should be an
gry!”
Smith said that many customers
are unable to pay their ever-in
creasing electric bills, and that
many are questioning the accuracy
of their electric meters. She added
that ratepayers have as much right
to protest as the colonists did at the

Boston Tea Party.
Willis Wolfe of Etters RD 2
said, “When we try to express our
concerns or anxieties and points of
view regarding nuclear power to
our government officials, regulato
ry organizations and the nuclear
utility, we are ignored. When our
patience has become exhausted and
we demonstrate our resentment,
we are called" radicals.” He said
customers must remain united in
opposing a technology with threats
and dangers that outweigh the ad
vantages.
Kay Pickering of Three Mile Is
land Alert called on Pennsylvania
Power & Light Co. customers to
unite with Met-Ed customers in
protesting nuclear power, since
PP&L is building a nuclear power
plant near Berwick.
TMIA Chairman Joel Roth, who
wore a hat saying “Three Mile Is
land Never Again,” asked the
crowd if TMI was safe or cheap.
'“No,” screamed the protesters.
Roth said that when he visited TMI
on Friday with U.S. Rep. Morris
Udall, D-Ariz., the door to the con
trol room got stuck. “They’re still
incompetent,” he said, as the crowd
roared in agreement.
The protesters and dozens of
photographers crowded around the
two barbecue grills. Flames licked
at the electric bills as Pickering
piled them onto the grill.
She said that the fire consumed
cont. P6
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Met-Ed wins $51 million hike
By MARY O. BRADLEY
Staff Writer
The state Public Utility Com
mission in a surprise move today
awarded Metropolitan Edison Co. a
$51.8 million base rate increase and
its sister utility, Pennsylvania Elec
tric Co., a $54.8 million boost.
The commission voted unani
mously to accept with only minor
alterations the recommended deci
sion of Administrative Law Judge
Joseph P. Matuschak, who heard
the base rate cases.
Today’s session had been sched
uled to poll the individual commis
sioners on aspects of the cases. But,
the commission instead acted on a.
recommendation from the PUC tri
al staff, which said the regulatory

body should accept Matuschak’s
findings.
Met-Ed’s increase will raise the
monthly bill of a customer who
uses 500 kilowatt hours by $1.20
per month. The effect on Penelec
customers could not immediately
be determined.
Met-Ed had sought $76.5 mil
lion and Penelec $67.4 million in
their base rate requests. The money
will be used to meet general opera
ting and maintenance, transmission
and distribution expenses unrelated
to the TMI accident.
Commissioner Susan M. Shanaman said that Met-Ed had not had a
change in its base rates since 1978.
The 1978 rate case was based on
data from 1976, she added.

THOUSANDS FROM 1

The vote followed nearly 35
minutes of discussion by the com
mission members cpncerning the
lack of response from the federal
and state governments to the re
quest of General Pjiblic Utilities
Corp, for help in cleaning up the
damaged Three Mile Island Unit 2.
GPU is the parent company of MetEd and Penelec.
Commissioner Michael Johnson
delivered the strongest denuncia
tion of the lack of support for the
cleanup, saying the commission has
been “abandoned by people in the
national administration, state ad
ministration, by people of both par
ties, and in particular by my party,
the Democratic Party.”

STOCKMAN
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to ensure the insurance program “is
spun off to a wholly private activi
ty” after the start-up money is re
paid to the U.S. Treasury.

wants to volunteer to get cancer in the name of
progress?”
Many demonstrators said they had come from long
distances for the demonstration, after getting in
volved in opposing nuclear plants near their homes.

Stockman’s official position on
the Eriel bill probably will be re
vealed early next month when two
House subcommittees have sched
uled hearings on the measure. The
insurance corporation could fund
up to three-fourths of the cleanup
not covered by the utility’s private
insurance. Met-Ed would pay half
of that amount back — around
$250 million, depending on the
eventual cost.

Hannah Valley, 27, of St. Louis, drove 16 hours with
two companions to reach the march.
“I wanted to see Three Mile Island. I wanted to be
able to look at the place and say, ‘That’s where we
almost had a meltdown,’” said Ms. Valley, a mem
ber of the St. Louis Coalition for the Environment.

Quadir Muwwakkil of Barnwell, S.C., said, “Since
we are all fighting the nuclear industry in our own
areas, we came to find out what TMI’s (opponents
are) doing and get ideas to help us.”

4
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TMI cleanup may
consume 5 to 9 years
WASHINGTON (UPI) — The
damaged Three Mile Island reactor
can be cleaned up safely in nine
years at most, with work crews
running only a slightly elevated
risk of cancer, a government envi
ronmental impact study said today.
The final report, prepared by
the staff of the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, identified radiation
doses received by cleanup workers
as “the most significant environ
mental impact” associated with the
decontamination effort.
“It is predicted that less than
one additional cancer death attribu
table to exposure to radiation will
occur among the entire work force
engaged in cleaning up TMI-2,” the
two-volume impact study said.
The study also said the cleanup
“should proceed as expeditiously as
reasonably possible to reduce the
potential for uncontrolled releases
of radioactive materials to the envi
ronment.”
The NRC, responding to fears
the decontamination process would
expose local citizens to unforeseen
YORK DAILY RECORD
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radiation risks, ordered the impact
statement prepared on Nov. 21,
1979.
Its approval by the five-mem
ber commission, which met this af
ternoon, would allow TMI owner
General Public Utilities Corp, to
proceed with the cleanup, the only
remaining roadblock being fund
ing, which is being debated on sev
eral other fronts.
The cleanup was needed to de
contaminate the reactor damaged
in the country’s worst commercial
nuclear accident, which began in
the early hours of March 28, 1979.

Decontamination already has
involved the purging of-43,000 cu
ries of radioactive krypton gas into
the atmosphere last summer. The
containment building still must be
decontaminated and the reactor’s
damaged fuel core and thousands of
gallons of radioactive water Still
must be removed.

The study found that “existing
methods are adequate” or can be
adapted to do all the necessary
work “without incurring environ
mental impacts that exceed accept
able limits."

Although little cleanup work
has been done so far, the study
found that the decontamination
process will take five to nine years
from the time of the accident.
The NRC staff also concluded
that “TMI should not become a per
manent radioactive waste disposal
site,” an option favored by some
who fear removal of the highly ra
dioactive fuel core and wastes will
pose unacceptable risks to area res
idents.
The staff also found that psy
chological stress, which previous
reports have identified as the main
impact of the accident, “has declin
ed, but there is a potential for tem
porary increases in distress as vari
ous cleanup activities are undertak
en.”
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We’re not ready for a TMI, League says
From staff and wire reports

the idle unit should return to viewed,” she added.
she said. “Any serious accident
She said transportation and per- with a large release could not be
service.
She said a league study of evacu sonnel shortcomings of an evactia- accommodated for,” she said,
ation planning found “a paucity of tion “overwhelm” the planning (Lists of nursing personnel for
emergencies is out-of-date, she
improvements” in the two years efforts at the school district level,
She was critical of the lack of added.
since the nuclear accident.
Areas of concern, she said, in cooperation among the state De
cluded lack of medical facilities partment of Education, school dis- The league also concluded:
.............................
b
• The population does not know
ThP UapiiP hpiipvp« “thprp i« not Wlth personnel trained to handle ;tncts
and municipalities
—■ “all of
ine league believes mere is not> radiation victims; lQnb
>lnaH whom
lack. nf
of tr£
trained
whom maintain
maintain thair
their antnn
autonomy in what it is supposed to do or where
adequate personnel or equipment '
' c municipal volunteers who would be the case of an emergency,” she to go in case of emergency.
to effectuate an evacuation” o!
.
are inade1-------------- aum,
said. an
In jumv
some instances, townships • York County roads uiv
York County,
out an vvovuonvn,
evacuation,
Countv president Phyllis neededt° carrLY-------------Nelson 120 RlueRiriaeDrivp told probable communications tie-ups; and school districts would evacu- quate during rush hour, much less
their*; Atomic Satetv and t
and lack of enough school buses ate to different relocation centers, during a mass evacuation.
ing Board
y
anci drivers to evacuate school the league found, and some parents
• The county evacuation plan is
e
children.
have not been told where their chil- based on the assumption that half
the population will leave on its own.
Based on several months of hear Skeletal planning and emergen- dren would be taken,
____
___ one
________
Area hospitals
r_______
are not equipped
. ..
• The league favors a 20-mile
by only
county
/_______
ings, the board will make a recom cy management
_________
„
....
_______
__ r-leaves
large areas to handle a large nuclear accident(instead of a 10-mile evacuation
“1
mendation
to
the
Nuclear employee
Regulatory Commission when or if barely touched, developed or re- that could'irradiate many people, plan.
HARRISBURG
- The un
damaged Three Mile Island reac
tor should not be reopened “at this
time” because emergency plan
ning is inadequate, the League of
Women Voters of Greater York
said Tuesday'
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SOUND OFF
WANTED: Large tract of
land in state of Arizona,
preferably in the congres
sional district of Udall. Pur
pose : for the relocation of one
Three Mile Island nuclear
power plant.
/ PRO NUCLEAR people
are like dope peddlers, as
long as they are making fan
tastic money at the^sucker’s
expense they want to keep it
that way. Waste buried years
ago is starting to affect peo
ple noir. The old saying, “an
ounce of prevention is worth
a pound of cure,” is still very
good advice.
*

Cathie Musser
Kathy Manfred
Gail Shuey
Kay Pickering
TMIA Office Staff

Editors:
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BILLS BURN
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359 Met-Ed bills totaling $47,455
and 25 PP&L bills totaling $1,327,
all previously gathered. Nine per
cent of all Newberry Twp. resi
dents refused to pay their bills, she
added.
Pickering then invited protest
ers to burn their own bills as others
chanted, “Two, four, six, eight, we
don’t want to radiate.” One angry
woman dropped her $170 electric
bill into the flames. Another called
for the burning of Met-Ed.
“This is how the revolution
started,” said Terry Roth of TMIA.
“Tonight, we set fire to more
than these electric bills,” Keisling
said. “We also set fire to the idea
that the governor, the Legislature,
the PUC and the NRC hold absolute
power in their hands. Tonight we,
the ratepayers, resolve that the
power is in our hands.” Tea and
cookies were served after the bon
fire.
The ashes of the burned electric
bills will be mailed to Gov. Dick
Thornburgh, state PUC commis
sioners and Met-Ed officials, Pick
ering said.
_________ _
Mr. and Mrs. David Wilderman
of Camp Hill, standing with their
young children, Jenny and Jesse,
summarized the feelings of many
when they said, “We must take ag
gressive action so utilities don’t in
crease the nuclear industry.”
Muriel Sobel, of Harrisburg at
the time of the TMI accident and
now of Philadelphia, said she went
to the protest because she strongly
opposes nuclear power.
Smith urged Project David par
ticipants to continue withholding
payments!
“You can overlook ‘further col
lection efforts’ notices and warning
letters,” she said. “If you receive a
termination notice, you have 10
days in which to make a partial
payment or file a complaint. If you
feel justified in filing a formal com
plaint with the PUC, call the PUC
consumer service information,
TMIA or TMI Public Interest Re
source Center. If you are contacted
for payment, you can plead poverty
or complain about service or meter
discrepancies.”

THREE MILE ISLAND ALERT
315 Peffer Street
Harrisburg, PA 17102

SDS SYSTEM
hazard in keeping the
tritiated water stored in two
newly
constructed
500,000-gallon tanks,” the of
ficials said.
The containment building
water is more highly radioactive than the auxiliary
building water was. The
Zeolites, in the SDS system
an inorganic ion-exchange
medium, can accommodate
much greater amounts of
radioactive material than
organic resins. “Their use in
> the SDS system will greatly
reduce the number of
canisters containing radioac
tive wastes that will have to
be stored temporarily on
Three Mile Island, either in
the SDS system itself or in the
specially constructed,
concrete-walled waste
* storage area outside Unit 2,”
GPU Nuclear officials said.
The SDS system has been
installed in the two Unit 2
spent-fuel pools. Because
Unit 2 had been in operation
for only three months when
the accident occurred, the
fuel pools did not contain any
used fuel.
The SDS system cost GPU
Nuclear $8 million to design
and build. Because the
Nuclear Regulatory Com
mission has not yet authoriz
ed use of the system, it has
been installed at GPU

FROM 1

Nuclear’s own financial risk.
GPU Nuclear expects the
NRC to approve the SDS by
the time it is tested and ready
for operation in May.
OfficialsatTMI repeatedly
state that it is necessary to
process the reactor building
water expeditiously both to
provide safer access to the
building for cleanup crews
and to remove a major potential source of harmful
releases to the environment.

“The containment building
was not designed to serve in
definitely as a reservoir,’’
GPU officials said. “As long
as the contaminated water
remains in the building, a
possibility exists that it could
seep into groundwater out
side and, eventually, reach
the Susquehanna River.”
The basic technology of the
submerged demineralizer
system is the same as that in
a home water softening unit.
; Greatly magnified, the
1 Zeolites and resin beads
resemble
complex
“snowflake” molecules with
charged “sites” that attract,
or snap up, the metallic fis
sion products. Similar ion
exchange systems are
routinely used to clean up
radioactive water in reactor
cooling systems at all
nuclear power plants.
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Group Charges Public Shut
Out From TMI Hearings
Sue Shetrom, project direc
tor of the Three Mile Island
Public Interest Resource
Center (PIRC), charged the
Atomic Safety and Licensing
Board (ASLB) of the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission with
“arbitrary and capricious”
behavior in denying citizens
further opportunities to ap
pear before the board to
make “public limited ap
pearance statements.”
“Chairman (Ivan) Smith
has shown that he does not
care about the citizens of this
area,” Shetrom charged.
“His only concern is getting
TMI Unit 1 back in operation
as quickly as possible.”
The Atomic Safety and
Licensing Board is currently
hearing testimony on the pro
posed restart bf TMI Unit 1
and will make recommenda
tions to the full U S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission.

Smith’s announcement
followed a request by a local
citizen to make a public
limited appearance before
the board. Smith announced
last Thursday that only those
citizens who have previously
made such requests would be
allowed to schedule ap
pearances before the board.
All others would beyiq-uted to
submission Jpf Written
statements.
’
Shetrom said that Citizens
and organizations had not
been informed of any
deadline for requests nor
had they received any prior
notice that Smith’s decision
would be forthcoming.
“What is particularly in
furiating,” said Shetrom, Is
that we have been attempting
to get the board to open the
proceedings to more citizen

ment.
“The one session set up for
public, limited appearance
statements probably would
never have occurred,” said
Shetrom; “If TMI PIRC had
not set up the time and place
for the hearing and invited
the board. Only at that point,
did the ASLB take respon
sibility for the hearing."
“The public has continual
ly been shut out of the restart
.proceedings. IfiterveiroTS"
have been denied financial
assistance, denied staff
assistance and now, in
dividual citizens have been
denied their right to speak
directly to the ASLB,”
Shetrom added.
“What has become clear,”
concluded Shetrom, “Is that
these proceedings are simply
a method of expediting the
restart of Unit 1. The board is
either afraid or just does not
care about the feelings and
(opinions of the citizens of this
area.

input. We had recently
received a lettet from
Leonard Bickwit, general
counsel to the NRC advising
us that no further special
evening sessions would be
held. But, Mr. Bickwit advis
ed that, ‘I would suggest that
you urge (citizens) to contact
the board directly so that it
may schedule a time for a
limited appearance.’ We
have been doing just that”

The Commission’s Order
and Notice of Hearings
(August9,1979) stated: “The
Board should attempt to
schedule some of its sessions
in the evening or on weekends
to permit the maximum
possible public attendance.”
Shetrom pointed out that to
date, two sessions have poet
that criteria, one of which
was open for public com
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Notices for TMI class-action
suit are in the mail
By JANIS L. WILSON
Staff Writer
Details of the proposed $25 mil
lion settlement of the Three Mile
Island class-action lawsuit in feder
al court and instructions on how
members can protect their legal
rights were mailed today to
580,000 persons and businesses
within 25 miles of the plant.
U.S. Middle District Court
Judge Sylvia H. Rambo approved
the legal-notice forms, which in
clude an explanation of who is in
cluded in the three groups, that
they are already represented by an
attorney, how to obtain claim
forms or how to exclude them
selves from the class.
Advertisements will begin run
ning Tuesday in 11 area newspa

pers, plus regional editions of The
New York Times, The Wall Street
Journal and TV Guide, to notify
people who have moved.
The cost of the published and
mailed notices, including $90,000
for postage and $60,000-$70,000
for advertisements, is $230,000.
The notice explains that a class
action “is a lawsuit in which the
court has decided that plaintiffs
(those who actually started the
suit) have made claims that are like
those of any other persons who ex
perienced the same problems as
plaintiffs. If the plaintiffs win the
suit, then class members may share
in any award of damages. If the
plaintiffs lose the suit, then class
members likewise lose the suit. If
the suit is settled with the approval

of the court, then class members
may share in the settlement.”
Three subdivisions are included
in the class — businesses and per
sons who suffered economic losses
on or after the accident, and indi
viduals who seek medical-detection
services. The proposed settlement
calls for $20 million in payments
for economic expenses and $5 mil
lion for medical research, radiation
monitoring and public education.
The notices were prepared by
Worldwide Marketing Inc. of
Wayne, where a post-office box
has been rented to gather the
forms. Worldwide, a direct-mail
marketing agency, has included a
special computer number on each
notice. The number identifies each
claim so that the firm can keep a
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Behind the
nuclear poll
A NEW HARRIS POLL

finds Pennsylvanians philo
sophically opposed to nuclear
power (by a margin of 50 to
43 percent) but prepared to
drop principlein exchange for
lower electric bills (52 to 42
percent).
Among a series of ques
tions on energy designed by
the Governor’s Energy Coun
cil, which commissioned the
poll, respondents were asked,
“Would you favor or oppose
building more nuclear plants
in Pennsylvania if this would
lower your electric bill?”,
which suggests a benefit to
be derived from nuclear pow
er which it almost certainly
cannot deliver A spokesman
for the energy council said
the question sought to deter
mine the level of economic
motivation in the nuclear is
sue without prejudice toward
one side or the other.
But the question, never
theless, is misleading because
it presupposes that it is possi
ble to spend billions of dollars
to buiid nuclear power plants
without this tremendous in
vestment being reflected in
what people pay for electrici
ty. Nothing could be further
from the truth, despite what
we continually hear about
nuclear power being cheap.
One has to listen closely, but
what is being said by nuclear
proponents is not that more
plants will make our electric
bills less than they are, but
less than they might become
if we continue to use oil to
generate a significant portion
of our electricity.
One could go to the gam
ing tables of Atlantic City
and still be hard-pressed to
find a more speculative activ
ity than attempting to esti
mate the final cost of a nucle
ar power plant. Despite this
handicap, which has seen the
projected costs of plants un
der construction revised up
ward once or twice a year to
three, five, even ten times
what they were originally es
timated to cost, it has not pre
vented scores .of industry
spokesmen, government offi
cials and Harvard researchers
from venturing forth with
figures which presume to
show how much consumers

would save if we could just
replace all those oil-guzzling
power plants with nuclear
reactors. They haven’t been
right yet about the cost of nu
clear power, but the public is
supposed to believe that this
time around they know what
they are talking about.
In any case, there is no
argument that oil-generated
electricity is expensive and
vulnerable to higher prices
and loss of supply. The
amount of petroleum used to
produce electricity in this
country is equivalent to
about one-half the amount or
oil we import from abroad, so
reducing or eliminating our
use of oil to generate electric
ity is e desirable goal. The de
bate centers on how best to
accomplish it.
BUILDING more nuclear
power plants would be one
way, but the cost would be
immense and would require,
as the Harris poll indicates,
going against the wishes of
half the people in the coun
try, a level of opposition
which in most circumstances
would qualify as insurmount
able. Not only is the public
skittish about nuclear ener
gy so are investors. Finan
cially, there are few utilities
in a position to undertake
new nuclear projects, and a
number, such as Philadelphia
Electric, are struggling to
complete existing projects,
while still other utilities at
tempt to sell shares of the nu
clear plants they own. Add
the Three Mile Island acci
dent, the paralyzed cleanup
effort, the continuing ab
sence of a permanent storage
facility for reactor wastes,
and the ongoing technical
problems, one is left with
very little to recommend the
construction of new nuclear
plants, except, possibly, that
it might be cheaper than
burning oil.
There are other alterna
tives to burning oil, however,
the cheapest and most suc
cessful of which has been
conservation. Less than a
decade ago, the conventional
wisdom was that generating
capacity would have to be
Coni. pg. 6
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N-crisis
planning
is hit by
Made
By United Press International

Pennsylvania is still “illequipped” to respond to radiation
emergencies like the Three Mile Is
land accident, the man who served
as state health secretary during the
crisis two years ago said today.
Gordon MacLeod said in a
speech in Hershey to the Pennsyl
vania Medical Society’s Committee
on Medicine, Religion and Bioeth
ics, that a 22.5 percent reduction of
the Health Department’s budget
since TMI has diminished its effec
tiveness.
He also asserted that the state is
unprepared to respond to another
nuclear emergency because offi
cials have declined to establish a
special “radiation health” unit
within the Health Department.

MacLeod resigned from the ad
ministration of Gov. Dick Thorn
burgh six months after the March
28, 1979, nuclear accident. Thorn
burgh cited unspecified “institu
tional differences" with MacLeod.
“The lack of public health pre
paredness for another nuclear acci
dent has been repeatedly cited, but
to no avail," MacLeod said. “With
out a well-staffed radiation health
unit in Pennsylvania, we are illequipped to handle the many as
pects of any future nuclear-reactor
accident.”
MacLeod also criticized the
state Health Department, now un
der the direction of Secretary Ar
nold Muller, for its handling of data
pertaining to health effects of the
Three Mile Island accident.
MacLeod said incidences of hy
pothyroidism, a thyroid disorder,
have never been “fully explained.”
Also, there was no study to deter
mine whether the size of newborn
children had been affected by radi
ation from the accident.
“In the absence of a radiation
health unit, our own state Health
Department lacks the professional
competence to match the effects of
technology,” he said.
MacLeod’s comments echoed a
major finding of the President’s
Commission on Three Mile Island
in October 1979
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TMI racing
clock to rid
site of waste

HARRISBURG (AP) - Techni
cians at Three Mile Island are rac
ing the clock to ship 22 canisters of
radioactive waste to the nation’s
only nuclear disposal site before its
scheduled July 1 shutdown.

And even if they make it, TMI
spokesman Doug Bedell said Fri
day, there will still be another 95
canisters to worry about, some of
them much more radioactive than
those bound for Hanford, Wash.
Bedell said a shortage of the 15ton, lead-lined casks used to trans
port the waste has delayed the
shipment of a second canister from
today until early next week, proba
bly Monday.
He said the shortage may make
it impossible to keep up the pace
necessary to clear out the canisters
fast enough.
“We hope to be able to complete
it by July 1,” Bedell said. “It all
depends on the availability of the
casks. It’s going to be a close thing
but we hope to do it.”
The first canister of waste stem
ming from the TMI cleanup began
the 72-hour cross-country trip
Thursday over an unspecified in
terstate highway route.
It was the first waste to leave the
Susquehanna River island since
the nation’s worst commercial nu
clear accident crippled the TMI
Unit 2 reactor more than two years
ago. The plant owners are involved
in a projected seven-year, $1 billion
cleanup.
Washington state voters decided
in a referendum to shut down the
Hanford nuclear waste disposal
site on July 1.
Bedell said several nuclear cor
porations and the disposal site own
ers have appealed the referendum
results In federal court.
As for alternative sites, Bedell
replied, “There’s not likely to be
any place at all. They (the canis
ters) won’t go anywhere. THtey will
stay here for a while.”
He added, “That would not make
us arry happier than any of the
people around here. None of us
want this to turn into a waste site. ”
Radioactive waste from the TMI
cleanup is being stored on the is
land in a concrete pit, a situation
that worries nearby residents and
the plant operators.

The 22 canisters bound for Han
ford contain relatively low-level ra
dioactive resins generated by the
processing of contaminated water
from the reactor's auxiliary
building.
Another 50 canisters containing
higher-level waste, not acceptable
at Hanford, are also being stored
on the island. Bedell said the U.S.
Department of Energy has agreed
to take one canister for research
purposes and may eventually dis
pose of the others at U.S- Defense
Department sites.
In addition, Bedell said another
46 canisters of waste are expected
to result from the decontamination
of 700,000 gallons of highly contam
inated water still inside the Unit 2
reactor cooling system and con
tainment building.
About 10 of them will be more
highly radioactive than anything
that is now onsite, he said, while
the remainder will be comparable
to the waste that is now being
shipped to Hanford.
The “real hot ones... are going to
be stored right in the fuel pool
where they’re generated, underwa
ter,” he said.
Decontamination of the reactor
building water is expected to start
at the end of May, assuming the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
approves the treatment system.
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Loan To
Met-Ed
Is OK'd
A coalition of banks has in
formed the Metropolitan
Edison Co. that they will lend it
some $19 million to help it meet
its Pennsylvania tax bill. An
nouncement of the banks’ deci
sion was made on Monday.
But it also appears that
future bank loans to the utility
will be dependent upon the Pen
nsylvania Public Utility Com
mission’s decision expected on
Thursday regarding whether
Met-Ed should charge
customers for costs associated
with the Unit-I reactor at TMI.
The banks stated that with an
unfavorable vote from the
PUC, they would be reluctant to
extend more credit to the
owners of TMI, GPU Nuclear.
Last June the PUC cut MetEd’s rates by $26.9 million
stating that the nuclear plant’s
undamaged Unit-I reactor was
not useful to the utilities’
customers, thereby removing it
from the rate structure.
GPU stated that the consor
tium of banks were concerned
that the PUC has not acted on
complaints put on record by
TMI’s owner regarding the
reduced rates.
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Eight-member crew
to install pump in TMI
MIDDLETOWN (AP) - Tech
nicians will enter the contami
nated Three Mile Island
containment building this week
to install a pump needed to puri
fy radioactive water flooding the
basement, officials said
Tuesday.
An eight-man crew is sched
uled to install a floating pump
designed to move the contami
nated water to a near-complete
filter system under construction
in an adjacent fuel handling
building.
The system, called the Sub
merged Demineralizer System,
will remove radioactive parti
cles of cesium and strontium

from the water, purifying it ex
cept for tritium.

The Nuclear Regulatory Com
mission must approve the system before it goes into
operation. A spokesman has
said plant operators hope to
start processing water by the
end of May.
The Thursday entry is the
ninth since the TMI reactor was
crippled in the nation’s worst
commercial nuclear accident
more than two years ago. Some
600,000 gallons of contaminated
water escaped into the contain
ment building basement during
the mishap.

innday Patriot-Neuis, Hanisburg, Pa,, April 26.1981

A Closer Look at the Ertel Bill
Here is how Rep. Allen Ertel’s proposal
for a mandatory national nuclear property
insurance program would work:
— The president would appoint officers
of a National Nuclear Property Insurance
Corp, and a seven-member board of directors
including the chairmen of the Nuclear Regu
latory Commission and the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission.
— Utilities with nuclear reactors would
be required to take out the insurance and pay
premiums based on, among other things, gen
eral accident probabilities and specific com
pany operating performance.
— Coverage would be $50 million-deductible for on-site property damage and cleanup
costs over and above private insurance. The
corporation would pay out up to $2 billion per
accident or some other coverage cap deter
mined by the corporation.
— Up to $750 million would be collected
over the next five years. The corporation
could borrow $100 million from the U.S.
Treasury for start-up costs during the period
before premiums could be collected. The loan

would be paid back with interest from premi
um collections.

— Insurance coverage would be retroac
tive for the Three Mile Island accidenl and the
three General Public Utilities Corp, firms that
co-own Unit 2. Special TMI coverage would
pay 75 percent of cleanup costs over GPU’s
$300 million in private coverage. GPU would
pay half of that back, interest-free.

— Utility commissions in Pennsylvania
and New Jersey, whose rate-setting powers
would not be disturbed by the federal legisla
tion, would devise a TMI financial pian de
signed to assure all other resources are used
— including any contributions from the nu
clear industry.
— An inter-agency task force made up of
representatives from the NRC, Energy De
partment and Securities and Exchange Com
mission would coordinate TMI federal activi
ties and formulate a contingency cleanup plan
in case GPU goes bankrupt. The plan would
include authorization for federal funding of
“emergency activities” on the site.

Stye Patriot, Harrisburg, Pa., Saturday. May 2,1981

TMI Cleanup Aid Request
Riles Congressional Panel
By MICK ROOD
Washington Bureau
WASHINGTON — A House
subcommittee Friday bristled at the
idea of legislating outside funding
to clean up the damaged Unit 2
reactor at Three Mile Island Nucle
ar Generating Station
especially
since Metropolitan Edison Co. cus
tomers pay less for electricity than
many other ratepayers'
« z •
The message during a hearing
on a national nuclear insurance bill
sponsored by Rep. Alien Ertel, D-
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Montoursville, Pa., was that the
three utilities and their customers
who own the power plant should
pay the anticipated cleanup price
tag of $1 billion, minus any contri
bution from the nuclear industry.
Congressmen reacted negative
ly to Ertel, who proposed that nu
clear utility ratepayers across the
nation supply loans and grants cov
ering two-thirds of uninsured ex
penses at Three Mile Island, and to
Pennsylvania Public Utility Com
mission Chairman Susan M. Shana-

SATURDAY, APRIL 4,1981

Won ’t sell to Met-Ed
It seems as though everywhere we turn we’re
being told that our electric bills could be greatly
reduced by the restart of TMI. I was particularly
appalled by my latest electric bill, which
adivsed, “This bill would be reduced by about
$3.40 had the undamaged nuclear generating unit
on Three Mile Island been permitted to operate.”
I can’t believe the gall of Met-Ed to believe that
consumers are willing to jeopardize their health
and families for about $3.40 a month.
Our son was five weeks old at the time of the
TMI crisis. We were advised to evacuate our
home, and there was a real danger of never
being able to return. Our health and future was a
very real concern. Now, we’re told to forget all
that and accept the restart of TMI.
I hope the public doesn’t fall victim to MetEd’s campaign to “help us” reduce our bills. I
dpn’t believe our electric costs will ever go down,
no matter what the company says. I refuse to sell,
out for the promise of saving about $3.40 month
ly, even if we can’t afford to pay the extra!
Mrs. Beverly Vecero
Springettsbury Township

4

man, who wanted the federal gov
ernment to “advance” funds for the
decontamination project.
“Mr. Ertel is asking us to ex
pand our thinking," said Rep. Al
bert Gore Jr., D-Tenn. “But any
plan asking Tennessee Valley Au
thority ratepayers or other utility
ratepayers to pay costs of the acci
dent faces a rocky road at best.”
Gore argued that customers of
the TVA, which has a good nuclear
safety reputation, should not have
to pay for mistakes made at TMI.
“if I was a ratesetter in Penn
sylvania, I’d be trying to dump it
off (accident costs) on anybody I
could, too,” said Rep. Edward J.
Markey, D-Mass., a nuclear power
critic.
Shanaman had proposed earlier
that federal funds be “advanced”
for “complete and prompt decon
tamination.” Congress could fash
ion a sharing program with the nu
clear utility industry and govern
ment later to repay the funds, she
said.
Saddling ratepayers of General
Public Utilities Corp. — parent of
TMI operating companies — for ac
cident costs would be “like blaming
the victim," Shanaman said.
She argued that both the gov
ernment and industry share the re
sponsibility for the TMI accident.
As she has in earlier appearances,
Shanaman noted that law in Penn
sylvania and other states prohibits
utility commissions from granting
rate increases for “unused and use
less” facilities like TMI Units 1 and
2.

»
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Disagreement is found on
TMI link to infant deaths
By JILL LAWRENCE
Associated Press Writer

Conflicting testimony from a
Philadelphia biologist and a Health
Department official has fueled a
long-running debate over whether
the Three Mile Island accident led
to an increase in infant deaths and
birth defects.
The two disagreed on which
way the wind was blowing after
the March 28, 1979 mishap, and ad
vanced conclusions based on statis
tics from almost entirely different
geographical areas.
In testimony submitted
Wednesday to the Atomic Safety
and Licensing Board, Dr. Bruce
Moholt said there is “some evi
dence” that iodine-131 from the
crippled Unit 2 reactor caused an
increase in thyroid disorders
among newborns.
The board will make a recom
mendation on whether the undam
aged reactor should reopen. Hear
ings are scheduled to end this
month.
Moholt, science director of the
Environmental Cancer Prevention
Eueninn

Center in Philadelphia, said the pre
dominant wind direction after the
accident was northeast.
The incidence of hypothyroid
ism rose for six counties northeast
of the plant — from two cases in
the nine months before the accident
to eight in the nine months follow
ing it, he said.
There was also a statistically
significant increase in infant deaths
within a 10-mile radius of the plant
following the accident, Moholt
maintained.
The biologist’s statements were
contradicted by Dr. George K. Tokuhata, director of epidemiological
research for the state Health De
partment.
In prepared testimony, Tokuhata said wind direction within 48
hours of the accident was north and
northwest, and not a single case of
hypothyroidism was reported in
eight counties in that direction for
all of 1979.
The counties he analyzed were

completely different from those in
volved in Moholt’s calculations,
with the exception of Dauphin.
Tokuhata said hypothroidism
remained “within a normal range”
in the state for both 1979 and 1980.
Department investigators con
cluded that the TMI accident was
not a factor in an “apparent con
centration” of seven cases in Lan
caster County in 1979, he said.
According to Tokuhata, one of
the cases was reported before the
accident and two were from the
Amish community, which has a
higher than normal incidence of
certain genetic conditions and dis
eases.

Tokuhata said department in
vestigators also eliminated TMI as
a cause of changes in the infant
mortality rate. He said the rate
within the 10-mile radius was
"considerably high” during the
first quarter of 1979, before the ac
cident, for unknown reasons.
The rate remained the same
during the second quarter and de
clined substantially during the
third and fourth quarters, he said.

Hgrrishnrg.Pa„Thurstlay. April9.1981

Dye test
wifi track
TMI flow
By MARY O. BRADLEY
Staff Writer
A red fluorescent dye will be
put into the Susquehanna River late
today to track river currents 17
miles downstream from Three Mile
Island.
William E. Riethle, TMI envi
ronmental control manager, said
the test — the second in eight
months — will begin at 5 p.m. and
is aimed at determining whether
the plant’s monitoring stations are
in effective locations. The dye will
be visible as a red streak for a short
distance after it is released.
Riethle said 10 cross-sections of
white buoys have been anchored in
the reach of the river from TMI to
Columbia. Several boats also will
be stationed in the river. Water
samples will be taken for laborato
ry analysis.
The dye has been certified as
environmentally safe by the Envi
ronmental Protection Agency. The
test has been approved by EPA and
the state.Department of Environ
mental Resources. Lancaster City,
Columbia and Wrightsvjlle Water
works are cooperating in the moni
toring effort, Riethle said.
No changes were deemed nec
essary after the first test in Sep
tember when the river’s flow was
lower. A third test is planned for
May. Riethle said. He noted that
TMI has been collecting river sam
ples at numerous points since 1974.

NRC gives staff
cleanup go-ahead
From livening News Wire Services

WASHINGTON — The chair
man of the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission today authorized the
NRC staff to proceed with cleanup
activities at the damaged Three
Mile Island reactor without seeking
commission approval.
Chairman Joseph Hendrie is
sued a policy statement giving the
staff a green light to proceed with
all actions assessed in the compre
hensive environmental impact
statement the staff issued on the
cleanup last month.
An NRC spokesman said the
new policy will allow GPU Nuclear
to undertake decontamination of
the 600,000 of highly radioactive
water in the reactor basement if
the NRC staff approves. Disposi
tion of the decontaminated water,
however, will still have to be decid
ed by the four commissioners them
selves.
The policy requires the staff to
keep the commissioners informed
of each major cleanup activity it
intends to approve at the reactor.
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which was badly damaged and con
taminated in the March 28, 1979
accident.
“I believe this policy statement
is a major step forward,” said Hen
drie. “Now that the environmental
impact statement has been pub
lished, the commission believes
that Metropolitan Edison should ac
celerate the pace of the cleanup to
complete all decontamination ac
tivities expeditiously, consistent
with ensuring protection of the
public health and safety and the en
vironment.”
The next step in the cleanup
process is decontamination of the
water, which GPU Nuclear plans to
accomplish with the Submerged
Demineralization System, an ion
exchange system which officials
say is “98 percent" ready to be
used.
“I have directed the staff to ex
pedite its review of the system pro
posed for use to clean up this wa
ter, and I believe processing should
be able to start this summer,” said
Hendrie.

TMI notices
on lawsuit
are in the mail
From Page One
record of any transactions. A run
ning tally of who requests claim
forms or wishes to exclude them
selves from the class will be kept.
Any duplicate claims can be detect
ed.
To save money, notices will be
sent to only one name at an address,
though one person can request
claim forms for others. However,
some applicants will have legiti
mate dual claims, such as for busi
ness loss and personal expenses,
such as evacuating.
“Your right to make a claim for
economic losses related to the TMI
accident will be lost forever” un
less requests for claim forms or re
quests for exclusion are mailed by
the deadlines, the docujnent points
out.
The exclusion form, which
must be returned by June 15, noti
fies the court that a person or busi
ness no longer wishes to be a mem
ber of the class. Those excluding
themselves from the class action
would preserve their “right to initi
ate your own individual lawsuit for
medical-detection services and/or
economic loss," the notice states.
However, a still unresolved le
gal issue is whether the two-year
statute of limitations expired
March 28 or whether it can be ex
tended to include the period of time

from when the class action was
certified July 10 until the time the
proposed settlement was an
nounced on Feb. 20.

To make a claim for economic
loss, one must return the requestfor*cl»im form, which la included
with the notice, by the Aug. 3 dead
line. No return envelopes are pro
vided.
Claim forms will not be mailed
until Rambo determines whether to
approve the proposed settlement.
Post cards will be sent to those
seeking claim forms, saying their
request was received and that the
forms are forthcoming.
An attorney close to the case
said one reason for the delay is that
if either side in the lawsuit knew
the exact amount of claims to be
asserted it might withdraw from
the settlement and much of the
work done on the case would col
lapse.
A hearing has been set for Aug.
24, when attorneys and expert wit
nesses will outline whether they
think the settlement is fair and rea
sonable. Comments by members of
the public will be considered by the
judge, who has given temporary
approval to the plan.
The notices include Spanish
language instructions.
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doubled every ten years to
meet a growing demand for
electricity, but the increase in
demand has slowed to a
crawl requiring fewer new
power plants than once was
anticipated. Though much
has been done, the full range
of opportunities provided by
conservation are far from
being exploited fully.
Coal is another possibili
ty, and though it presents a
number of problems, they ap
pear to be far more easy to
address than the difficulties
posed by nuclear energy. No
alternative to our reliance on
conventional fuels has been
more widely adopted and less
recognized by the energy ex
perts than the burning of
wood in the home. Add the
amazing grass-roots interest
in utilizing the energy of the
sun and a host of other alter
native energy sources and
one cannot help but get the
feeling that our energy choic
es are not limited, but broad
er than they have ever been.
All promise to make import
ant contributions, but if there
is one choice that stands out
as the least likely to be a bar
gain it is nuclear power.
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GPU asks $325
million rate boost
Bills would reflect Unit 2 cleanup
By MARY O. BRADLEY
Staff Writer
The Pennsylvania owners of Three Mile Island
plan to seek $325 million in rate increases from the
state Public Utility Commission with part of rate boost
earmarked for the decontamination of Unit 2.
This proposed filing will mark the first time since
the March 1979 accident at TMI that GPU will seek
customer revenues to help pay for the projected $1
billion cleanup.
The PUC has prohibited GPU from using ra
tepayer money for the decontamination, currently
being funded by insurance coverage. About $100 mil
lion in insurance remains to be collected by GPU.
William G. Kuhns, chairman of General Public
Utilities Corp., said Metropolitan Edison Co., half
owner of TMI, will seek a $200 million rate boost,
while Pennsylvania Electric Co., which owns 25 per
cent of TMI, will ask for a $125 million increase. He
said the base-rate increases will be filed later this
month.
Kuhns also said Met-Ed and Penelec have dropped
plans to merge their managements and boards of di
rectors because continued pursuit of the proposal
would be counterproductive. The PUC tabled the pro
posal Mav 22 after a vote on the issue was deadlocked
2 to 2.
Kuhns said that one-half of the proposed base
rate increases is earmarked for placing the undamaged
Unit i back in rates and in recognition of the Unit 2
decontamination costs. “Already operating under re
strained conditions, the GPU companies must have
sufficient revenues to serve their customers, and the
decontamination of Three Mile Island must be funded
to protect the public,” Kuhns said in a letter formally
notifying the PUC of the intentions to seek the rate
boosts.
“Beyond that, the companies’ earnings must be
restored to a point where access to the capital markets
can be regained. Only in this manner can sufficient
funds be obiained to insure continued reliable service
while providing for the construction of new facilities
to meet the demands of new customers and economic
growth projected for the (GPU) system’s service terri'ory," Kuhns said.
“The decontamination of Unit 2 must continue as
an overriding obligation to the public. But, we must
have the funds to accomplish this massive task,”
Kuhns said He noted that GPU is continuing efforts to

secure help with the cleanup costs from the nuclear
industry and the government.
“However, we must request customer revenues
now for the decontamination program in order to pro
vide a regulatory framework for ultimate resolution of
how the costs are to be shared and funded,” he added.
Kuhns said the rate increases would be offset by
savings in energy costs when Unit 1 begins generating
electricity and by the expiration of charges for
deferred energy costs — money owed by Met-Ed and
Penelec customers for power bought after the March
1979 accident.
“In effect the net increase to the customer pro
posed by the filing would result from recognizing the
existing plant investment in TMI 2 plus some deferred
Ehiit I expenses and the impact of inflation since the
last base-rate awards," Kuhns said.
“When we look at all of the elements in these
filings in relation to several other factors now affect
ing the customer’s bills, the bottom-line total average
increase, if granted in full, will be about 22 percent for
the Met-Ed customer and 15 percent for the Penelec
customer,” he added.
Met-Ed received a $51.8 million base-rate in
crease April 2, two-thirds of the $76.5 million it
sought. The increase raised the bill of a Met-Ed cus
tomer using 500 kilowatt-hours of electricity a month
by $1.20. At the sametime, Penelec was awarded a
$54.9 million increase, which raised the average cus
tomer’s monthly bill by $3.24. Penelec had requested a
$67.4 increase.
In a separate letter to the PUC Monday, Kuhns
asked the PUC to terminate proceedings concerning
the management merger. “Important as the program
is, the other Penelec and Met-Ed subjects with which
we and the commission must deal currently and in the
years ahead must take precedence.”
In other TMI-related matters:
—Ten technicians and engineers will enter the
Unit 2 containment building Thursday to perform a
number of tasks. The entry, expected to last four
hours, will be the 12th since July 1980.
—A 30-minute videotape of firefighting fijmed
during a simulated fire emergency at TMI June 2 will
be shown at a training session for area fire companies
tonight at 7 in Londonderry firehall near Middletown.
Participating in the drill were Londonderry, Rescue
and Union companies from Middletown and tha 193rd
Air National Guard Crash/Rescue Unit.

Qljc Patriot, Harrisburg, fa,, Saturday. June 27*1981
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TMI radiation
effects disputed
By PATRICE FLINCHBAUGH
Of the Daily Record

LANCASTER - The number of
cancer deaths and genetic defects
among offspring of Three Mile Is
land cleanup workers may be high
er than the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission originally reported in
its study of cleanup alternatives for
the crippled plant.
The NRC, in its draft environ
mental impact statement, predict
ed less than one or two deformed
children would be born to parents
who had assisted in the $1 billion
cleanup after the 1979 accident.
Using figures released in the
NRC’s final report, however, Dr.
Thomas Cochran, a physicist on
the NRC’s citizens advisory panel
to the TMI cleanup, said Thursday
night the number could be nine or
as high as 18 over the next 10
generations.
Genetic abnormalities can, in
part, cause certain forms of sickle
cell anemia, one type of diabetes,
schizophrenia, epilepsy and
Downs’ syndrome, according to
Frank Congel, an NRC radiological
physicist who was present at
Thursday’s meeting of the citizens
panel at the Lancaster City Council
chambers.

The revised number of possible
cancer deaths could be as high as
three, Cochran said. The NRC had
originally suggested it could be less
than one.
After some discussion, NRC offi
cials attending the meeting con
curred that Cochran’s arithmetic
was correct.
Cochran told reporters the feder
al nuclear regulators had used an
optimistic figure for the possible
risk workers faced during decon-'
tamination. Since the risk cannot
be predicted with certainty, Coch
ran said the worst possible cases of
radiation dosage and odds of genet
ic defects also must be calculated.
The new data could prompt
strong advice from the panel about
the number of people used to com
plete cleanup and the. extent of
their training, said panel chairman
John Minnich. Minnich is also pres
ident
Dauphin
county
commissioner.
“There was a lot of press during
the accident that no one was hurt
by the accident at TMI,” said Coch
ran. “But these figures show the
rear effects of the accident are
coming later — during the cleanup
- and they could be significant.”

GPL! Reports
58% Decline
In Net Income
PARS1PPANY. N.J. (AP) —
General Public Utilities Corp, re
ported Thursday a 58 percent loss
in net income for the five months
ended May 31, a less drastic drop
than the four-month decrease re
ported in May
Net income in the first five
months of this year was $4.8 mil
lion as compared to $ 11.4 million in
the same period of 1980. GPU offi
cials said.
The four-month report released
late in May showed the corporationis net income dropped 64 per
cent from the same period a year
earlier.
■Net income for the 12 months
ended May 31 was down 75 percent
to $13.9 million, compared to $56.3
million for the 12 months ended
May 31', 1980. The decline reported
last month for the 12-month period
ended Ap'ril 30 was 85 percent.
GPU officials have blamed the
steady declines on the removal of
the Three Mile Island nuclear
plants from the its subsidiary’s rate
base about a year ago.
Jersey Central Power & Light
CO., a GPU subsidiary, owns 25
percent of the idled plants near
Harrisburg, Pa. Two other subsidi
aries also own shares of the twin
reactions, which have been idle
since a March 1979 accident at one
of the plants.
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Cong. Allen Ertel
Concerned by an apparent
discrepancy between two
different reports which
detailed the reporting of
information during the
Three Mile Island accident,
Rep. Allen Ertel has asked
the chairman of the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission as
well as the chairman of
General Public Utilities to
respond to the conclusions of
the newest report.
The House Interior and
Insular Affairs Committee
recently released the study,
entitled “Reporting of In
formation Concerning the
Accident at Three Mile
Island.’’ Ertel, in his letter to
NRC Chairman Joseph
Hendne, said that the report
“reaches a very different
conclusion than that con

tained in the report issued by
the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission... entitled
‘Investigation into In
formation Flow During the
Accident at Three Mile
Island’ (NUREG-0760).”
“These different con
clusions raise serious
questions which go beyond
the specific scope of the two
reports to issues concerning
the present management
and operational organization
of Metropolitan Edison, and
the recently created GPU
Nuclear division, and the
implications
of
this
organization for future
nuclear power operations,”
Ertel wrote.
Specifically, the InterimCommittee report concludes
that “...in reporting to state

and local officials on March
28,1979, TMI managers did
not
communicate
in
formation
in
their
possession... The lack of
such information prevented
states and federal officials
from accurately assessing
the condition of the plant...”
Ertel asked both NRC
Chairman Hendrie and GPU
Chairman William Kuhns to
respond to the conclusions to
help Ertel in his evaluation
of the report and the GPU
Nuclear
organizational
structure.
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Government Accepts
Potent TMI Wastes
By United Press International

The government will accept
high-level radioactive wastes from
Three Mile Island for research pur
poses. resolving a major disposal
problem involving the nation’s
worst nuclear accident, officials
said Friday.
In correspondence, the U.S. De
partment of Energy confirmed to
the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Com
mission that it would accept the
high-level wastes as a means of
conducting major research on dis
posal methods.
A spokesman for plant operator
Metropolitan Edison Co. said DOE’s
decision resolved a major dilemma
for the company in its nine-year
plan to decontaminate the acctdentstricken nuclear facility.
“It’s a very welcome and en
couraging developent,” said Doug
las Bedell, manager of media rela
tions for Met-Ed. “We are now as
sured a major portion of the
cleanup wastes will indeed be
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moved from Three Mile Island.”
Lake Barrett, assistant director
of the NRC Three Mile Island
Project, said the NRC had assumed
the department would take over
the wastes, but that a DOE letter
was the first time it had been put
into writing.
He noted the DOE project de
pended on congressional approval
of $37 million in Three Mile Island
research funds proposed by Presi
dent Reagan.
DOE told the NRC it would “ac
quire” the high-level wastes that
are presently trapped inside a nu
clear reactor containment building
at Three Mile Island.
The wastes measure 500,000
curies, a lethal level. By compari
son, radiation workers are permit
ted to be exposed to only a few
curies a year to guard against
harmful effects such as cancer.
Previously, Met-Ed planned to
store the high-level wastes in the

fuel-handling pool, which resem
bles a huge swimming pool, at
Three Mile Island.
A spokesman for DOE said the
government had made no commit
ment to take over the highest level
wastes at Three Mile Island — the
uranium-fuel in the damaged nucle
ar reactor.
In April, Three Mile Island offi
cials began disposing of the first
major wastes generated directly by
the nuclear accident. They were
low-level wastes sent to a commer
cial disposal site at Hanford, Wash.
The wastes were packaged in
lead containers, and measured only
7-10 curies, compared with the es
timated 40,000 curies of individual
containers of high-level wastes, a
Met-Ed spokesman said.
DOE said its research would at
tempt a process known as vitrifica
tion as a means of disposal of such
high-level wastes. That is a process
of imbedding the radioactivity in
glass rods which would be buried.
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You might feel this way, too,
if your Met-Ed bill was $611
By LINDA NOGALO
Of the Daily Record

An Etters couple were in “total
shock” after receiving a $611 elec
tric bill last January and have
brought charges against Metropoli
tan Electric Company because
they’re wondering why.
Darlene Acri, 36, her husband,
Frank, 48, and two teenage chil
dren live in a 70 by 30 foot, eight
mom modular home on 670
Beinhower Road. When her elec
tricity cost $611.13 for services
from December 19.1980 to January
21, 1981, she was caught by
surprise.
The electric bill usually averages
about $100 to $120 a month, Acri
said. The month before the $611
bill, the bill was $119, and the
month after, it was $176.
What’s more, the Acri home uses
oil for heat and gas for cooking.
Electricity is for appliances only.
Oil runs about $400 to $500 a year
and gas about $25 to $30 a year, she
said.
Last summer, Acri said they
used their air conditioner often and
usually kept the house at 76 de
grees. “Even then, the highest bill
was never over $200,” she said.
“Nothing in my life style or my

life had been different,” she said,
so she decided to see what was
going on.
In February, Acri called the Pub
lic Utilities Commission. Met-Ed
came out and checked her meter.
The mneter was, Met-Ed said, 99.6
percent accurate.
Then Met-Ed did an “appliance
analysis” which showed she could
conceivably use enough wattage
for the $600 bill, the PUC report
said.
The Acris have three baseboard
heaters in the basement, two re
frigerators, a freezer, and a wash
er and dryer in their home which
are the potential users of much
electricity, a PUC staff person
said.
With those findings, PUC did not
have enough evidence to decide the
case in her favor, said Joseph Far
rell in the PUC consumer com
plaints department. But she did
have the right to appeal the infor
mal decision by Farrell’s office, so
Acri filed a formal complaint
against Met-Ed. as PUC advised.
Acri also called a private electri
cian herself who checked “every
thing,” she said, and could find
nothing wrong with her home to
create a bill so high.
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With the hearing scheduled for
next Thursday, Acri said Met-Ed
Credit Administrator Bruce Beck
came to her last week to settle the
bill out of court. The settlement,
Acri said, was to cut the bill from
$611 to $250. an amount 59 percent
less than the original. Acri agreed
and cancelled the hearing, al
though she did not drop charges,
she said.
Met-Ed officials would not con
firm there was a settlement. They
deny the hearing has been can
celled and thus said they would not
comment since the case is still
pending.

While Farrell said it’s not unusu
al for any company to settle before
a hearing because of court costs,
Acri said she was' surprised by
Met-Ed’s actions.
“I just figured I’d have to pay the
bill — I was fighting a losing bat
tle,” she said. She even borrowed
money from her boss to begin pay
ments, she added. But she wanted
to keep fighting. It was the
principle.
“1 never expected them to do
that (cut the bill). Then I started to
think — Did they do something
wrong they don’t want to admit?”
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GPU to file suit against NRC
By MICK ROOD
Washington Bureau
WASHINGTON — General
Public Utilities will file a damage
suit “in the near future” against the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
for its alleged negligent role in the
Three Mile Island accident, a GPU
spokesman said.
Spokesman Joseph M. Benish
said the utility would seek relief in
federal district court after the NRC,
earlier Monday afternoon, unani
mously rejected a $4 billion claim
for damages GPU said it incurred
because of the accident.
“We would have been surprised
if they hadn’t,” Benish said of the
NRC vote to deny the claim, an ac
tion that clears the way for the
lawsuit. A month ago, GPU board
Chairman William G. Kuhns
promised stockholders the compa
ny would “vigorously pursue” its
case against the government.
In an order foreshadowing
what probably will be a long legal
battle, the NRC contended the utili-

ty holding company's claim was
“without merit.” Utilities, the com
missioners said, have always had
“the primary responsibility for the
proper construction and safe opera
tion of licensed nuclear facilities.”
___ The commission said the NRC
has responsibility to set minimum
safety standards, not to “certify
that industry designs and proce
dures are adequate.” Two of the
four commissioners added that if
those requirements had been met,
operators “could have prevented
the accident’s serious consequenc
es.”
Late Monday afternoon, GPU
spokesman Benish reiterated the
firm’s argument that the NRC
should have been aware of defects
in plants of TMI-Unit 2’s design.
GPU alleged the commission, had
been negligent in its statutory re
sponsibility to warn TMI operator
Metropolitan Edison Co. and other
utilities of those defects, which
were the “proximate cause” of the
accident.
GPU had filed the claim in De
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GPU, PEMA score well on test
By MARY O. BRADLEY
Staff Writer
GPU Nuclear Group and the
Pennsylvania Emergency Manage
ment Agency got their federal re
port cards today on Tuesday’s ex
ercise at Three Mile Island Unit 1
— and they’d be proud to take them
home to mother.
The nuclear plant’s operator
and the coordinator of the state’s
response to the drill were given
high ratings by the 37 observers
from the Federal Emergency Man
agement Agency and 10 from the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
A report on the Unit 1 exercise
will be forwarded to the federal
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
which is conducting the Unit 1 res
tart hearings.
Given the pace of the hearings
and an expected NRC decision in
October, Unit I may be able to go
critical in November, Robert C. Ar
nold, chief operating officer for
GPU Nuclear, said after a prelimi
nary report on the drill was re
leased today.
If all goes well after that, Ar
nold said, the reactor could begin
commercial generation in Decem
ber.
The scenario of the exercise
“was rather ambitious and far ex
ceeded” what would have been re
quired, Dale Donaldson, NRC team
leader, told 75 people in the Wil
liam Penn Memorial Museum.
The scenario, which included
numerous fake technical problems,
a power outage, fire and make-be
lieve civilian evacuation, “stressed
the system to its fullest.” Donald-

son said. He noted the observers did
not detect any sense of “artifice”
among TMI employees — all of
whom reacted “as if it were the
real thing.”
Donaldson said GPU Nuclear’s
operations and support staff had
the bogus technical problems
“solved 15 times” throughout the
event and had the scenario been a
reality, the emergency “could have
been mitigated in any number of
ways.”
Thomas Hardy, of FEMA’s Re
gion 3 staff, said notification of
state officials by the plant opera
tors “went well and exceeded
standards” and public notification
was “adequate overall.”
The assessment of the accident
also “exceeded standards.” said
Hardy, who served as chairman of
the regional assistance committee
which responded to the drill. In ad
dition to FEMA, the committee was
composed of representatives of a
half-dozen federal agencies.
Hardy criticized Dauphin Coun
ty’s emergency operations center in
the courthouse basement for being
“too small and quite fragmented.”
He also said the “sharing of infor
mation with the staff” in the coun
ty EOC was “spotty” and adequate
displays were not used.
Michael E. Wertz, director of
the county's Office of Emergency
Management, told The Evening
News that FEMA was “supposed to
take into consideration” the fact
that the EOC has been undergoing
“a total renovation ” He said the
contractors did not leave the office
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cember under a law allowing pri
vate parties relying on a federal
agency for regulatory warnings to
claim damages if such warnings
aren't given. Although the NRC’s
denial was expected, the commis
sion waited until hours before Mon
day’s six-month deadline to re
spond. The NRC order was the
product of several closed-door
meetings, which are allowed the
commission when potential or
pending litigation is being dis
cussed.
GPU officials, whose three util
ities including Met-Ed own Unit 2
jointly, have also sued Unit 2 reac
tor designer Babcock & Wilcox,
contending that company as well
knew of operation defects without
warning utilities. The suit against
B&W is expected to go to trial this
fall. It may take more than two
years for the NRC suit to reach con
clusion.
Chairman Kuhns has said that
while GPU feels confident of suc
cess in the courts, the corporation
cannot count on court damage
awards to help finance Its immedi
ate needs for the Unit 2 cleanup
process.

The keystone of GPU’s claim
and its promised lawsuit is the fail
ure of NRC officials to heed warn
ings of its own field inspectors af
ter a transient at another B&W
plant 18 months before the TMI ac
cident. The same pilot-operated re
lief valve that stuck open undetect
ed to trigger core damage at Unit 2
jammed in 1977 at Toledo Edison’s
Davis Besse plant in Ohio. But the
less serious incident was remedied
and not recognized as a generic
safety problem so other other utili
ties using B&W reactors could be
forewarned.
Commissioners John F.
Ahearne and Joseph M. Hendrie
filed a separate statement, com
plaining that the full commission’s
reasons for denying the claim were
“unfortunately brief.” (The com
mission’s terse order on Monday,
which was released without com
ment, devoted only 136 words to
the substance of the claim.)
The industry, Ahearne said
with Hendrie’s agreement, must
“take the initiative to develop safe
nuclear plants,to monitor them for
sufficiency, and to evaluate the
need for change.” NRC regulatory
philosophy and law recognize that,
they said.
“The federal government can
not invest enough resources into
the review, inspection, and opera
tion of each nuclear plant to devel
op the level of knowledge of indi
vidual plants possessed by the li
censee,” they said.
Ahearne said NRC safety regu
lations do not supplant review by
nuclear plant licensees and do not
"absolve” a utility of its “independ
ent obligation” to safely operate
reactors.
“It may be noted that compli
ance with NRC requirements could
have prevented the accident’s se
rious consequences,” Ahearne said.
"... Metropolitan Edison was cited
for and chose not to contest viola
tions of NRC requirements.”
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TMI water cleanup
plan OK’d
By PATRICE FLINCHBAUGH
Of the Daily Record

Federal regulators Thursday ap
proved use of a controversial $10
million water cleaning system at
Three Mile Island. Plant officials
say they’ll begin filtering the
700.000 gallons of highly radioac
tive water released during the 1979
accident in about three weeks.
The Submerged Demineralizer
System (SDS) uses an ion ex
change process — similar to a
household water softener — to sift
out radioactive particles and con
geal them in resins, according to
the
Nuclear
Regulatory
Commission.
Critics have argued those resins
would be too radioactive to handle
safely at commercial burial sites.
However, the Department of Ener
gy has agreed to accept the wastes
for disposal and research
purposes.
Most radioactive particles would
be removed from the water by SDS
except radioactive tritium, which
is too close in chemical composi
tion to water to be distinguishable.
The amount of tritium in the water,
though, is less than what would be
released annually by an operating
nuclear power plant, according to
TMI officials.
Plans call for polishing the SDStreated water in another filtration
system before temporarily storing
it in two tames on the Susquehanna
River island. That second system,
EPICOR II, cleaned water in the
reactor’s auxiliary building shortly

after the accident in which about 1
million gallons of contaminated
water leaked from the reactor.
Sanroles of the remaining water
show it is 300 times more radioac
tive than federal safe drinking
ter standards.
'’'V
Many critics protested the coh
struction of SDS because it began
without NRC approval. During the
almost year-long building project,
NRC spokesmen said the utility
was proceeding at its own financial
risk; the federal agency would not
be pressured to approve the
cleaner.
• By February, though, a citizens
advisory panel to .the NRC en
dorsed use of the system, saying it.
had no other alternative to
consider.
Gale Hovey, a top TMI-2 official,
said Thursday the concept of SDS
is not new; it has been used for
years at government defense
installations.
TMI’s system was designed by
Chem Nuclear Inc., a company
specializing in nuclear waste dis
posal In the past, Chem-Nuclear
has supervised processing of small
batches of highly contaminated
water — but never the huge quanti
ties facing TMI workers, according
to K.C. Aly, a Chem-Nuclear
spokesman.
“We will have an opportunity to
show we can deal with the extreme
situation,” said Aly.
The use of SDS also has been
opposed as part of a lawsuit filed
by the Susquehanna Valley Alli

ance, an anti-nuclear group based
in Lancaster. That suit is pending
in U.S. District Court.
Judith Dorsey, a lawyer for the
group, said it has received assur
ances about the operation of SDS
and now has no objections to using
it. “We spent a lot of time with
them over the last several months,
letting them know what are con
cerns were, and they basically took
care of our concerns,” said Ms.
Dorsey.
The anti-nuclear alliance has ob
jected to release of any TMI acci
dent-related water — treated or
untreated — into the Susquehanna
River, a source of drinking water
for some parts of Lancaster and
York counties.
So far, that option has not been
ruled out.
Cleanup of TMI’s accident water
is the next major step in the sevenyear, $1 billion process that began
with purging of krypton gas front,
the containment building last sum
mer and should end with core re
moval sometime in the mid-1980s.
“The approval that we’re taking
today I think is a significant step
toward ultimately removing the
core and cleaning up the contain
ment building. And its really a pre
requisite to either of those two
things,” said Bernard Snyder, an
NRC spokesman. “It really needs
to be done in order to allow a large
number of people in there to do the
cleanup work.”
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TMI Welcomes N-Waste Ruling
By MARY O. BRADLEY
Staff Writer
Officials of Three Mile Island
hailed as “welcome news” a feder
al court ruling keeping the Hanford
nuclear reservation in Washington
state open to out-of-state radioac
tive waste, a spokesman for GPU
Nuclear Group said Saturday.
GPU Nuclear was not a party to
the litigation which resulted in U.S.
District Judge Robert J. McNichols’
decision Friday in Spokane that the
voter-approved referendum to
close Hanford was unconstitution
al. But it was “an interested specta
tor throughout it” since Hanford is
the only repository accepting lowlevel waste from the TMI Unit 2
cleanup, according to GPU Nuclear
spokesman Douglas Bedell.
The U.S. Department of Justice
and a group of eight private busi
nesses waged the legal battle to
prevent the ban from taking effect
this Wednesday.
Bedell said GPU officials were
"notified unofficially by the state
of Washington by telephone on Fri
day that Hanford will remain open
after July I."

The Hanford decision was an
nounced as involved parties pre
pared for the resumption of federal
heatings this week in Harrisburg
on the fate of the undamaged Unit I
reactor at TMI. The restart hear
ings before the Atomic Safety and
Licensing Board of the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission began in
October.
Bedell said the “continued
availability of Hanford is welcome
news, but we hope that regional
nuclear waste disposal sites will be
developed so that it won’t be neces
sary to ship TMI Unit 2 waste
across the country.” (Pennsylvania
and other Northeastern states are
trying to form a compact to estab
lish low-level burial sites, but they
are not expected to be open for sev
eral years.)
Shipments of work clothes, pa
per, plastic bags and other trash
contaminated with low-level radia
tion from the Unit 2 cleanup are
sent to Hanford for burial. The site
also accepts the low-level radioac
tive resins from the Epicor 11 sys
tem which was used to process

moderately contaminated water
that flooded the auxiliary building
during the TMI accident in March
1979.
In preparation for the pending
closing, GPU Nuclear had acceler
ated its shipment of Unit 2 waste to
Hanford. As of Friday, 21 of the 22
Epicor II resin canisters approved
for burial at Hanford had been
shipped, Bedell said. The last one is
scheduled to leave the TMI facility
this weekend, he added.
The referendum — Initiative
383 — would have barred all de
liveries from outside Washington
of non-medical radioactive materi
als to Hanford. But McNichols said
that disposal of nuclear wastes “is a
problem of such national concern
that it cannot be limited by state
boundaries.” He said the referen
dum violated the supremacy and
commerce clauses of the Constitu
tion.
Noting the ban was passed
overwhelmingly by voters in No
vember, Washington state attor
neys indicated that McNichols’ rul
ing likely would be appealed.
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Be Accountable,
The Proof Is In The Doing
Dear Editor:
“Our society has provided
vehicles for improving
ourselves. There is no sense
in democracy if people are
uneducated and ignorant of
our needs.” No truer state
ment or observation has been
offered.
People wanting to improve
their status, we are told, are
not to be categorized as
selfish or greedy. That is an
astute observation, however
some are. Over the years I
have found that not all who
feel insecure are foolish - “A
Fools Paradise is one in
which peace and security
rest upon ignorance of the
future moment.!”
Unlike the business maxim
attributed to the late, great
industrialist, K.J. Kaiser,
‘‘Find a need and fill it”,
creating a market and ex
ploiting it, is no fact or proof
of need! There is a vast dif

ference between wants and
needs.
Sorry, but many opposed to
TMI’s mispresented need
assessment and lacking
managements proposed feel
ing of security are no fools,
stupid or not knowledgeable
of the hazards resulting from
the propositions offered as
improvements in status or
lifestyle. Paradise is not be
ing exposed to a three ring
circus of planned emergen
cy, labeled safe &
necessary energy, nor is it
based on ignorance of the
contigious malarky of some
apparent inept proposal.
There is no such thing as a
safe hazard!
Some of our enterprising
syndicates assume that peo
ple in an area are receptive
and ethically motivated not
to get suspect and wise to a
temporary proposed market

Prom
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until Monday at 2 p.m.
Had the emergency been real,the EOC would have been moved to
another location in the courthouse,
Wertz said But, because it was a
drill, the county commissioners did
net want to close other offices and
disrupt routine county business.
“With those circumstances, a
lot of the things he (Hardy) criti
cized Dauphin County for were not
fair," Wertz said He added that he
plans to contact FEMA to clear up
the matter prior to the issuanceof
FEMA’s final report which Hardy
said is due in two weeks.
Besides the federal representa
tives. Lt. Gen. DeWitt C. Smith,
PEMA director, and Arnold spoke.
No questions were permitted from
the audience which included gov
ernment officials and reporters.
THREE MILE ISLAND ALERT
315 Peffer Street
Harrisburg, PA 17102
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with disregard for the future.
There are those of us not ignornat or misinformed
about the future moments
Hiroshima, thirty-five'years
ago or T.M.I. two years ago
The devistation and after ef
fects of existing hazardous
waste dumps, or the propos
ed safe hazardous waste
dumps in Lancaster Co.
Dauphin or Fishing Creek or
any where? For that matter Who’s trying to dazzel whose
interests’ one asks? The ap
parent misunderstandings
surfaced two years ago at
T.M.I. and apparent
disregard for the disposal of
the waste appear synomous
and leave a lot to be desired I
think! Many others agree.
Tell me not a half truth!
Tell me rather a bare faced
lie.
Lies are crushed more
easily.
Half truths never die! Safe

hazzard’s and scheduled
emergency control? In my
opinion, and in the opinion of
many others I know; until
there’s a better act put
together, Three Mile Island
should remain closed!
The chips in the game paid
for by the players. The waste
processed and stored inthe
crypt for unused fuel cells
and generaltion remain no-go
until the technology is
developed to deal with the
operation in its entirety!
Label it the tomb of future
holocaust. Lets not be in
sulted into thinking we are
foolish to oppose such
mismanagement of unknow
potential! Be accountable!
DanPeffley
R. No. 1, Hummesltown
P.S. Now that D.O.E. pro
poses to take the wast, let’s
not put away the gun. The
proof is in the talking. The
future moment is not until it’s
known what they'll do with it.

WASTE

Although concerned over the
possible closing of Hanford, GPU
officials had stressed there was
space on the island for temporary
storage if off-site repositories were
closed. However, Bedell noted “we
would hope that a dlsposltory area
would remain open to TMI for we
have no intention of making the is
land a long-term waste disposal
site.”
Mean while, the restart hearings
are scheduled to resume Monday in
the ground-floor meeting room of
the Walnut Street Parking Garage,
25 N. Court St. After wrapping up
unresolved issues from earlier ses

sions, this round of hearings — ex
pected to be the last — will focus
on the results of the June 2 emer
gency drill at TMI. Final reports on
GPU Nuclear’s response to the test
will be presented by the NRC and
the Federal Emergency Manage
ment Agency. Both agencies gave
GPU Nuclear favorable marks in
their preliminary evaluations.
The hearings are expected to
close by July 10 with the board
scheduled to present a recommen
dation to the NRC by September.
Within another 35 days the full
commission would make a final rul
ing.
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NRC says fire hit TMI
crane on THE

By MARY O. BRADLEY
Staff Writer
A preliminary inspection of the
polar crane at the top of the Unit 2
containment building at Three Mile
Island has uncovered new evidence
of a flash fire that occurred in the
domed structure on the afternoon
of March 28, 1979.
Components inside the opera
tor’s cab of the. crane appeared
charred, and the cloth-and-foam
operator’s seat was burned, condi
tions indicating that actual flames
resulted from the “hydrogen explo
sion” which occurred at 1:50 p.m.
on the day of the accident, accord
ing to a Nuclear Regulatory Com
mission report.
“It was not a sustained fire,”
said Dr. Ronald R. Bellamy, chief of
the NRC’s technical support section
at TMI. because instruments moni
toring the reactor building’s tem
peratures “did not stay at a high
ievel for any length of time.”
The polar crane is 60 feet above
the reactor and there is no vital
equipment nearby that could have
been in danger from the flames,
Bellamy said.
The visual inspection of the po
lar crane July I was the first time
since the accident that technicians
got a close-up look at the crane and
operator’s cab.
The hydrogen explosion, vari
ously called the “pressure spike”
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and “hydrogen burn,” occurred
nine hours and 50 minutes after the
Unit 2 reactor accident began.
When the uranium core became
uncovered and overheated, the zir
conium sheathing around the fuel
pellets reacted with the superhot
steam to form hydrogen gas. The
hydrogen escaped from the reactor
coolant system through the open,
pilot-operated relief valve and ac
cumulated in the containment
building. Investigators theorize the
flammable hydrogen was detonat
ed by a spark when a different
valve was activated by control
room personnel.
The explosion registered on in
struments as a jump in pressure in
the containment building — almost
straight up from near zero to 28
pounds per square inch. A rise in
temperature also was recorded.
The pressure descended sharply
back to near zero within a minute.
The jump in pressure activated
the containment spray system,
which discharged about 500 gal
lons of sodium hydroxide into the
building, quickly reducing the pres
sure and temperature. The spray
system was shut off manually six
minutes later
Control room personnel, who
reported hearing a "thud” at the
time, did not understand the signifi
cance of the pressure spike — that
a large volume of hydrogen had
detonated and the hydrogen devel
oped because the core was uncov
ered and overheating.

“I would tend to put a hydrogen
burn closely synonymous with a
fire. I’m not sure you could tell
much difference between the two,”
Bellamy said, adding the hydrogen
burn “had some flames with it.”
Some rubber knobs and instru
ments in the cab were charred, Bel
lamy said, adding that “preliminary
indications’* — based on the report
of the crane inspection crew — are
that the damage was done by “ac
tual flames.”
John T. Fidler, spokesman for
GPU Nuclear Group, said some pa
pers on the seat inside the cab also
were charred. He said the tempera
tures during the hydrogen burn ap
parently were hot enough “to cause
ignition’’ of the material. He said
the fire probably extinguished it
self within seconds and was not put
out by the containment building
spray since the top of the cab
shielded the interior from the sodi
um hydroxide spray.
Earlier indications of the effects
of the high temperatures and radia
tion inside the reactor building
were seen on a videotape recorded
during a manned entry in Novem
ber. They included a partially melt
ed desk telephone which officials
said would end up in that condition
after being subjected to a tempera
ture of 200 degrees Fahrenheit.
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Four contaminated
by radiation at TMI
By JOHN DANISZEWSKI
Associated Press Writer
HARRISBURG (AP) - Four
workers who made a hot, dusty
climb onto a massive crane near
the top of the damaged Three Mile
Island plant have suffered mild ra
diation contamination, plant offi
cials said Thursday.

Radioactive particles, mixed
with dust and perspiration, pene
trated the heavy cotton coveralls
worn by the four technicians as
they “shinnied” up to inspect the
60-foot crane on Wednesday, said
TMI spokesman John Fidler.
However, the exposure was very
mild and the men simply scrubbed

it off their skin with soap and wa
ter, Fidler said, adding there were
“no medical consequences” and
the men were back at work
Thursday.
The workers were the 13th group
to enter the plant since the March
28, 1979, accident that flooded the
building with contaminated water
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PUC again turns down plea
to return Unit 1 to rate bases
By MARY O. BRADLEY
Staff Writer
The state Public Utility Commission
today turned a deaf ear to another re
quest from the two Pennsylvania own
ers of Three Mile Island to have the
undamaged Unit 1 reinstated in their
base rates.
In a unanimous decision the com
mission stood by an earlier ruling that
Unit 1 is not considered “used and use
ful” in the public service. Therefore,
Metropolitan Edison Co. and Pennsylva
nia Electric Co. cannot collect a com
bined $38.5 million in revenues from
customers for costs associated with the
undamaged reactor.
The request was included in a peti
tion from the two utilities asking the
PUC to reconsider several decisions in
the companies’ last base-rate increase
granted in April.
Unit 1 initially was removed from
the utilities’ rate bases in May 1980 be
cause the PUC ruled it was “not used
and useful” in the public service since it
had not generated electricity since Feb
ruary 1979. The action meant a loss of
revenue of $26.9 million for Met-Ed and
$11.7 million for Penelec.
Unit 1 was off-line for refueling at
the time of the March 28,1979, accident

in its sister Unit 2.
Met-Ed and Penelec twice appealed
the May 1980 decision and sought to
collect an equivalent amount of money
from ratepayers to make up for the
$38.6 million shortfall, but both appeals
were denied by the commission.
During hearings last year the utili
ties argued for reinstatement of Unit 1,
citing its good operating record and
contending it was being kept off-line by
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
The utilities also argued that the PUC
was not, as a matter of law, compelled
to exclude Unit 1 from the base rates
because it was off-line.
But in April the PUC stood by its
earlier ruling.
In April Met-Ed was awarded a
$51.8 million increase while Penelec got
a $54.8 million boost. The two utilities
filed for new base-rate increases June
30 with Met-Ed seeking $212.1 million
— the bulk of it for the cleanup of Unit
2 — and Penelec asking for $125 mil
lion.
The utilities also asked in the filing
that Unit 1 be put back in their base
rates but full base-rate cases can take
up to nine months before a decision is
rendered.
In an unrelated matter, technicians
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Brittleness of walls
of Unit 1 'quite small7
By MARY O. BRADLEY
Staff Writer
The extent of brittleness found
ed in the Three Mile Island Unit 1
reactor vessel is less than expected
and poses no problem to the reac
tor's safe operation, according to
GPU Nuclear Group.
“The amount of embrittlement
that has occurred in Unit 1 is quite
small and less than predicted for a
unit” that is seven years old, ac
cording to spokesman Douglas
Bedel).
Unit I began commercial gener
ation in September 1974, but it has
been off-line since February 1979.
Bedell said inspections and calcula
tions were done on Unit I last
spring and the results were sent to
the Nuclear Regulatory Commis
sion in May.
“By conservative calculations,
'he Unit 1 reactor could withstand
even the most vicious transient,”
Bedell said. A transient is a mal
function that causes the reactor to
shut down automatically.
In April the NRC staff asked the
operators of 44 pressurized-water
reactors to submit data on the em
brittlement phenomenon, accord
ing to Gary Sanborn, an NRC
spokesman. He said there are 14
reactors, including TM1 Unit 1, “for
which the problem deserves fur
ther analysis than the others" be
cause of the age of the vessels or
the effects of radiation on the ves
sel walls. The vessels in question
are between 4 and 20 years old.

After the data are analyzed,
corrective actions may be needed,
Sanborn said, but that hasn’t yet
been determined.
Embrittlement occurs when the
eight-inch thick walls of the reac
tor vessel become brittle after
being bombarded by neutrons over
a period of time. The vessel is con
structed of low-alloy carbon steel
and lined internally with stainless
steel.
If the embrittlement is severe,
there is the possibility that cracks
may develop in the walls when the
hot reactor vessel is filled rapidly
with coolant followed by repres
surization, Sanborn said. The vital
cooling water then could leak out
of the vessel, causing the uraninum-fuel core to overheat and re
lease radioactive elements.
While unrelated to the embrit
tlement phenomenon, a loss of coo
lant in the sister TMI Unit 2 reactor
in March 1979 led to overheating
and a subsequent release of radia
tion in the civilian nuclear indus
try’s worst accident in history.
Bedell said embrittlement of
Unit 1 will not be a concern for at
least 15 years. If the condition does
advance, the fuel could be taken out
of the reactor and the vessel reheat
ed to restore its original strength.
Sanborn said the NRC did not order
the operators to test for embrittle
ment because “surveillance of
these vessels is written into their
licenses.”

completed a number of tasks during the
14th entry into the Unit 2 containment
building Thursday. The entry marked
the first time a woman ventured inside
the contaminated building since the en
try program started in July 1980.
Mrs. Bevelry Della Loggia of Her
shey, a radiological engineer, entered
the structure shortly before I p.m. and
left about 40 minutes later after having
installed two radiation monitors, ac
cording to John T. Fidler, spokesman
for GPU Nuclear Group.
The first team went inside the struc
ture Thursday at 8:56 a.m. but it cut its
stay in half, Fidler said, because the two
men were working near a “hot spot.”
They left early when they began to
reach the radiation exposure limit “t
for the entry, Fidler said. They were
assigned to perform maintenance on a
closed-circuit television system.
Meanwhile, the Pennsylvania MIL
RITE Council has urged the NRC to de
cide quickly on the issue of restarting
Unit 1.
Robert C. Milsom of Pittsburgh,
chairman of the statewide business, la
bor and government group, expressed
concern that NRC failure to act will
hurt the state’s economy.
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NRC Panel Urges
TMI Unit Restart
WASHINGTON (UPI) — A Nuclear Regula
tory Commission advisory panel has recom
mended that the undaqiaged sister unit of the
Three Mile Island 2 reactor be permitted to res
tart this year, it was learned Friday.
The recommendation was made in a June 14
letter to NRC Chairman Nunzio Palladino from
J. Carson Mark, chairman of the NRC's Advisory
Committee on Reactor Safeguards, a panel of
technical experts.
“The committee believes it acceptable to al
low Three Mile Island 1 to complete the remain
der of the required action plan as outlined by
staff on a schedule consistent with other opera
ting reactors,” said Mark, referring to (he safety
modifications the NRC required after the 1979
accident at TMI 2.
The letter said the committee “believes the
licensee has demonstrated reasonable progress
toward completion of the requirements neces
sary to restart this facility.
"Subject to the satisfactory completion of
the NRC staff review, the committee believes
that TMI I can be restarted and operated with
out undue risk to the health and safety of the
public," the letter said.
The NRC closed down TMI 1 after the 1979
accident and refused to let it operate again until
licensing board hearings were held on whether it
poses a public safety hazard.
The public hearings recently concluded and a
recommendation from the board to the commis
sion is expected soon.
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Governor backs TMI restart,
cooperative cleanup effort
'X

By JOHNSCOTZIN
Staff Writer
Gov. Dick Thornburgh today
said he would support the restart of
the undamaged Unit 1 nuclear reac
tor as part of a cooperative effort to
raise funds ..for the radiation
cleanup on Three Mile Island.
At a late-morning news confer
ence at the TMI Visitors Center just
across the Susquehanna River from
the plant, Thornburgh called on the
nuclear industry and federal, state
and other institutions to join in a
$760 million cost-sharing plan for
decontaminating TMI Unit 2, crip
pled more than two years ago in the
worst civilian nuclear accident in
history.
Restart of the undamaged reac
tor — which has been out of ser
vice; since the accident at Unit 2 on
March 28, 1979 — as the basis for
raising another $245 million in
cleanup funds should be contingent
upon “adequate” safety measures,
the governor said.
He urged the Nuclear Regulato
ry Commission “to tell us ... if a
restart of the undamaged unit
would or would not represent a
safety threat during the cleanup
operation, and if the company and
other institutions have or have not
demonstrated a greater capacity to
fulfill their awesome responsibili
ties than seemed to have been the
case two years ago.”
To break the cleanup impasse
created by what he termed the
“shaky” financial status of General
Public Utilities C&rp., the owner of
Three Mile Island, Thornburgh pro-

posed a 50-50 cost-sharing pian,
with the burden spread evenly
among national and local resources.
The governor noted that the
state has limited means or jurisdic
tion for officially addressing the
cleanup dilemma, and called it “a
continuing and serious ... health
and safety concern.” He said “the
time has come for someone to pro
pose a fair and realistic way to deal
with it.

“If we don’t share this problem
as Americans now, we’ll confront
even bigger ones as Americans lat
er.”
So long as the TMI containment
building, “with its potentially
deadly contents, sits uncleansed in
the heart of Central Pennsylvania,”
Thornburgh said, “it poses a grave
threat to our citizens. And so long
as it sits uncleansed, it can only
serve as a grim reminder that our
nation has not yet come fully to
grips with the potential conse
quences of nuclear technology.
“If this nation does not raise the
estimated $760 million I am told it
will take to remove a certified
threat to the health and safety of
Pennsylvanians, it certainly has no
business debating public and pri
vate investment in nuclear energy
for the rest of the country.”
The governor was referring to
the continued storage of highly ra
dioactive materials on the island,
and the broad consensus of scien
tists and technicians that it consti
tutes a health and safety hazard.
On the other hand, he said, “the

lessons of TMI that already have
been shared on a national scale
make it quite clear that any ’tui
tion’ we now pay for on-the-job
cleanup training will be a solid in
vestment in future nuclear safety
and security.”
Thornburgh’s plan calls for:
—Establishment of a National
Energy Research Institute that
would be available to serve as a
conduit for financial and techno
logical cleanup support from the in
dustry and other sources.
—Average investment of ap
proximately $31.7 million i year,
or $190 million over a six-year pe
riod, 1981-87, by the utilit.es, man
ufacturers and suppliers who con
stitute the nuclear industry in the
United States. That would amount
to 25 percent of the total cost.
—Average investment of about
$31.7 million a year, or $190 mil
lion over the same period, in federal
research and development grants
related to cleanup. This would
amount to 25 percent of the total
cost.
—Investment of $5 million and
$2.5 million a year, or $45 million
over that period, from the state
governments of Pennsylvania and
New Jersey, respectively. This
would be six percent of the total
cost.
—Dedication to the cleanup of
unexpended GPU insurance cover
age amounting to $90 million, or 12
percent of the total.
—Additional investment by
GPU of $245 million, or 32 percent
of the total.
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Governor’s Plan on TMI Criticized
By CARMEN BRUTTO
Staff Writer
An anti-nuclear group Friday
charged Gov. Dick Thornburgh
with a “blatant neglect” of the pub
lic interest in his proposed solution
for financing the cleanup of Three
Mile Island.
On Thursday, Thornburgh
unveiled a plan which would have
allocated costs among various
groups in order to raise the estimat
ed $760 million still needed to de
contaminate the damaged Unit 2 at
TMI.
The governor also coupled with
this proposal support for a restart
of the undamaged Unit One con
tingent upon federal assurances
that to do so would not affect pub
lic health or safety.
"While it is the governor’s re
sponsibility to insure the well
being of the citizenry, he has appar
ently compromised that in favor of
the well-being of General Public
Utilities,” said Ed Nielsen, presi
dent of Three Mile Island Public In
terest Resource Center. “The gov
ernor's statement is full of rhetoric
that would lead the public to be

lieve that the priority of the plan is
public health and safety and the in
tegrity of the environment, while
in fact the .obvious priority of the
plan is the financial stability of
GPU.”

Under the Thornburgh plan,
GPU, parent company of the opera
tors of TMI, would pay 32 percent
of all costs relating to the cleanup.
“While (we) applaud the gover
nor’s perception that TMI poses a
grave threat to area residents, we
in the public sector are convinced
that the restart of Unit I will dra
matically increase that threat, not
remove it,” Nielsen said. “Certainly
while Unit 2 is being decontaminat
ed, permitting Metropolitan Edison
Co., with a history of deceit and
incompetence, to operate Unit 1
would be reckless.”
Nielsen said the governor, in
the public interest, should not ad
dress a Unit 1 restart until comple
tion of the cleanup of the damaged

3

reactor.
Neilsen also asked Thornburgh
to be specific on where the funds
would come from that are to be
provided by the utility and the state
and federal governments as their
share of the cleanup costs.
“From the ratepayers, the tax
payers. or the stockholders?" Niel
sen asked.
He also questioned whether the
funds realized by GPU from a res
tart of Unit I would be adequate
for a safe cleanup.
Thornburgh also came in for
criticism from anti-nuclear activist
Steven C. Sholley, who said the
consumer will wind up paying the
larger share of any cleanup costs.
“The public is going to bite the
bullet on it,” Sholley said. “Most of
the money will be coming from the
public almost directly.”
GPU Nuclear Groap, an arm of
the utility responsible for the clean
up, said it continues "to support the
need for a sharing of the cleanup
costs" and called Thornburgh’s
plan "a realistic solution.”
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TMI restart hearings
complete
HARRISBURG (AP) - Eight
months of testimony on whether to
allow the restart of Three Mile
Island’s undamaged reactor ended
Thursday, with the hearing board
chairman aiming for a decision by
October
In the final day of proceedings,
lawyers for the state debated pro
posed emergency procedures with
officials of General Public Utilities
Corp., the plant operator.
“It looks like at last we’ve ar
rived at the moment,’’ said hearing
board chairman Ivan Smith at the
end of testimony. “I thought we
never would.’’
At issue was whether TMI’s Unit
1 reactor, shut down since before
the March 28, 1979, accident that
crippled TMI Unit 2, should be al
lowed to reopen.

A lawyer for GPU and for Metro
politan Edison Co., the plant opera
tor, expressed satisfaction about
the hearing. “The record is very
thorough.” said Ernest Blake. “It’s

been a long, tortuous affair, but
that’s a necessary ingredient.”
Smith said the hearings on the
restart were the most exhaustive in
the history of the ASLB on health
and safety at a particular nuclear
plant. The hearings, conducted by
a three-member panel of the Atom
ic Safety and Licensing Board, be
gan last Oct. 15. Board member
Linda Little said transcripts of tes
timony exceed 23,000 pages.
The hearing board is to make a
recommendation to the full Nucle
ar Regulatory Commission, which
has promised a final decision on
the restart question 35 days after it
receives the ASLB findings.

The hearing board considered
three general topics: the compe
tency of TMI’s managers, the safe
ty of the plant design and the
ability of state and company offi
cials to cope with any future nucle
ar emergency.
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“It Is Unthinkable!”
Dear Sirs:
The recent alleged evaucation drills and the installation
of huge warning sirens in
many communities is being
used by the NRC and Met-Ed
as a psychological smoke
screen. The installation of the
sirens and the glowing ac
counts of the evacuation drill
by the NRC and a complaint
news media gives the public
the impression that somehow
the safety of the plant and this
area is improved. It only
reminds us how futile it

would be to evacuate as con
firmed by our chemical spill
evacuation attempt in our

town. If we did not have
enough concerns we are
beset by one of the parodoxes
of American life in that for
every disaster there seems to
be people who are “Friend
of” whatever is universally
accepted as harmful to or
dinary people. I would not be

surprised if such a group was
not already formed as
“Friends of Chemical
Spills.”
There is an orchestrated ef
fort by the Governor, vested
interests, politicians and the
NRC to re-open TMI-I for the
purpose of making money for
the stockholders, this in spite
of mounting evidence of
significant increases in
stillbirths and cancer in this
area. It is a law of nature that
the cumulative effects of
radiation discharged by nor
mal plant operation since
1974 plus the massive radia
tion clouds discharged by
TMI on March 28, 1979 and
subsequent Krypton Gas ven
tings must surface inevitabily and unfortunately as a per
sonal tragedy for many of our
friends and neighbors.
There has been no
apologies or sympathy ex
pressed to the people of this
area from the consumers in

the state of New Jersey, from
Met-Ed, the NRC and the
Federal government for the
cruel imposition of radiation
exposure and injury inflicted
on us. There seems to be a lot
of understanding, compas
sion and help for people on
“boats” and in “foreign
lands” and little if any for
citizens of this country.
It is a fact of public record
that the 423-page TMI report
filed by the U.S. Senate Sub
committee reflects serious
concern for the people of this
area. It clearly warns that
“the accident at Three Mile
Island is not over.” Based on
this report alone it is un
thinkable that any responsi
ble persons, organizations
and governments with any
humanity or compassion for
all people could allow the re
opening of TMI again.
JohnJKovalic
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Letter

TMI restart
not worth risk
EDITOR:
The article by George H. Keller,
PhD. in the July 9 Evening News
should make people notice how
dangerous nuclear power really is.
The accident at TMI 2 is not
cleaned up yet; the most dangerous
part, the removal of the damaged
core, still remains.
As Dr. Keller stated, a superprompt-critical power excursion
could occur. Should this happen,
and it is a possibility, some experts
claim the area within a 90-mile ra
dius could be contaminated with
radiation so badly that it would
have to be evacuated.
What would happen to all the
records and the functions of the
state government in Harrisburg’’ It
should be noted also that Washing
ton, D.C., is just about within the 90
mile radius.
It is food for thought just to
wonder how the state and maybe
federal governments could carry on
if they had no access to all the re
cords and important documents,
necessary to conduct their busi
ness, that are kept there.
How Governor Thornburgh can
possibly want to see TMI 1 start up,
I can’t imagine. What would be his
directive should an accident occur
at. either unit? How could he ensure
the removal of the state govern
ment and the great amount of data
stored there, without which the
government could not possibly op
erate?
In a melt-down, caused by acci
dent or by the removal of the core,
(a power excursion), this area
would be uninhabitable for beyond
the next century.
The settlement of about SI60
per family surely doesn't make the
picture any way encouraging. Any
thing in the evacuated area would
remain there, homes, furnishings,
banks, deposit boxes contents and
everything left behind could never
be recovered; for years if not forev
er I can’t understand how anyone
would want nuclear power, espe
cially located in such a densely pop
ulated area as the eastern seaboard
The probability of receiving only
$160 as a settlement for loss in
curred does not set up a person in a
new location, even if they would
survive an accident..
In the first place, when they
built the plant, they had more than
the 20% to 25% reserve required
by the government, so what was
the big deal in building a nuclear
reactor?
—Frank E. Neubaum,
Etters
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600,000 Gallons Ahead

First Trickle Of Water Enters
SDS At TMI For Clean-up
Engineers at Three Mile
Island have introduced the
first radioactive water to the
$10-million system that will
clean up 600,000 gallons of
highly radioactive water in
the basement of the Unit 2
reactor building.
The radioactive water that
has been tapped during the
past two days, however, has
not come from the Unit 2
reactor building. It has been
drawn, instead, from a
holding tank in the Unit 2 aux
iliary building.
The auxiliary building
water,
classed
as
intermediate-level water, is
25 to 50 times less radioactive
than the water in the reactor
building The lower level
wa ter is being used to test key
parts of the processing
system before water is
pumped from the reactor
building.
As of 9:30 A.M. last Thurs
day about 30,000 gallons of
auxiliary building water had
been transferred to tanks in
the Unit 2 fuel-handling
building, where the water
processing system, known as
the
Submerged
Demineralizer System

(SDS), is located. A “batch”
of about 50,000 gallons will be
transferred to the SDS tanks
before the first auxiliary
building water is processed
through the system next
week.
Use of the auxiliary
building water represents the
final check-out phase of the
processing system. Until
now, the SDS has been tested
only with clean, non
radioactive water.
Using the auxiliary
building
water,
TMI
engineers will be able to test
the SDS water-handling and
sampling systems, radiation
monitoring equipment,
shielding efficiency and, to
some extent, the perfor
mance of the inorganic ion
exchange resins that repre
sent the heart of the processing
system.
Some
“fine-tuning” adjustments in
the system have already
bee^made.
The SDS has been installed
in the two spent fuel pools in
the Unit 2 fuel-handling
building. The pools were
empty at the time of the
March 28, 1979 accident at
Unit 2 which generated most

of the water that has to be
cleaned up. The SDS was ap
proved by the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission on
June 18.
The auxiliary building
water is comparable in in
termediate radiation levels
to the 500,000 gallons of aux
iliary building water that
have been processed by the
EPICOR-2
treatment
system. That cleaned-up
water is being stored in tanks
on Three Mile Island. The
water treated in the SDS also
will be stored on the island
until a decision is made on its
ultimate disposal.

Depending on the progress
of the current testing, TMI
engineers expect to start
moving reactor building
water through the SDS in
August. Once that process
begins, it probably will take
eight to ten months to pump
and clean all the high
radioactive water from the
reactor building. To be handl
ed in “batches” of about
50,000 gallons each, the total
inventory of contaminated
waler in the reactor buildjng
includes the 600,000 gallons

standing eight and a half feet
deep on the basement floor
and another 100,000 gallons in
the Unit 2 reactor cooling
system.
The basic technology of the
SDS is the same as that in a
home water-softening unit.
The resins attract and store
the fission products from the
water. Except for tritium, all
but trace amounts of the
radioactive fission products
in the water will be removed.
In concept, the SDS is a fur
ther application of 'he same
ion-exchange technology that
was employed in the suc
cessful processing, via
EPICOR-2, of 500,000 gallons
of contaminated water from
the Unit 2 auxiliary building.
The auxiliary building water
being used in the tests has
been collected in a holding
tank from Unit 2 systems contai ni ng accident-related
water.
The main differences bet
ween the SDS and EPICOR-2
are that the SDS will use
primarily
inorganic
materials, called zeolites,
rather than the typically
organic resins that were used
in EPICOR-2, and the SDS
will be operated under water
to provide additional
shielding
for
plant
employees.
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Another TMI possible,
new NRC chief asserts
UNIVERSITY PARK (AP) — The incom
ing chairman of the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission says the nation is “kidding” it
self if it thinks a nuclear reactor accident like
the one at Three Mile Island won’t occur
again.
But Nunzio Palladino says that, neverthe
less, the nuclear industry is burdened with
too many regulations and “not having nucle
ar power may be a bigger risk than having
it."
“I don’t think we ever believe that we're
going to have an accident,” said the former
dean of engineering at the Pennsylvania
State University. “Well, we’re kidding our
selves. Even though the risks are low, acci
dents are not impossible. Nothing we do in
this world is risk-free.”
Palladino Wednesday will succeed NRC
interim chairman Joseph Hendrie. His com
ments were made in an interview with The
Daily Collegian, the student newspaper.

Nuclear power, Palladino said, “is a very
intense power source like gasoline. We’ve
learned to live with it (gasoline) safely. But
you know it only takes but a match and you
have an explosion.”
Palladino said recent regulatory require
ments have confused nuclear power plant
operators and potential operators.
“I think the industry has grown heavy
with regulations. Just the action plan from
Three Mile Island Unit 2 is so extensive that
it is pretty hard for the utilities to even know
what satisfies the regulations,” he said.
“One of the problems has been that the
regulatory requirements have been changing
frequently and they're not predictable So if
a person starts to build a power plant, he
doesn’t know when it’s going to be finished
or how much it’s going to cost.
“And he doesn’t know if he’s going to be
allowed to operate it at a rate of power.”
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Prom 1
and left radioactive particles
throughout the structure. The acci
dent was the worst in U.S. commer
cial nuclear history.
Their job was to inspect the
crane, considered crucial to the
final stages of the $1 billion, sevenyear plant cleanup.
The crane, capable of lifting 500
tons, would be used to lift the reac
tor head and allow the mangled
core of the reactor to be removed.
Fidler said the contamination
was very minor
“We’re talking about something
around two or three millirems,” he
said. “Two or three millirems is no
where near our own limits or the
NRC limits.”

Monitoring by a whole-body
counter showed no internal radio

activity as a result of the contami
nation, plant officials said.

“Any time guys come out of a
radioactive work area, they are
frisked. That’s how it was discov
ered,” said Fidler
The four climbed an enclosed
stairway to the polar crane.

Then, attached to safety harness
es, they began an ascent by climb
ing between a wall and a girder
“rubbing right against the contam
inated surface,” said Fidler.
The four workers had planned to
perform the inspection last Thurs
day, but that attempt was scrubbed
when a stuck door stopped them
from getting into the containment
building.
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From
Thornburgh said the GPU con
tribution is directly tied to the fu
ture of TM1 Unit I. He said it has
become increasingly clear that
GPU is financially incapable of
raising the money required
withoutthe productive use of Unit
I.
He said it would be “appropri
ate for the company and responsi
ble regulatory authorities. ’ in the
meantime, “to place cleanup fund
ing ahead of stockholder dividends
or rate relief in managing GPU’s
financial resources.”
The word “investment,” Thorn
burgh said, was appropriate in sug
gesting a "fair share" for each par
ty in the cleanup cost, because he
believes all of the parties have a
stake in removing the Unit 2 con
tamination as a threat to public

health and safety and the integrity
of the surrounding environment.
“Those who would like to move
on to economic considerations,
those who would like to restore
confidence in America's manage
ment of its nuclear resources, and
those who would have us support
the restart of reactor Unit 1 on
Three Mile Island,” he said, “must
first accept a fair share of the bur
den for removing the legacy of con
tamination at its companion Unit
2."
Thornburgh said his proposal
was also designed to address some
of the nonfinancial problems raised
by the Unit 2 contamination. For
example, he said he is prepared to
seek an “interstate compact”with
other Northeastern states for lowlevel radioactive waste disposal.

While his proposal does not rep
resent a “commitment" by any of
the parties named, Thornburgh said
“it grows out of countless discus
sions ... with key representatives
of the nuclear industry, the Reagan
administration, the Congress, inde
pendent federal agencies, the finan
cial community, other governors,
the state of New Jersey, private cit
izens, our own General Assembly,
and other relevant state and local
agencies.”
“If my proposal can serve as a
blueprint for achieving cleanup, I
will be gratified," he said. “If it can
help facilitate a resolution of this
critical problem, I will be satis
fied."
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NRC sets stage to reopen
TMI Unit 1 despite appe
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
today set up complicated bureau
cratic machinery that could allow
reopening of the undamaged reac
tor at the Three Mile Island nuclear
plant while appeals against its re
opening continue.
The action, issued in an order
today after a 3-2 vote in a closed
meeting Thursday, could lead to a
speedier reopening of the undam
aged reactor at the Pennsylvania
power plant where the nation’s
worst commercial nuclear accident
occurred in 1979.
The order creates a separate
board to hear any appeals of an
NRC licensing board’s decision on
reopening the reactor. At the same
time, it says the commission will
decide within 35 days of the licens

Friday. Aug. 28, 1981 '

ing board’s final decision whether
that decision should become effec
tive while the appeals continue.
The action reverses a 1979 NRC
order in which the commission said
it would hear all appeals, a process
that could delay commission action
on the actual restart of the reactor.
Unit One at the plant near Har
risburg, although not damaged dur
ing the near-meltdown of the reac
tor core in Unit 2, was ordered not
to operate since it is essentially the
same as the damaged reactor. Mod
ifications on it also were ordered.
GPU Nuclear Corp., which op
erates TMI, has pushed for the reo
pening of' Unit I because it must
now buy power from other utilities
to make up for that which the reac
tor is not producing.
Two of the NRC commission
ers, Peter Bradford and Victor Gil-

insky, issued a separate view say
ing they did not agree with the
NRC action and that the commis
sion should have stood by its 1979
decision to hear all appeals itself,
Gilinsky and Bradlord have
consistently urged caution in nucle
ar matters since the 1979 accident.
Voting on the other side were
NRC Chairman Nunzio Palladino
and Commissioners John Ahearne
and Thomas Roberts. Palladino and
Roberts were appointed by Presi
dent Reagan, who favors greater
use of nuclear power. Ahearne has
frequently argued for action to
speed up licensing.
The order noted the licensing
board is deciding two separate
questions. One is on management
competence and the second wraps
up all other pending questions.

Philadelphia Inquirer

The NRC must honor
its TMI Unit 1 pledge
Shortly after the March 1979 acci
dent at Three Mile Island, members of
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
struck a bargain with angry and
alarmed neighbors of the central
Pennsylvania nuclear plant. When it
came time to decide whether to restart
Unit 1, the undamaged reactor that sits
alongside the crippled Unit 2, the NRC
pledged, the entire matter would be
resolved by the five-member commis
sion.
That policy represented a change in
normal administrative procedure of
the NRC, which does not hear appeals
of its own decisions. This change, the
commission members believed, was
warranted due to the public uproar
that followed the TMI accident. It also
represented a commendable step on
the part of the commission to accept
full responsibility for its actions and to
handle the entire TMI Unit 1 problem
in a highly visible, public forum.
Last week, the NRC partially re
neged on that promise. By a vote of 3-2
the commission decided that it would
not hear any appeals of its decision on
the fate of Unit 1. Those appeals would
be treated like any other and adjudi

cated by three members of the NRC's
Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal
Panel, which comprises nuclear ex
perts appointed by the NRC. The NRC
would decide if Unit 1 could be re
stored to operation and if it approved
start-up, appeals of that decision would
be.resolved at a later date, after the
plant was restored to service.
That action removes the NRC from
the second half of the decision-making
process involving Unit 1, which has
been out of service since before the
accident. The commission will base its
decision on recommendations issued
by an NRC Atomic Safety and Licens
ing Board, which has been conducting
a public inquiry.
The commission will consider two
issues in its review of the start-up. The
first involves whether training of the
operators of the TMI plant has been
sufficiently upgraded to ensure that
the mistakes that led to lhe accident
will not be repeated. A recommenda
tion from the Safety and Licensing
Board to the NRC on that is due any
day. The second phase of the decision
is far more complex. It deals with mat
ters of design changes and improved

emergency planning. The board’s rec
ommendation is not due until October.
After that, the NRC has 35 days to de
cide whether to authorize lhe start-up
of Unit 1.
In its decision last week, the com
mission majority voted to remove the
NRC from the appeals process because,
according to an order filed Aug. 20, it
did not realize two years ago that the
start-up question would "involve so
many complex issues or result in the
development of a record that exceeds
35,000 pages."
The NRC’s action is troubling in a
number Of respects. First, it represents
a broken promise to the people who
live near the TMI plant, people who
have every reason to be especially
skeptical of the promises of the nucle
ar industry and the agency charged
with guaranteeing that that industry
operates in a safe, responsible manner
Second, the mere fact that the start
up question does involve “so many
complex issues” makes it mandatory
that responsibility for that decision be
assumed by the agency charged with
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Financial commitment to TMI task
eyed by utilities
By MICK ROOD
Washington Bureau
WASHINGTON — The first fi
nancial commitment for the
cleanup at Three Mile Island could
come from the nation’s largest elec
tric utility group when it meets
Sept. 10 in Kansas City.
The directors and TMl-related
task force of the Edison Electric In
stitute will discuss the method and
amount of a “significant” industry
cleanup contribution, according to
EEl staff member Jack Kearney. If
the task force recommends a fi
nancing method, the board of direc
tors probably will vote on it the
same day.
A large industry commitment
would mark the first tangible out
side aid to the mammoth SI billion
decontamination project. Proposals
for direct government aid have
proven unpopular, but Congress
has allowed in the fiscal 1982 budg
et resolution for a small $30 million
research and development grant.
Kearney wouldn’t characterize
it this way, but the industry’s has
tened willingness to consider
cleanup aid was apparently spurred
by Pennsylvania Gov. Dick Thorn
burgh’s July-9 proposal for a cost
sharing plan. At the time, EEI said
the group "applauded” his action
and "welcomed his leadership."
While questioning some of the
numbers in the governor's plan, the

utilities’ spokesmen said Thorn
burgh had provided a framework
for an equitable sharing program.
Thornburgh urged that the fed
eral government split half of the
remaining $7f>0 million in cleanup
costs, which is $380 million, or
$190 million apiece. General Public
Utilities, which has been unable to
finance the project on its own,
would supply one-third, or $245
million.
Remaining private property in
surance,. plus state government
contributions from Pennsylvania
apd New Jersey, would make up
the rest.
In Washington, GPU consultant
Thomas Ashley was cautiously op
timistic over prospects of an EEI
commitment.
“EEI action is a shot of adrenal
in that will give it (cleanup financ
ing) considerable momentum," said
Ashley, who has spent most of the
year seeking a consensus package
to aid GPU.
“The company will clearly be
very pleased with a successful
Thornburgh option,” Ashley said
“Whether it will be sufficient re
mains to be seen. It gets the most
result with the least federal inter
vention."
Ashley, a former Ohio con
gressman, was to have completed
his troubleshooting duties, but now
looks forward to spending the rest
of the year on the GPU cleanup fi

nancing effort.
Rep Allen Ertel, D-Montouisville, who is sponsoring a bill creat
ing a new reactor-site insurance
program-that would retroactively
assist the TMI cleanup, remained
skeptical of both EEI assessments
and the Thornburgh plan.
"If they can do it, fine. I just
don't think they can,” Ertel said of
the potential EEI announcement.
Any utility assessment system.
Ertel said, would be under attack
from two sides. If a utility decided
to pass a TMI cleanup assessment
along to customers, he said con
sumer lawsuits would inevitably
result. And that assumes the sur
charge would be approved by the
various state utility commissions.
On the other hand, if a utility
decided to pay for the assessment
out of profits, it would face the
wrath of stockhoiders, Ertel said.
The Thornburgh plan, Ertel
said, still includes $190 million in
federal assistance over six years to
“offset" cleanup costs. However,
the Reagan administration is seek
ing only $75 million over three
years.
Congress has approved about
$30 million in research and devel
opment grants at TMI. The money
must still be appropriated and even
Ashley estimates only one-fourth
of it would truly offset cleanup
spending.
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Approval of TMI-1 license shift to GPU
hailed by Arnold
By MARY O. BRADLEY
Staff Writer
The president-designate of 1he
new GPU Nuclear Corp, has ex
pressed satisfaction with the feder
al regulatory decision approving
the transfer of the Three Mile Is
land Unit I operating license from
Metropolitan Edison Co. to the cor
poration.

Robert C. Arnold also said he is
confident that federal officials will
"conclude that GPU Nuclear has
the management capability neces
sary to provide for the safe restart
and operation" of Unit I
In authorizing the license trans
fer for Unit 1, the Nuclear Regula
tory Commission also directed the
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
to consider GPU Nuclear’s compe
tence. instead of Met-Ed’s, during
its deliberations to determine if
Unit I will be permitted to restart.
GPU Nuclear Group, forerun
ner of the corporation, has been di
recting operations at TMI, includ

ing the massive cleanup operation
at Unit 2, since early in 1980.
It has been approved by the
U.S. Securities and Exchange Com
mission. the state Public Utility
Commission and the federal Energy
Regulatory Commission. The New
Jersey Board of Public Utilities
must act on the corporation before
it can fully function.
Arnold said applications for
amendments to transfer the li
censes of TMI Unit 2 and the Oy
ster Creek station in New Jersey to

GPU Nuclear Corp, will be filed
this week. GPU officials hope all
the licenses will be transferred si
multaneously this fall.
Approximately 2,200 persons
are employed by GPU Nuclear. The
corporation concentrates the GPU
system’s nuclear experience in a
single organization, in keeping
with recommendations made by
the President’s Commission on the
Accident at TMI and an independ
ent management study authorized
by the PUC, Arnold said.

iEurning Nr ms, Harrisburg, Pa.. Thursday, August 6,1981

TMI phone service disrupted
Telephone service to and from Three Mile Island was interrupted (or
an undetermined period this morning.
Jim Smith, a spokesman for Bell of Pennsylvania, said a contractor
accidentally dug up a phone cable.
Service was restored around 11:15 a.m., he said.
Officials at both the Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency
and the Dauphin County Emergency Management Agency said they were
unaware of the problem.
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Two at TMI admit
they cheated
KING OF PRUSSIA (AP) - Two
shift supervisors at the Three Mile
Island nuclear plant have acknowl
edged they cheated during opera
tor licensing tests last April, the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
said Thursday.
One of the operators has been
fired and action on the second oper
ator’s employment is still being
considered, the NRC said.
The NRC and General Public
Utilities Corp., which owns TMI,
have declined to identify the two
supervisors except to say they
were “long-term” employees. Both
were on duty at various times dur
ing the several days in March 1979
when TMI’s Unit 2 was involved in
the nation’s worst commercial ac
cident, NRC official Dudley
Thompson said from his Washing

ton office.
The NRC found no evidence of
any other cheating during the April
testing, officials said.
Thomspon described the two oper
ators as “first-line supervisors” in
charge of the staff operating the
reactor during an eight-hour shift.
The investigation included inter
views of 11 of those who took the
exam, including all who failed, and
reviews of all test papers, the NRC
said.
The agency said it found indica
tions that some sessions of the ex
aminations “were essentially
unproctored for extended periods
of time,” an NRC spokesman said.
However, the interviews indicat
ed that during the sessions in which
the detected cheating took place,
there was “virtually 100 percent

converage by NRC proctors,” the
agency said.____
The NRC investigation found “no
evidence the utility either knew of
the cheating prior to the NRC be
coming aware of it, or attempted in
any way to facilitate cheating by
any of its employees,” Stello said.
The investigation was launched
after marked similarities were
found on answer sheets submitted
by two of the 36 operators who
would run the undamaged Unit 1
reactor. The operators, who took
the reactor operator and senior re
actor operator license tests, were
reassigned after GPU confirmed
reports of the cheating July 28.
The NRC said the operators have
given sworn statements acknowl
edging the cheating took place.

SunftaB Patriot-Nruts, Harrisbiirg, Pa., August 23,1981-
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Ex-TMI operator
feared tough
By MARY O. BRADLEY
Staff Writer
One of two former Three Mile
island Unit I control room opera
tors who cheated on federal exami
nations said he anticipated the tests
would be difficult and “I wanted to
pass them to hold my license.”
lie told U.S. investigators he
expressed his concerns about pass
ing the tests to his colleague prior
to “mock” exams given about three
weeks before the actual tests and
was told, “Don’t worry, we’ll get
by"
The Nuclear Regulatory Com
mission Monday ordered retesting
of the remaining 34 TMI operators
who took the exams. Although an
NRC probe detected no other “sub
stantiated evidence” of cheating,
the staff wants the retesting be
cause “others who know or may
become aware of the rumors of
other cheating, may feel the cheat
ing was being condoned, un'ess a
re-examination is required for the
entire group,” said Harold Denton,
director of the NRC’s Office of Nu
clear Reactor Regulation.
"It is imperative that the NRC,
as well as the public, have complete

confidence in the senior reactor op
erators and reactor operators at
TMI," he added.
A spokesman for the GPU Nu
clear Group, TMI’s operator, said
the retest order “has cast a cloud
over the integrity of all of the oper
ators." Noting that no other evi
dence of cheating was found be
yond the two operators who have
resigned, GPU said it is “unfair to
subject the operators and their fam
ilies to this ordeal of suspicion."
Denton said the retest is tenta
tively scheduled for September.
The names of the two dismissed
operators have not been revealed
by the NRC, and all identifying ref
erences. including job description,
ages and length of employment
have been deleted in the official
NRC report on the cheating inci
dent.
For the purposes of this article,
the operators will be identified as
Smith and Doe, with Smith being
the elder of the two and the one
who admitted copying Doe’s an
swers.
During separate NRC inter

3

views on July 27 Smith and Doe
insisted there was no cheating. Nei
ther could offer any explanation
for the nearly word-for-word an
swers, or the similarity of phasing
and sentence structure and mis
spellings on their answer sheets for
the reactor operator and senior
reactor operator tests they took on
April 23 and 24, respectively.
On July 30 they were offered
the opportunity to answer sample
questions to discover if the similari
ty occurred again. They also were
asked if they would submit to a
polygraph test. Both offers were
declined until the operators could
confer with their lawyers.
On July 31 Smith admitted
copying answers from Doe and
slipping Doe a “piece of scrap pa
per” containing an answer. Smith
also said he and Doe “gave each
other answers orally.”
Doe said he was aware that
Smith was copying from him but
contended he (Doe) never took an
swers from.Smith. “I didn't say or
do anything at the lime (during the
test)," Doe said in his sworn state
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NRC balks
at critical
nuke report
WASHINGTON (AP) - The na
tion’s nuclear reactors reported
3,804 incidents in 1980 when me
chanical equipment or human op
erators failed to work as required,
an anti-nuclear group affiliated
with Ralph Nader reported
Sunday.
The number of incidents — a 20
percent increase over 1979 — shows
nuclear power plants “rely on a
system fraught with frequent cases
of human error and chronic defects
in essential safety equipment,” the
report by Critical Mass charged.
However, the Nuclear Regula
tory Commission called the study
“seriously flawed by an inconsis
tent use of data.” It attributed
more than half the increase to the
fact that four new plants, required
to meet even tougher reporting re
quirements, were in operation.
The plant with the highest num
ber of incidents was Sequoyah in
Tennessee — 238, even though it
was in operation only 11 percent of
the year. Sequoyah was followed
by Hatch II in Georgia with 157
incidents and Ohio’s Davis Besse
with 121 incidents.
According to the report, Peach
Bottom II had 36 incidents; Peach
Bottom III, 26; Three Mile Island I,
22; and Three Mile Island II, 51. All
are in York County.
The report said 57 percent of all
incidents were caused by equip
ment failure, 16 percent by design
problems, 20 percent by human er
ror and 7 percent by other factors.
The report was compiled from a
review of licensee event reports,
LERs, the NRC requires a utility to
file any time equipment or person
nel do not meet operating
specifications.
NRC and industry officials said
the number of LERs tells little
about the safety of a particular
Slant because the reports cover
oth minor infractions and major,
incidents. The NRC said it will soon
release its own report card for each
reactor that will give a truer pic
ture of performance because it will
take into account not only the num
ber of incidents reported but many
other factors.
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She tried TMI,
and liked it
HARRISBURG (AP) - The first
woman inside the damaged Three
Mile Island nuclear containment
building since the 1979 accident
said Thursday it was all in a long
day’s work and she would be will
ing to try it again.
Beverly Della Loggia joined
eight male co-workers on the 14th
entry into the radiation-coated
building to perform a variety of
cleanup-related chores.
“It was a fairly routine opera
tion,” said Mrs. Della Loggia, after
emerging from her 40-minute
assignment.
The only thing out of the ordinary
was that one of the two radiation
monitors she was to install failed to
operate, but the problem was later
cleared up, the radiological engi

neer said.
Thursday marked the first anni
versary of the first venture into the
containment building, which is
flooded with 700,000 gallons of high
ly radiated water and is covered
with radioactive particles.
Like the more than 100 engineers
and technicians who have gone in
side the plant since last July, Mrs.
Della Loggia, 26, donned bulky pro
tective clothing for the trip.
Her attire included two pairs of
cotton coveralls, rubber boots,
plastic booties, rubber gloves, sur
gical gloves, a respirator and an
air sampler.
Despite all the clothing, she said
she felt cool inside the building and
the whole experience seemed to fly
right by.

She icurnintt Nruts, Harrisburg, Pa., Monday. August 24, 1981

| 15th TMI entry planned
United Press International

Five teams of engineers and
technicians will enter the Three
Mile Island nuclear power plant’s
Unit 2 containment building late
Wednesday, the 15th entry since
the March 1979 accident at the
plant, TMI officials said today.

The entry is expected to last
seven hours, the officials said.
They said the 11-member team
will perform maintenance on the
closed circuiit television monitor
ing system, take radiological sur
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veys and photographs, inspect the
air collers, and remove some equip
ment.
About five curies of krypton 85
gas will be vented before and dur
ing the entry. That amount "has
been certified as having no health
effects for the public,” a TMI
spokesman said.
The gas has built up since the
last entry, he said.
The Unit 2 reactor that was
damaged in the March 1979 acci
dent is inside the Unit 2 contain
ment building.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 22,1981

PUC orders investigation of
huge Met Ed rate increase

HARRISBURG (AP) — The
Public Utility Commission voted
down motions Friday that would
have allowed two part-owners of the
crippled Three Mile Island nuclear
plant to collect $30.2 million of a
proposed rate increase.
The proposal, offered by the
PUC staff, failed on a 2-2 vote.
However, the comission ordered
an investigation into the full $318.5
million rate request still pending
from Metropolitan Edison Co. and
Pennsylvania Electric Co.
The commission suspended the
request for the full increase until the
investigation is completed.
Met Ed on June 30 requested a
two-stage rate increase worth a total
of $205.5 million and Penelec made
a parallel, bid for $113.1 million
more.
, <■
Both utilities say some of the
money would be used for cleaning

up TMI, damaged March 28, 1979.
in’The nation’s wbrst commercial
nuclear power accident. The Unit 2
reactor core ovejh^ated and its con
tainment building was flooded with
700,000 gallons of highly radioac
tive water.
“It is important to note ... to
day’s action was not a denial of anv
portion of this rate request,” read#
statement issued by General PublMP
Utilities Corp., parent company of
Met Ed and Penelec, at its
Parsippany, N.J., headquarters.
GPU spokesman Ken McKee said
the statement was issued because
GPU feared the financial communi
ty had misinterpreted the PUC ac
tion to mean the entire rate increase
was denied.
GPU common stock opened trad
ing at $5 a share Friday and dropped
to $4.75 by midday.

4

The PUC staff had recommended
the utilities, which share ownership
of TMI with Jersey Central Power
and Ught Co., be offered the option
of the $30.2 million annual rate
boost, effective Aug. 28.

Met Ed would have been given the
option of a $17.4 million dollar
boost and Penelec, a $12.8 million
boost.
In return for the much smaller
increase, the PUC would have be
gun investigating when the costs of
the undamaged TMI Unit 1 reactor
could be put back in the “rate base”
and how much customers could be
charged when and if it was.
Because of a vacancy on the
PUC, there is was no tie-breaking
vote on the panel. Motions die on tie
votes.

ghc burning Nrms, Hirrisbwg, Pa, Tuesday, tagKt 25,1981-
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Nobel laureate eyed
for TMI health post
By JANIS L. WILSON
Staff Writer
Nobel Prize-winning medical
researcher Dr. Baruch S. Blumberg
will head a public health fund to be
created if U.S. Middle District
Court Judge Sylvia H. Rambo ap
proves the proposed $25 million
settlement of the Three Mile Island
class action, an attorney for the
plaintiffs said.
David Berger of Philadelphia,
who has overseen the damage suit
against owners and operators of
the nuclear plant, said Rambo will
have to approve how the $5 million
designated for medical detection or
related services will be spent.
Blumberg, of the Institute for
Cancer Research in Philadelphia,
won the Nobel in 1976 for his dis
coveries research in hepatitis.
Under the proposed settlement,
the public health fund can be used
for a number of purposes, including
buying equipment to monitor radia
tion releases or for funding pro
grams and studies relating to the
effects of the accident.
Petitions to fund studies would
be funneled through Blumberg,
who would serve as the scientific
adviser. He would determine
whether the proposed expenditures
had “promise of producing scientif
ically reliable and valuable re
sults,” but if the studies later
proved worthless or obsolete, the

plaintiffs could ask the judge to halt
that funding.
Berger said a hearing on uses of
the public health fund could be held
in two or three months after the
judge decides whether to approve
the settlement.
In a public hearing on the settle
ment Monday, little opposition was
expressed. Kay Pickering of Three
Mile Island Alert said that rather
than spending $20 million on eco
nomic damages and $5 million on
the public health fund, $25 million
should go to reimburse economic
losses.
An additional $10 million
should be provided to establish can
cer research programs, a cancer de
tection center and to improve
emergency planning, she said.
Joan Petrosky of 147 S. Front
St., Steelton, objected to financing
radiation monitoring and preparing
an evacuation plan “because these
services are the responsibility of
the state and county health protec
tion services.” She also opposed fi
nancing research into the effects of
radiation, saying such work is the
obligation of the federal governmement.
Her husband, Dr. A.M. Petro
sky, said the $25 million is inade
quate to “reimburse evacuation ex
penses of 100,000 people, plus

reimburse businesses." He also ob
jected to paying attorneys’ fees out
of the settlement. Lawyers for the
plaintiffs have requested $4 million
in legal fees.
The objectors followed a num
ber of witnesses for the defendants
and the plaintiffs who testified
they favored the settlement.
Among them was Dr. Karl Z. Mor
gan, a professor at the Georgia In
stitute of Technology, who spoke in
favor of creating the health fund.
Although Morgan believes the
“levels of release and the related
doses are were greater than gov
ernment estimates,” of the emis
sions, the doses were “not so mas
sive as to warrant mass medical
tests of people in the area.”
He said the accident “will result
in some adverse health effects” but
not enough to require individual
testing.
In fact, he said such testing
would require X-rays, which could
result in greater doses than people
received from the accident. The
damage would not be nown for 15
years, however.
Morgan called individual test
ing “imprudent, unreasonable and
even counter-productive” and com
pared it to “looking for a needle in a
haystack 10 years before you put
the needle in the haystack.”

ghr t£timing Xruis, Harrisburg, Pa., Friday, August 7,1981

TMI testing the reactor of Unit 1
By MARY O. BRADLEY
Staff Writer
Technicians at Three Mile Is
land have begun “hot functional
testing” of the undamaged Unit 1
reactor using non-nuclear heat, a
spokesman for GPU Nuclear Group
said today.
Douglas H. Bedell said the test
sequence will result in tall plumes
of water vapor rising from the two
Unit 1 cooling towers on the north
end of the island beginning Mon
day.
Permission to conduct the test
was granted by the Nuclear Regu
latory Commission in March, he
said. The test will continue through
mid-September.
The purpose of the tests is to
check the major components of
Unit 1, except for the nuclear reac
tor and electrical generator. Unit I
has been shutdown since February
1979 and was in the final stages of
refueling when the Unit 2 accident
occurred.
The test sequence was started

July 27, but the actual heat-up will
not begin until Monday. The unit
will be tested at close to operation
al temperatures and pressure using
non-nuclear heat — generated by
the operation of its four reactor
coolant pumps.
The temperatures of the Unit 1
reactor coolant system z will be
brought to about 532 degrees
Fahrenheit, slightly below its nor
mal operating temperature of 580
degrees F.
The heat will be produced by
energy consumed in passing large
volumes of water through the four
reactor pumps, each of which
pumps 88,000 gallons a minute in
full operation, Bedell said.
The plant’s nuclear core will
not be activated, Bedell said.
Officials plan to test the modifi
cations made to Unit 1 from the
"lessons learned” after the Unit 2
accident.
“The exercises will provide an
opportunity for operator training
and for verification of new and
revised operating procedures,”

5

Bedell said.
The Unit 1 and Unit 2 systems
have been separated from each
other since the accident.
When the current testing is
completed. Unit 1 will be returned
to cold shutdown.
Whether Unit 1 will be permit
ted to begin generating commercial
power will be in the hands of the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
which is awaiting a recommenda
tion from its Atomic Safety and Li
censing Board. The board conduct
ed eight months of hearings and is
expected to make a recommenda
tion in September. The NRC deci
sion should follow within 35 days.
If restart is approved, another
period of testing will be required
before start-up, Bedell said. TMI of
ficials have said Unit I could be
back on-line commercially by De
cember.

PLEDGE
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regulating nuclear power, not mem
bers of the NRC staff or an appointed
board.
The decision typifies a growing
tendency on the part of the NRC io
resume its pre-TMl posture of remov
ing itself from controversy and public
accessibility. The commission is ex
pected in the next few weeks to consid
er whether to remove itself entirely
from the nuclear plant licensing pro
cess, and to turn over tha’t critical deci
sion-making function to the Safety and
Licensing Board and members of the
NRC staff whose actions take place out
ofsight of the public.
All these changes are being 'putforward under the rationale of speed
ing up the licensing process, but the
result would be to again remove the
whole process from public scrutiny.
The NRC decision not to/hear ap
peals on the TMI Unit 1 start-up ques
tion appears to be irreversible. That
makes it imperative that the commis
sion's review of the findings of the

THREE MILE ISLAND ALERT
315 Peffer Street
Harrisburg, PA 17102

Atomic Safety and Licensing Board be
conducted with intense caution, with
out undue haste and with additional
study if there are any ambiguities.
The NRC made a promise to the
neighbors of the Three Mile Island
plant, and to all Americans, that Unit 1
would not be restored to operation
until every effort had been expended
to assure that it would be safe. The
import of that decision was that the
commission admitted it had been too
lax in the past. The commission majori
ty has backed away from that commit
ment on the matter of resolving appeals. It cannot escape responsibility,
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ment, “since I was afraid the proc
tor would have scooped up my tests
and torn them up.”
Smith told investigators that “a
day or two prior” to the “mock ex
aminations, 1 told (NRC deletion)
that 1 did not think I would be able
to pass these tests. He (Doe) replied
to me in words to the effect, ‘Don't
worry, we'll get by, just sit next to
me.’ " Smith said.
“When 1 expressed my con
cerns to (NRC deletion) regarding
(the) exams, I was not soliciting his
assistance to help me pass the ex
ams by cheating. However, I did
not refuse his offer. I anticipated
that the exams would be very diffi
cult and 1 wanted to pass them to
hold my license," Smith said.
Smith and Doe sat next to each
other at eight-foot-long tables on
both days. They were in the second

table from the front of the room.
Smith said Doe “placed his answer
sheets in close proximity to me face
up and I was then able to copy from
them from where they lay and also
slide them over directly in front of
me.”
The tests were monitored by
NRC proctors. Smith contended the
exam was not well-monitored
“since the proctor was not observ
ing us closely. He was reading a
paper and often turned his back to
look out the windows.;’ Other oper
ators who took the tests told the
NRC the exam was monitored ade
quately.
During this investigation, GPU
Nuclear told the NRC of an incident
which occurred in July 1979 in
volving the operator identified here
as Doe. In that incident an unidenti
fied employee, then assigned to
TMI Unit 2, submitted as his own

work, answers to questions pre
pared by Doe. The questions were
described as part of take-home ex
aminations which the Unit 2 em
ployee was required to complete as
make-up assignments, the NRC
said.
The Unit 2 employee turned in
Doe’s hand-written answers. Doe
told investigators he “had no idea
what the questions were for."
He added he was “not aware of
the fact that he intended to submit
my answers in place of work” he
“was required to complete on his
own.”

The Unit 2 employee in ques
tion was transferred to non-licensed duties at TMI after the inci
dent.
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TMI Restart Opposed
Despite Ruling
By The Associated Press

At least one local official thinks
the reopening of the undamaged
Three Mile Island reactor is a fore
gone conclusion, but anti-nuclear
groups are refusing to surrender.
“We are going to fight this. We
are not giving up,” said Joanne
Doroshow, vice-chairperson of
Three Mile Island Alert (TMIA),
The anti-nuclear contingent
suffered a setback Thursday when
the Atomic Safety and Licensing
Board ruled that the plant operator
has met the basic management re
quirements needed to restart TMI’s
Unit I nuc'ear reactor.
The ruling was the first part of
a two-tier decision due from the
ASLB, appointed by the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission to consider
the restart issue.
Ms. Doroshow said her group
would appeal the management
findings.
“We’re extremely disappointed
in the decision although it was not
unexpected. We thought the board
totally ignored the management in
competence that was displayed in
the TMI accident,” she said.
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The ASLB still must determine
if* the plant design and emergency
procedures at Unit 1 meet NRC
standards.

If the ruling, expected around
Oct. 1, favors plant owner General
Public Utilities Corp., there is yet
another obstacle to be cleared: the
NRC must rule within 35 days on
whether to allow an restart or
whether to wait until appeals of the
ASLB's findings are complete.
Nevertheless, some people liv
ing near TMI think they know
which way the wind is blowing.

“There’s no doubt in my mind,”
said Middletown Mayor Robert
Reid when asked if he believes the
NRC will permit GPU to resume
operation of Unit 1.
“I even have a bet that it would
reopen by October. There’s no
doubt in my mind that that was
their plan, even if the masses of
people in this area would go against
it.”

Local anti-nuclear representa
tives said they are not optimistic
that the ASLB will rule in their fa
vor, but they are unwilling to say a

restart is inevitable.
“I don’t feel it’s anywhere near
in the bag that Unit I is going to
restart," said Steven Brooks, anoth
er nuclear opponent, from the TMI
Public Interest Resource Center.
Even if the NRC leans toward a
restart, there are other avenues for
opponents to pursue, he said.
“One is the political arena . . .
pressure on the governor and the
president to bring the NRC around.
It’s clear that any decision made
about TMI is going to be primarily
a political decision.” If all else fails,
a court appeal is “a virtual certain
ty,” said Brooks.
Robert Arnold, chief operating
officer of GPU Nuclear Group, said
the ASLB management findings
left him “extremely gratified.”
TMI spokesman John Fidler
said that if both the ASLB and the
NRC give the go-ahead, plant oper
ations could begin.
“We could reach criticality,
that is a sustained nuclear reaction
in the core, sometime in the middle
of November,” said Fidler. With no
hitches, the plant could produce
power by January, he said.
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Hearings to reopen on
TMI-1 restart
From Staff and Wire Reports

The Three Mile Island restart
hearing have been ordered reopened
because of cheating scandals involv
ing TMI plant operators taking
qualification tests.

Ivan Smith, chairman of the Nu
clear
Regulatory
Commission’s
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board,
issued the order Friday to reopen
the unit 1 restart hearings, an NRC
official said.
In a related matter, TMI officials
reported a slight increase late Friday
afternoon in the rate of leakage of
water from the cooling system of the
damaged TMI Unit 2 reactor.

However, there was no evidence
of any release of radioactivity from
the plant, a spokesman said.
The reopened unit 1 restart hear
ings will “consider the ramifications
of the cheating incidents” that oc
curred during plant operator quali
fication exams this year and last
year, said NRC spokesman Gary
Sanborn.
Sanborn said the three-member
board that presided over the original
restart hearings has scheduled a pre
hearing conference for Oct. 2 in
Harrisburg to decide on what is to.
be covered at the reopened hearings.
The conference will be at 9 a.m. in
The North West Office Building at
Capital and Forster streets, he said.

Gary Milhollin, professor of law
at the University of Wisconsin and
part-time member of the NRC’s
licensing board, was appointed by
the board and “will preside over
much of the hearings,” Sanborn
said.
Milhollin, reached by telephone
in Madison, Wis., said he was cho
sen from a panel of other judges to
preside at the hearings. His title at
the reopened hearings will be special
master. He said he served on other
panels dealing with reactor cases in
the past.
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Rambo gives formal approval
on $25 million TMI suit
By JANIS L. WILSON
Staff Writer
The $25 million Three Mile Is
land class action negligence suit
has received final approval by a
federal judge, but much work re
mains to be done in the case.
U.S. Middle District Court
Judge Sylvia H. Rambo gave for
mal approval Wednesday to the
plan which will pay area residents
and businesses for the losses they
suffered as a result of the March 28,
1979, nuclear accident.
Rambo had given tentative ap
proval in February to the plan
which allocates $20 million for
damages and $5 million for a public
health fund.
People and businesses within 25
miles of the plant received notice of
the nronosed settlement bv mail. To
reach people who left the area be
fore the plan was shaped, ad
vertisements were placed in re
gional and national publications.
Rambo said few people re
moved themselves from the class
action to file. individual lawsuits.
The small number of drop-outs and
the few minor objections filed
against the proposal “indicate a
widespread reaction of accept
ance.” Rambo said.
The judge presided at a hearing
on the proposal Aug. 24, when at
torneys for the plaintiffs and the
defense presented witnesses to
prove that the proposed settlement
was fair and would adequately
compensate the classes for dam
ages.
Claim forms will be mailed to
20,000 persons and businesses who
requested them. Attorneys for both
sides will review the alleged losses
and the judge will have the final
say on all claims.

In addition, Rambo will oversee
the $5 million public health fund.
The money will not be distributed
to individuals. Instead, it will be
used “for various public health pur
poses, including improvements in
radiation monitoring, studies into
possible health-related effects on
the population surrounding TMI,
public education programs, con
cerning earrly detection of cncer,
assistance in development of emer
gency evacuation plans in the area
and general research into health ef
fects on low-level radiation," Ram
bo said In an earlier report.
Rambo also will review re
quested attorneys’ fees, which will
be paid from the settlement. Plain
tiffs’ attorneys have asked for fees
of more than $4 million, but the
judge is not obligated to authorize
full payment.
The judge will turn her atten
tion to personal injury cases, which
she earlier determined were not
sufficiently Similar to be tried as a
class. The individual personal Inju
ry claims were put on ice until she
issued a ruling in the class action.
In approving the settlement,
Rambo said she had considered “all
matters raised, all exhibits and affi
davits filed and all evidence
received at the hearing, all memo
randa of law, all other papers and
documents comprising the record
herein, and all oral arguments pre
sented to the court."
The judge pointed out that she
is “not required to determine with
certainty the very factual and legal
issues which are in dispute” but
only whether the proposed settle
ment “should be approved as fair,
reasonable and adequate as re
quired” by law.

“The complexity, expense and
likely duration of the litigation fa
vor its settlement,” Rambo said in
her ruling. “There is little negative
reaction of the members of the
classes to the settlement and no ad
verse reaction to the settlement can
reasonably be inferred from the
fact that approximately two per
cent of the potential Individual
class members and less than one
percent of the potential business
and non-profit entities have exclud
ed themselves; on the contrary, a
more reasonable inference would
be that such a relatively small per
centage of exclusions, together
with the very few objections to the
settlement, in the context of such
well-publicized litigation tends to
indicate a widespread reaction of
acceptance.”
The judge also determined that
the massive amount of Information
from the federal and state govern
ments, plus attorneys for both
sides, “is more than sufficient for
informed assessment of the factual
bases of the claims being settled
and the risks and hazards of litiga
tion."
In ruling that the settlement is
fair and adequate, Rambo dis
missed the complaint filed against
the defendants — the owners,
builders and operators of Three
Mile Island. Rambo also overruled
the few objections which were
filed against the settlement.
Rambo said that in case there
was an appeal of her ruling to the
Third Circuit Court of Appeals, she
would not be "obliged to consider
the same issue a second time.”

45Euetlincj News, Hawistos. Ft, Thursday, September 3,1981-

A TMI study continues
By MARY O. BRADLEY
Staff Writer
The third set of interviews in a major
study to determine the mental health of
residents 2*/2 years after the Three Mile
Island accident will begin later this month,
the project director said.
A core group of mothers with pre
school children at the time of the March
1979 accident and workers at the TMI
plant will be re-interviewed, according to
Dr. Evelyn Bromet, assistant professor of
psychiatry and epidemiology at the Uni
versity of Pittsburgh’s Western Psychia
tric Institute and Clinic.
Two similar groups will be re-inter
viewed in Beaver County, the site of the
Shippingport-Beaver Valley reactors. New
interview subjects will be added in both
locations and a third test area — a coalfired plant near Uniontown in Fayette
County — will be introduced into the
study this time, she said.
A total of 1,400 interviews will be con
ducted at the three locations by profession
al interviewers, she said.

The kinds of information the inter
viewers will seek is “very similar” to that
gathered during two previous surveys con
ducted at the beginning of 1980 and at the
first anniversary in March 1980.
“We want to know about people’s
well-being,” Bromet said. “The issues are
the same, mental health and social support
from family friends.” The original study
found that social support was a factor in
helping people cope after the accident.
Not included in this round of inter
views, Bromet said, will be the 244 mental
health clients polled for the original study.
She said mental health clients are the most
difficult to keep in touch with, and “we
would probably have lost 40 percent” of
the original subjects, making generaliza
tions from the remaining group impossi
ble.
Bromet said she doesn’t expect any
problem in locating the previously inter
viewed mothers and workers — the key
groups needed to give continuity to the
long-range study. The original study, re
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leased in October 1980, found that mothers
of pre-school children suffered residual ef
fects of depression and anxiety long after
the accident.
Workers at TMI displayed more symp
toms of distress and anxiety than their
Beaver Valley counterparts, the study
found, but these problems existed prior to
the accident. This occurred because Beaver
Valley workers with problems could
transfer to a fossil-fuel plant without loss
of seniority or pay — an option that did
not exist for the TMI workers.
Bromet said residents near the Hatfiejd
Power Plant, a coal-fired station, are being
added to get comparison data on residents
living near a non-nuclear plant.
Also new in this segment will be de
tailed questions on the physical and mental
health of children born to mothers who
were pregnant during the accident.
Unlike the previous two surveys, the
persons interviewed this time will be paid
$15, Bromet said. “I think it’s a sign of
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Exclusive:

TMI-1 Is
Candidate
For

(Editor's Note): Larry Arnold is-a
local writer and researcher who
has appeared on national TV,
written articles for Science Digest
(the latest in the September, 1981
issue of Science Digest), and has
written many articles for the Pax
ton Herald. The following article
was written by Mr. Arnola in June
of this yenr and time has proven
Mr. Arnold 100% correct! Inis ar
ticle is, therefore, a critical piece

of reading...a must article to be
read by an Central Pennsylvania
residents and their families!

—Annette A. Antoun, Publisher

by Larry E. Arnold
The “last line of defense” against a
nuclear power plant spewing its ra
dioactive guts onto the countryside
and its inhabitants has problems.
NRC officials are worried. And so
should residents of southcentral POennsylvania, because TMI-1 now is
ranked one of the eleven most danger
ous reactors in the U.S.A....in terms of
‘new’ problem.
The problem lies within the heart of
the nuclear furnaces of pressurized
water reactor (PWR) systems, the type
found at Three Mile Island. And the
problem is most prone to occur in Bab
cock & Wilcox manufactured reactors,
again the type installed at TMI-one of
which failed to operate as designed on
March 28, 1979.
The problem is “embrittlement”
compounded by “overcooling.”
It can lead to rupture of the pressure
vessel-the massive metal container in
which the uranium fuel fissions to pro
duce lethal radioisotopes. And while
these isotopes have long been recog
nized as lethal to humans, the NRC is
only now discovering just how lethal
they are to the very metal in the vessel

*! Would Think
We’ve Got A Year
...” “...Befora Any
Of The Most
Vulnerable
Reactors Would
Crack Uo...”
itself-and at a faster rate than anyone
had anticipated!
Here's What Happens In “Embrittlement"
Of Nuclear Facilities

What happens is this. At low
temperatures metal becomes brittle
and, when stressed, can crack or shat
ter like glass. The metal in a PWR ves
sel should be able to remain stable at
temperatures as low as 0°. It does,
when first installed. But under steady
bombardment of neutron radiation the

metal in the pressure vessel's 8‘/2-9"
steel walls actually changes, becoming
more and more brittle at even higher
temperatures. And the longer the reac
tor fissions, the more brittle the metal
becomes.
These two factors dangerously com
bine whenever the reactor vessel is sub
jected to sudden cooling- pressurized
thermal shock--such as a SCRAM. (A
scram is what happened at TMI in the
early morning of March 28, 1979, for
example.) When a reactor is shut down
quickly- scrammed-emergency core
cooling water floods the vessel and
causes the metal on the inside of the
vessel wall to contract. But the wall's
still-warm outer side opposes tjiat con
traction. If the core remains highly
pressurized, the resulting tensile stress
combines with the already present
thermal stress (a rapid cooling from
the normal 579°F in the core of TMI-1,
for example) to form cracks, or enlarge
existing hairline fractures, that then
radiate out through the vessel's wall.
The speed at which this can occur is
accelerated if pressureinsidethe vessel
oscillates. (These very conditions were
present in the early hours of TMI-2's
Class 9 accident.)
The ramifications are serious and
can be deadly like a hot glass dropped
in cold water, as a result of the wea
kened structure in the PWR vessel's
metal. Using an analogy, the effect is
like dropping a warm sheet of glass
into cold water: It shatters.
Whereas the huge concrete contain
ment shell surrounding the pressure
vessel is commonly thought of as a
reactor's last line of defense against
radiation leakage, NRC documents acknpwledge that pieces from an explod
ing pressure vessel can punch holes
through that concrete- and release
1000s of rems of deadly radiation into
the environment.
Thus, if the vessel can explode, then
the probability of containment breech
is high. And that means radiation into
the atmosphere. Or worse, meltdqwn of
the core itself.
For a new reactor, the metal hasn't
had a chance to embrittle and therefore
it will withstand the first few pressur
ized thermal shocks as it was designed!
to do throughout its 30-40year lifetime..
However, with increasing age the safety
margin for thermal/tensile stress be-*
comes less and less, and overcooling

becomes an increasing problem for the
reactor's operators.
Overcooling is most apt to occur
when a nuclear plant's control room is
already in an emergency situation.
Imagine. Confronted with an over
heated or malfunctioning reactor, the
operator activates the ECCS (emer
gency core cooling system) to rapidly
lower the core's temperature inside the
PWR vessel. Yet if the reactor has been
operating for several years-or has ex
perienced several rapid scrams-then

Are You
Willing
To Take The
Chance????
the reactor walls can become danger■>
ously brittle at 200°F (rather than at
0-40°F as when new). In other words,
the margin of safety-or window-has
decreased markedly. A too-rapid injec
tion of vital cooling water (about 40°F)
could then be disastrous-literally a
shattering experience!
On March 20, 1978- almost exactly
one year before the TMI-2 calamity-the Rancho Seco PWR reactor in Cali
fornia underwent an emergency
cooling of 300°F per hour. An Oak
Ridge National Laboratory fracture
mechanics study recently concluded
that had Rancho Seco been operating
for ten years rather than its four fullpower years, the probability of pres
sure vessel rupturing “would have
been very high.” And we could kiss
west-central California goodbye.
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The NRC now realizes Rancho Seco
was lucky, as were Californians.
They've said the same thing about
TMI-2, and Pennsylvanians.
Remember?
Rancho Seco's steam-supply system
was designed by Babcock & Wilcox, the
same company that built TMI Units 1
and 2. Since May 1973, 15 overcooling
“transients” have occured in B&W
reactors, which, as noted, are consi
dered prone to events that lead to
overcooling-hence rupture of em
brittled reactor vessels.
Nevertheless, Met-Ed appears un
concerned. Utility spokesman Doug
Bedell, pointing out that Met-Ed and
all other reactor operators had to sub
mit information on embrittlement to
the NRC in mid-May, commented that
“the calculations from our reactor are
that under the most vicious sorts of
transients (that we on a conservative
basis don't have a concern for) embrit
tlement in the Unit 1 reactor down the
road in years it becomes more of a con
cern, but...it's just not anything that
we feel-and I expect the NRC would
feel-would interfere with the operation
of the reactor at this point.”
Yet the NRC has just listed, appar
ently based on the utilities' own data,
the names of 14 nuclear power stations
most apt to experience rupture embrit
tlement. Five are B&W systems. And
TMI-1 is ranked 1 lth-rlght behind In
dian Point Unit 2 In New York, a plant an
NRC Inspector called “an accident wait
ing to happen."

This places TMI-1 in the top onesixth of the nation's nuclear plants
rated most susceptible to overcooling
ruptures of reactors, a fact that we
pointed out seemed to contradict the
Met-Ed position.
We've Got A Year Before...

“Well,” replied Bedell, “all I can say
is we've submitted a report on it to the
NRC.” He added that “all reactors
have a potential problem as they age.
However, our reactor-the Unit 1
reactor-is not considered to have any
particular problem now or any time
soon.”
Again, an NRC safety official sug
gests otherwise. “I think we've got a
year, most of the staff would probably
say five,” he confided to Science News
(6/20/1981), before any of the most
vulnerable reactors would crack-up in
a Rancho Seco type transient. He
added, “We know (these plants) are not
going to last their full design lifetimes.”

Meanwhile, Met-Ed wants to restart

Embrittlement. . .
An Accident
Waiting to Happen!!!
TMI-1...even though It is among the 16
percent of America's commercial nu
clear plants identified by the NRC as
most vulnerable to rupture of the pres
sure vessel due to embrittlement-a rup

ture that would easily threaten the
structural integrity of the containment
wall and cause a Class 9accident...FAR
WORSE than its sister reactor un
leashed 27 months ago. Are you willi ng

to risk your life?
Mr Bedell is quite right that TMI-1
has “no particular problems now”-but
only because it is shutdown!
But what happens in the future If Unit
1 is restarted, as Met-Ed obviously wants
to do?
Unit 1 has already lost more than 25
percent of its “overcooling window” due
to embrittlement, according to calcula
tions from NRC data.
Based on Met-Ed’s previous track re
cord at Unit 2, are you prepared to live
with (or die from) that reduced margin of
safety hanging over your head should
TMI-1 start pouring Its plumes of fissionheated steam into the air over Pennsyl
vania again?
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Nuke University
No One Wants to Pay Tuition
GIVE Governor Thorn
burgh credit for fighting the
good fight to win approval
for his plan to raise money
for the cleanup of the dam
aged Unit 2 reactor at Three
Mile Island. But the reception
the governor’s proposal
received this week from the
federal House Energy Con
servation and Power Sub
committee indicates that if he
intends to continue seeking
support for his plan outside
the borders of Pennsylvania,
as apparently he does, he will
soon earn a reputation as
America’s Don Quixote -- an
admirable and worthy fel
low, but tilting at windmills.
The governor’s tongue-incheek offering of TMI as “our
national college of nuclear
crisis” is rapidly turning into
the Thornburgh college of
hard knocks.
The governor’s two-hour
appearance before the House
subcommittee made it pretty
plain that congressional en
thusiasm for even limited
federal funding for the $1 bil
lion cleanup effort is close to
non-existent. And if you lis
ten to some of the arguments
made by the dozen congress
men present, there should be
no doubt in anyone’s mind
that the $192 million pledged
by the Edison Electric Insti
tute as industry’s share
toward the cleanup was writ
ten in the sky and left to the
winds.
What the congressmen
object to is what the mem
bers of the public utility com
missions in other states will
object to if the proposal ever
reaches them, which is that,
as much as they’d like to help
us out they can’t be expected
to give aid or raise rates for
the benefit of customers of
Metropolitan Edison and
Pennsylvania Electric, TMI
owners, when utility custom
ers in their own states have
to pay higher rates for elec
tricity than they do. That
may be a parochial and even
selfish attitude on their part,
but that is what almost any
plan to salvage Unit 2 is up
against.
To make matters worse,
the Reagan administration
has offered no visible assist
ance or support to the Thorn
burgh proposal and any hope

that they will go beyond
what little financial help they
have provided is just that, a
hope. There was no mention
of aiding the Three Mile Is
land cleanup in an adminis
tration policy paper pushing
nuclear power development
which reached print last
week.
THE GOVERNOR may
not have had much success
selling his cleanup proposal,
but there is a valid point in
his message which those who
oppose federal assistance
ought to be made to eat for
breakfast, lunch and dinner.
It is a point we have stressed
over and over again, but let
the governor state it in his
own words: “A (cleanup fi
nancing) plan should have
been incumbent on the utility
industry and the federal gov
ernment and other interested
parties who encouraged- the
(nuclear) phenomenon that
went on the blink.”
Yet, the fact is, the
Reagan administration, with
considerable congressional
support and the whole-heart
ed endorsement of the nucle
ar industry, and contrary to
the cuts being made in almost
every other department of
government, is preparing to
increase funding for nuclear
research and speed-up the li
censing of nuclear plants.
And they’re doing it while we
in Central Pennsylvania are
pulling our hair trying to fig
ure out how we are going to
cope with the horrendous
cost of decontaminating a nu
clear plant after the crash.
The governor has tried to
find a middle way through all
of this and we commend him
for it. But its time to take off
the gloves. He should be the
most visible man in America
against this mad rush to build
more radioactive disasters.
An appearance at Diablo Can
yon might help get across the
message in Washington and
elsewhere that before this na
tion builds another nuclear
plant it better, it must, it can
not avoid, addressing the
problems this semi-marvel
ous technology has laid upon
the people of Pennsylvania.
Tell them governor, what it’s
like to have to put the petals
back together once they have
fallen from the rose.
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vote
can ease
TMI block
By SCOTT MACLEOD
United Press International
The seating of a new state utili
ty regulator may break the impasse
over financing the $1 billion
cleanup of the Three Mile Island
nuclear plant accident.
The state Public Utility Com
mission, in a landmark 1980 deci
sion, refused to allow ratepayers’
funds to be used in the cleanup, but
the expected seating of Clifford
Jones on the five-member panel
could provide the necessary vote.
Federal government and indus
try officials have repeatedly cited
the PUC’s 1980 ruling as a major
reason for their refusal to ask the
nation's taxpayers and ratepayers
to help pay for the accident.
The Three Mile Island nuclear
plant, where a radiation accident
occurred March 28, 1979, is owned
by General Public Utilities Corp., of
Parsippany, N.J.
“I would guess there would be
three votes there to put some of the
costs of the cleanup on the (local)
ratepayer,” said PUC Chairman Su
san Shanaman.
“Let’s be honest. It becomes
more and more difficult, obviously,
if Robody’s coming in and nobody’s
showing any kind of help, to just
keep sitting here and saying, ‘I’m
going to be obstinate or stubborn,”’
she said.
Ms. Shanaman is one , of two
commissioners who oppose using
local ratepayers’ funds for the
cleanup.
Two others, James Cawley and
Linda Taliaferro, have indicated
they support it, and Jones’ vote
would be the deciding one.
“It’s plain to me we’ve played
this game of ‘chicken’ long enough.
We (PUC commissioners) have got
to bend a little bit," said Cawley.
On Sept. 10, the industry organ
ization Edison Electric Institute
voted unanimously to support Gov.
Dick Thornburgh’s proposal that
the remaining $760 million cost of
the accident be shared.
Under the plan, GPU would pay
$245 million, and national ra
tepayers and the federal govern
ment taxpayers would pay $190
million each. State aid and insur
ance would cover the rest.
Loriijg Mills, director of nuclear
activities for EEI, said the industry
would consider it a breakthrough if
the PUC reversed its 1980 order
that blocks GPU ratepayer funds.
Otherwise, Mills said, “It blows
us out of the water.”
Jones, current Environmental
Resources director who was ap
pointed to the PUC by Thornburgh,
told his confirmation hearing this
week he supported Thornburgh's
cost-sharing plan, which indicates
GPU ratepayers would pay $245
million.
Jones, whose confirmation is
expected Oct. 5, said he helped de
velop Thornburgh’s cost-sharing
plan as a member of the governor’s
cabinet prior to his appointment to
the PUC.

She Oenttig &cu>B, .Harrisburg, Pa„ Wednesday. September 9,1981

Earlier test cheating

at TMI said possible
By MARY O. BRADLEY
Staff Writer
GPU Nuclear Group today ad
mitted that its monitoring proce
dures of examinations taken by
control room operators has been
deficient, and said it cannot rule out
the possibility that cheating oc
curred on tests other than the April
examination in which two shift su
pervisors confessed to sharing an
swers.
GPU said that a tompany re
view of its testing procedures “dis
closed sufficient looseness in the
administration of the examinations
that the possibility of cheating
could not be ruled out .”
The company told the federal
law panel which conducted the
Unit 1 restart hearings that it may
“wish to reopen the record on man
agement issues for receipt of fur
ther evidence” on the testing proce
dures.
Although the company inquiry
focused on Unit 1, the same exami
nation procedures have been in ef
fect for several years and the com

pany said it could not rule out the
possibility of improprieties on ex
ams taken by other TMI personnel.
- GPU Nuclear operates both the
undamaged Unit I reactor and the
sister Unit 2, crippled in the worst
civilian nuclear accident in U.S.
history. Unit 1 was shut down for
refueling at the time of the Unit 2
accident.
GPU said it is implementing
changes in its testing procedures
and plans to retest employees who
took examinations required by the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
After the disclosure of cheating
on the Unit 1 tests, GPU hired
members of the faculty of Penn
State-Capitol Campus for an inde
pendent review of test papers from
the accelerated retraining program
for licensed operators at Unit I and
a special category “T” test on lessons-learned from the 1979 acci
dent at Unit 2.

The company said the review of
the examinations found no evi
dence of cheating. But, study of an

swers on re-examinations taken by
operators who failed the initial cat
egory “T” tests disclosed, in one
case, indications of possible cheat
ing, the company said. One of the
individuals involved in this incident
was also the one who admitted to
copying answers from a colleague
in the April NRC tests.
GPU told the NRC Atomic Safe
ty and Licensing Board the possibil
ity of cheating could not be ruled
out “on the basis of (the company’s)
supervision or proctoring” of ex
aminations it had conducted.

GPU said it requiring all opera
tors who took the category “T" re
examination to take a new test.
The company said its investiga
tions thus far do not “provide a ba
sis for taking additional individual
disciplinary action, but clearly ac
tion to correct programmatic defi
ciencies is necessary.” It said modificiation of procedures for the
administration of exams, quizzes
and exercises “is called for."

v bc tEutning News, Harrisburg, Pa., Friday, September 25,1981

TMI 'scrub down7
mapped by GPU
By MARY O. BRADLEY
Staff Writer
GPU Nuclear Group hopes to
begin a large-scale “scrub down”
operation of walls and floors in the
Three Mile Island Unit 2 contain
ment building later this year —
possibly as early as November.
Robert C. Arnold, chief opera
ting officer, said today the wash
downs would be an extension of a
series of experiments conducted
earlier this year using high- and
low-pressure water sprays to
determine the best method to clean
contamination left from the March
1979 accident.
But an intensive “hands-on” de
contamination of the containment
building’s interior surfaces proba
bly won’t be started until the high
ly radioactive water in the base
ment is removed, and the threat to
health and safety of cleanup work
ers is significantly reduced, Arnold

tpld The Evening News after ad
dressing a meeting of the Chamber
of Commerce of the Greater Harris
burg Area at the Penn-Harris Mo
tor Inn.
Arnold later told a press brief
ing in Middletown that the ion ex
change «ystem being used to clean
the reactor building water is
“working excellently and working
as anticipated and its operation will
not pose any hazards to workers
and certainly not to any people out-’
side.”
The scrub down would be fund
ed with U.S. Department of Energy
research and development monies,
Arnold said.
Because of the water in the
basement, the wash-down opera
tion would be conducted on surfac
es from the operating deck — the
so-called 347-level — and above,
Arnold said. He said technicians are
still analyzing what would the best

5

sequence for the operation, i.e., in
what order the floors, walls and
ceilings will be cleansed.
The 347-ievel is about 55 feet
above the radioactive water and
workers would be separated from
the water by two concrete floors.
Gale Hovey, Unit 2 director,
said technicians expected to finish
processing the first batch of con
tainment building water this eve
ning. He said the system was ac
tivated Wednesday at 5:48 p.m. and
as of 10:30 a.m. today 12,000 gal
lons of the 15,000-gallon batch had
been treated.
The water is being flushed
through the SDS at five gallons a
minute and is achieving its per
formance objective of 99 percent
removal of the radioactive isotopes,
primarily cesium and strontium.

HEARINGS from 1
John Fidler, a spokesman for'
GPU Nuclear, operator of TMI,
said the company was aware the
hearings might be reopened when it
informed the NRC of past cheating
on operator qualification tests it
gave. He said the company is pre
pared to cooperate with the licens
ing board.
Cheating on an NRC operator
qualification exam given in April
call for a reopening of the restart
hearing. Two operators resigned in
September after admitting to cheat
ing on the exams.
Regarding the leak at unit 2,
Fidler said: “TMI officials believe
the leak is internal to the plant,
either into the containmept building
or into the auxiliary building.,”
The leak rate that has been about
one-tenth of a gallon, less than a
pint, of water per minute for the
past two years increased to about
six-tenths of a gallon, or a little
more than a quart, per minute
around 5 p.m. Friday.
;
Technicians at the Unit 2 reactor
were working to find the source of

the leak, said Fidler. He said an
“unusual, event” — the lowest of
four preparedness categories — was
declared at the plant at 6:43 p.m.
Fidler said plant technicians could
inject sufficient water to make up
for the leak. “We will have no
problem keeping the reactor coolant
system full,” he said.
The plant was damaged in March
1979 in the nation’s worst commer
cial nuclear accident.
Under plant specifications, opera
tors must delcare an unusual event
when they find a leak rate of one
gallon per minute or more. A notice
was sent to the NRC, the state and
local offices of Emergency
Management.
John Comey, spokesman for the
state emergency management office,
said “unusual event” declarations
at nuclear plants “are not common,
but they do occur....” He could not
say definitely whether this was the
first at TMI since the accident, but
said he thought there had been
others.

THREE MILE ISLAND ALERT
315 Peffer Street
Harrisburg, PA 17102

After taking the call from TM1 at
6:54 p.m., Comey notified Thomas
Gerusky, director of the state’s Bu
reau of Radiation Protection, who
in turn called the TMI control
room. Comey said Gerusky later
called and said, “it was not a serious
problem and there was no need for
further action at the state or county
levels at this time.’’

STUDY from 2
respect to show people we realize their
time is valuable, too.” She said the inter
views usually last 1 Vi hours.
Bromet said she wants the interviews
completed by early November after which
the correlation of the data will begin. The
long-range study, which calls for a fourth
set of interviews in the fall of 1982, is
being funded by the National Institute of
Mental Health.
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TMI-2 leak totaled 500 gallons
About 500 gallons of water leaked into the basement
of Three Mile Island Unit 2 as a result of a valve leak in
the reactor coolant system.
The valve leak was identified and stopped Saturday,
but officials at the plant have still not decided “if and
when the valve is going to be repaired,” said John
Fidler, a spokesman for GPU Nuclear, operators of the
plant.
“Fixing the valve is not high on our priority list,”
Fidler said. The valve is now closed, and can be
operated remotely if samples from it are required, he
said.
The leak rate of the reactor coolant system is again
one-tenth of a gallon, Fidler s<^id. When the leak
occurred, the leak rate went to six-tenths of a gallon.
There are 600,000 gallons of water in the basement of
unit 2, he said. “Sometime nexk week the water will be
be processed by the Submerged Demineralizer System,”
Fidler said. The water is highly radioactive, he added.

He said the SDS would remove 99.9 percent of the
radioactive material in the water. The water would then
be processed by an EPICOR-2 system, which would
remove all of the remaining radioactive material except
tritium, he said.
The water would be stored at TMI, he said. The filters
of the SDS would be taken by the Nuclear Regulatory
Agency, which will conduct tests on them, he said.
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Media blitz hits airways
on TMI-1 restart prospects
A war of words, images under way
By JOHN DANISZEWSKI
Of the Associated Press

HARRISBURG — Pro- and anti-nukes are waging a
war of words and images on York and regional televi
sion and radio, as the restart of the undamaged Three
Mile Island reactor looms closer.
“A status report on Three Mile Island ...,” begins the
professionally made ads by GPU Nuclear Group, the
plant operator, as heroic music plays in the background.
“For the past two years, over 1,400 people have been
working on the cleanup of the undamaged plant, solving
ppoblems and assuring safety,” the ads say.
“... When the government approves restart, we’ll be
ready to provide electricity dependably and reliably.”
The question of when and if the plant may restart lies
with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
The NRC assigned a hearing board to look into the
matter and it has released a partial report approving the
plant management. Reports on plant design and emer
gency procedures are due next month.
Unit 1 has been kept idle since the accident at the
damaged TMI Unit 2 reactor in March 1979.
The company fired the first volley in the battle of the
airwaaes Labor Day weekend when it kicked off its
S55,OOO advertising push. The ads, showing scenes from
meeting rooms and laboratories, were aimed at lessen
ing public concern about the restart, the company said.
“We wanted to try to get the message across that our
attention is on safety,” said John Fidler, a GPU
Nuclear spokesman.
“More than one says Unit 1 is the most closely
scrutinized nuclear plant in the country, and, as a result
will be safe to operate,” he said.
Anti-nuclear activists answered the company’s ads
Sept. 21 by mounting a more modest radio and televi

sion push, portraying a completely different point of
view.
Linda Lotz, a spokeswoman for the Campaign to
Stop the Restart, said the $9,000 ati-nuclear media
effort is aimed at getting local residents to contact the
governor and urge him to stall the restart.
“Alleady we’re getting calls from people who ace
delighted to see something counter to the (company) ads
— something that doesn’t insult their intelligence,” said
Ms. Lotz.
Fidler said he wasn’t a ware of any public response to
GPU Nuclear’s ads. He denied they were designed to
create public support for the restart. Their purpose is to
reassure those people who have unfounded fears, he
said.
“Because we have found that safety is a concern,
that’s the message that we’re trying to get across,”
Fidler said. “When someone says, ‘We’re concerned.
Can you operate safely?’ This is one way we can tell
them,‘Yes, we can.’”
Both sides claim they already have the hearts and
minds of the majority of local residents.

“We don’t need to change people’s minds,” said Ms.
Lotz. She estimated 60-70 percent of the people livipg
near Three Mile Island oppose restarting Unit 1.
Fidler cited a 1980 Field Research poll, paid for by the
company, saying restart was approved by 51 percent of
people living within five miles of the plant, and by 55
percent of those within 25 miles.
Local surveys, however, have come up with conflict
ing results.
The ads are targeted to the central Pennsylvania cities
near the plant: York, Harrisburg, Lancaster, Reading
and Lebanon.

Suening Nrtus, Harrisburg. Pa„ Wednesday. October 7,1981

GPU would drop reactor
rather than shift to coal
United Press International

General Public Utilities Corp, would
probably abandon its crippled Three Mile
Island nuclear power reactor rather than
convert it to a coal-fired generator, says a
senior company official.
Robert Arnold, testifying at a Public
Utility Commission hearing, said Tues
day an independent engineering study
showed converting the Unit No. 2 reactor
to a coal-fired plant would be far more
costly than restoring the reactor to pro
duce nuclear power.
‘‘If TMI-2 could not be returned as a
nuclear unit, GPU would probably aban
don the unit and construct coal units of a
standard design at other sites rather than
attempt backfitting fossil-fired genera
tion at the unit,” he said.

Arnold said Unit No. 2 would be 40
percent less costly to operate than coal
alternatives over the lifetime of the reac
tor.
He said the reactor, damaged in
March 1979 in the nation's worst com
mercial nuclear accident, is slated to be
decontaminated of most of its radiation
by the end of 1986 at a project cost of
more than $1 billion.
Arnold said GPU believed the dam
aged reactor could be restored and placed
back into commercial operation by 1988
or 1989.
Arnold testified before a PUG admin
istrative law judge that Metropolitan Edi
son Co., operators and half-owner of
Three Mile Island, needs PUC approval of
a $205.5 million rate boost to meet in
creased operating costs.

The company also has asked the Fed
eral Energy Regulatory Commission for
approval of a $6.5 million rate boost for
power its sells to municipalities for
resale.
Arnold said the higher costs would be
incurred because the plant and its opera
tors “will meet higher standards for all
critical functions than previously im
posed on the industry due to the lessons
learned after the TMI-2 accident."
Met-Ed is seeking $52.7 million of the
rate increase to coincide with the return
to operation of the undamaged Unit No. 1
reactor, which it hopes to restart in De
cember.
i he redt would include customers’
share of the cost to clean Unit No. ?.
which has been contested by consumer
and environmental groups, and other in
creased costs.

Sucning Ncuis, Harrisburg, Pa., Thursday, Peletier 22,1581

Preliminary test
of 'scrub-down' at TMI
By MARY O. BRADLEY
Staff Writer
GPU Nuclear Group sard today
it plans to launch a $1 million fed
erally funded program next week
to test “scrub-down” techniques
inside the Three Mile Island Unit 2
containment building.
Groundwork for the undertak
ing will begin during a manned en
try Tuesday, the first of 17 to be
held by GPU through the remainder
of the year.
The accelerated entry program
will provide the opportunities for
“the government, GPU Nuclear and
other nuclear utilities to monitor
and assess the effectiveness of
cleanup technology being tested by
TMI personnel,” David G. Osterhoqt, GPU Nuclear spokesman,
said.
During the early entries in the
stepped-up program, technicians
will prepare for the washdown by
bagging electrical equipment,
doing radiation mapping, taking
photographs and laying water sup
ply lines and setting up equipment,
Osterhout said.
The actual washdown, tenta
tively scheduled to begin in -early
December, will use water pro
cessed through the Epicor If system
and the submerged demineralizer
system, Osterhout said. Floors and
sections of the walls on the entry
level (305 level) and the operating
deck (347 level) and portions of the
polar crane will be cleansed using
low-pressure hot water and highpressure water.

The "dirty” water will be
swept into the containment build
ing sump where ultimately it will
be processed through the SDS, Os
terhout said.
Osterhout said GPU expects
DOE to announce a funding com
mitment for the project in Novem
ber. He said DOE already has set
aside $100,000 for planning pur
poses.
Meanwhile, temperatures in
side the mangled nuclear core of
the Unit 2 reactor jumped 12 de
grees when water was drawn from
the containment building for pro
cessing by the SDS, the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission reported.
Lake H. Barrett, the NRC’s
chief official at TMI', said the NRC
staff, which has been monitoring
the core temperatures “very care
fully,” does not considered the in
crease a threat to the core’s stabili
ty
The higher temperatures were
noted after the first 65,000 gallons
of water was removed from the
containment building basement in
September. The hottest thermocou
ple in the center of the core mea
sured 147 degrees, 12 degrees high
er than the previous week’s
reading, Barrett said. The average
reading among the 44 thermocou
ples was 116 degrees, up from 114
degrees recorded the week before,
he added. A thermocouple is a de
vice for measuring temperatures.
The latest reading — taken Fri
day — placed the maximum tem

perature at 144 degrees and the average at 114
degrees. “We expected it (the temperature) to
flatten out and it did,” Barrett said.
John T. Fidler, another GPU Nuclear spokes
man, said TMI recovery engineers believe
“we’ve seen all the changes we’re going to see
(in the temperatures).” He said the initial in
crease was due to the drop in the water level and
now that it’s dropped, “we’re not likely to see
any additional change.”
Fidler said GPU engineers are “continuing to
monitor” the core temperatures, “but we see no
reason for concern.”
Since January the reactor has been cooling
itself through a process called “loss-to-ambient,” which means the containment building’s
environment acts as a heat absorber to remove
decay heat from the reactor.
Prior to the startup of the SDS in September,
the water in the containment building basement
measured 8*/2 feet and came in contact with the
lower dome of the reactor, thus acting as a cool
ing mechanism. When the watfer level was low
ered below the reactor vessel, the cooling factor
was lost and the temperatures increased, the
NRC said.
GPU Nuclear said Wednesday 100,000 gal
lons of water have been processed through the
SDS, and the water level in the basement low
ered to approximately 6*4 feet. Here are the
weekly incore thermocouple readings beginning
with Sept. 11: Maximum, 137 degrees, average,
116; Sept. 18, 136 maximum, 115 average; Sept.
25, 135 maximum, 114 average; Oct. 2, 147 max
imum, 116 average; Oct. 9, 145 maximum, 114
average; Oct. 16, 144 maximum, 114 average.
Engineers began moving water out of the reac
tor building Sept. 22 and the SDS was activated
Sept. 23. The temperatures are subcritical and
well below those the reactor reached when it
overheated during the 1979 accident.
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New TMI operator tests start
By MARY O. BRADLEY
Staff Writer
Retesting of control room operators at Three Mile
Island Unit 1 was scheduled to begin today under beefedup monitoring procedures imposed by the Nuclear Regu
latory Commission in the wake of a cheating incident
involving two former TMI shift supervisors during the
initial tests in April.
“There has been quite a bit of change” in the NRC’s
testing procedures, said Lake H. Barrett, the top NRC
official at TMI. The exams will be “much more regi
mented than in the past,” he added.
The reactor operator tests were to be held today
and Thursday, while the senior reactor operator exams
are scheduled for next Wednesday and Thursday, ac
cording to John T. Fidler, a GPU Nuclear spokesman.
Fidler said 30 Unit 1 operators would take the tests
which are being given at GPU’s new training center on
Route 441
Barrett said the NRC staff sent a letter to GPU
Nuclear advising the company of “special precautions”
it would have to take to prevent cheating. He said opera
tors must be seated six feet apart, “one guy per table.”
During the April tests, the two shift supervisors who
admitted cheating were sitting at the same eight-footlong table and were able to slide their answer sheets
back and forth between them.
Barrett said the examinees also will be required to
turn their answer sheets face down. He said the NRC is
supplying the paper for the answer sheets.
NRC staffers from Washington will monitor the
tests, Barrett said. In addition, consultants from the
Pennsylvania State University have been hired to serve

as “special proctors.” Although Barrett did not know
specifically how many proctors will supervise these
tests, he said it was at least double the number of moni
tors who were on hand in April.
After the cheating incident was disclosed in July,
the NRC conducted an in-depth review of its testing
procedures. Barrett said the changes imposed on GPU
Nuclear are “generic” and will be used at all nuclear
plants. For many years, Barrett said, the NRC exams
were administered with the examinees being “very
much on your honor.” Now, “we are going back to more
basics.”
Although the NRC probe of the cheating incident
did not uncover any improprieties other than that in
volving the two operators, the NRC ordered all Unit 1
operators to retake the licensing exams. The tests are
aimed at determining whether the operators are quali
fied to run the Unit I reactor, which is shut.

Federal restart hearings on Unit I were reopened
earlier this month to take testimony concerning the
cheating incident and GPU’s testing procedures. But, the
panel said the reopened probe would not delay its initial
decision on the restart which is expected in November.
Barrett said the oral portion of the operator exams
began last week and will continue for two weeks. This is
a “one-on-one” test during which an NRC examiner
takes an operator through the nuclear plant and evalu
ates his reaction to specific problems and irregularities
that might occur when the plant is generating electrici
ty.
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Rate saving for TMI restart
of Unit 1 reactor disputed
By DON SARVEY
Staff Writer
A group opposed to the restart
of Three Mile Island Unit 1 today
claimed that even if Metropolitan
Edison Co. operates the nuclear
reactor as efficiently as it says it
will, utility ratepayers will save
less than four cents on every dollar
now charged.
The claim was contained in a
study released at a noon press con
ference in the Capitol Annex by the
Three Mile Island Public Interest
Resource Center.
“Historically, TMI I has been
an exceptionally efficient nuclear
plant. But there is no guarantee
that the plant would operate as
well as it has in the past,” the study
says.
“Met-Ed claims that TMI 1
would operate at a capacity of 71
percent. If TMI I operated this
well, the average homeowner
would save less than four cents on
every dollar of his or her electric
bill.
“If TMI I operated at 55 per
cent, which is close to the national
£iic burning

average for nuclear plants, the
homeowner would save nothing.
And at less than 55 percent, restart
would actually cost the average
homeowner more money than
keeping the plant closed.”
The author of the study is Ste
phen Brooks, asssistant director of
the resource center and a former
Harrisburg Magazine journalist.
Brooks said he relied on public doc
uments to prepare the study, which
took seven months. He said he
jidn’t have any previous training in
utility economics.
Brooks said economics is only
one reason that the resource center
opposes restart. He said it questions
Met-Ed’s competence to operate
the plant and believes it would be
dangerous to have Unit I in opera
tion while the cleanup of Unit 2 is
still going on.
“An accident at TMI 1 could
jeopardize the cleanup and an acci
dent at TMI 2 vice-versa,” he said.
Met-Ed is buying electricity
from other utilities to replace'the
generating capacity of Units 1 and
2. At the time of the March 1979
accident in Unit 2, Unit I was shut

down for refueling and has been
officially forbidden to reopen since
then.
A panel of the Nuclear Regula
tory Commission earlier this year
took seven months of testimony to
consider the possible Unit I restart,
but the proceedings are due to be
reopened Friday in the wake of
allegations of cheating by TMI em
ployees on operator-license exami
nations.
Meanwhile, treatment of highly
radioactive water from the Unit 2
containment building has resumed,
according to GPU Nuclear Group,
owners of the plant.
The first batch of 15,000 gal
lons was treated last week in a
“submerged demineralizer system”
and GPU said 99 percent of the ra
dioactive isotopes had been re
moved. Another 50,000 gallons
were pumped out over the week
end.
The 8l/2 feet of contaminated
waler standing in the building’s
basement has been drawn down by
eight inches, according to GPU.

Ha;;isburg. Pa„ Thursday, October 22,1981

Congress expects users
to share TMI cleanup cost
YORK (AP) — Congress will refuse to ap
prove federal funds for the Three Mile Island
cleanup, unless Pennsylvania utility customers
chip in, the chairman of a citizens group says.
“If we expect any federal help for decontam
ination, then the ratepayers are going to have to
pay some of the cost of the cleanup,” said Dau
phin County Commissioner John Minnich, who
said he got the message at Congressional hear
ings Tuesday on financing the cleanup.
“We were told that unless there was a local
commitment from the Public Utility Commission
there will be no commitment from Washing
ton,” he said.
Minnich, chairman of the Nuclear Regulato
ry Commission’s Advisory Panel for the Decon
tamination of Three Mile Island Unit 2, made the
remarks at a panel meeting here Wednesday
night.
__
.
____
The PUC steadfastly has refused to allow the ‘
utilities owning TMI to charge their customers
for any portion of the cleanup of the plant dam
aged in March 1979 in the nation’s worst com
mercial nuclear mishap.
Minnich said he was “lectured” by Sen.
James McClure, R-Idaho, chairman of the Senate
Energy and Natural Resources Committee, that
Congress would be watching the PUC “very
closely.”
The commissioner said lawmakers do not re
alize what risk delaying the Cleanup poses.
“Somehow or other no one has been able to
articulate very clearly to the Congress that we
soon will be having problems here,” he said.
The panel at its next meeting will discuss
whether to endorse “in principle” Thornburgh’s
cost-sharing plan to finance the cleanup, Min
nich said.
The plan would require the federal and state
governments, insurers, the utility industry, the
company and the ratepayers to contribute $760
million to the cleanup.
Sen. Michael O’Pake. D-Berks, attacked the
plan as “a smoke and mirror game” by the Re
publican governor.
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Radiation
detectors
now in place
New radiation monitoring equip
ment installed by the operator of
Three Mile Island will provide “in
stant information of radiation levels
in communities” around the island,
according to the utility.
TMI is still in the process of
hooking up lines for the system’s
computer printout. Other than that,
the system is in place and operating,
according to Philip Fine, a spokes
man for the utility.
TMI is one of the first nuclear
utilities in the nation to install a
Reuter-Stokes Sentri System, which
can detect “extremely low levels of
radiation — down to one-millionth
of a rem per hour — in the unlikely
event of a release,” according to a
company statement.
To date, 11 monitoring stations
have been set up within four miles
of TMI, the company said. By the
end of October it expects to have 16
stations in place.
Local governments can contract
with GPU Nuclear and receive
printouts of the radiation monitor
ing being performed by the system,
the company said.
However, York County’s director
of emergency management, Randy
L. Curry, said he hasn’t been in
formed by TMI of the sytstem’s
installation nor of the county’s op
tion to receive information from the
system, which would be purchased
from the utility.
“It’s obviously something I’d like
to find out more about,” Curry
said.
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'Actual' U.S. TMI aid:
$23 million
By MICK ROOD
Washington Bureau
WASHINGTON — Although the Reagan adminis
tration has made a $123 million commitment to the
Three Mile Island cleanup, only $25 million may be
available to offset the cost of the actual “hands-on”
decontamination work, federal officials say.
Energy Secretary James B. Edwards told two Sen
ate energy and environment committees Tuesday that
the administration would urge that $123 million be spent
on TMI-related activities.
Edwards’ explanation of the federal role came after
Budget Director David Stockman, presidential counselor
Edwin Meese III and President Reagan had assured
Pennsylvania Gov. Dick Thornburgh during the last
three weeks that significant federal aid to TMI would be
supported.
Nevertheless, long before television lights had
dimmed, the crowded Senate hearing room had emptied
and the long string of witnesses had been questioned,administration policy emerged as long on sympathy for
cost-sharing and short on hard numbers.
E. Dexter Peach of the General Accounting Office
testified Tuesday that of the $123 million outlined by
Edwards, it appeared $25 million would actually offset
cleanup costs TMI-owner General Public Utilities would
otherwise have to bear.
The administration proposal came in two parts: $75
million in Energy Department research and development
funds to be spent over the next three years and $48
million on a DOE data dissemination program (to other
YORK DAILY RECORD
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utilities) started under the Carter administration. Peach
said that, from “figures I’ve seen,” only about one-third
of the research funds — about $25 million — would go
toward cleanup spending. The data dissemination funds
“bear no (direct) relation to the cleanup," Peach said,
adding that $12 million of the $48 million has already
been spent.

(Thus far. Congress has reserved up to $37 million
in the fiscal 1982 budget for TMI research and develop
ment. However, appropriating committees have yet to
approve the spending.)
Edwards had left by the time Peach testified, but
Shelby T. Brewer, assistant secretary for nuclear ener
gy, later sought to “clarify” the administration position.
Asked what fraction of the $123 million would go to
displace costs to be borne by GPU or others, Brewer said:
“I cannot answer that, senator. My pencil is not
sharp enough to answer whether it’s $25 million, or $50
million, or the full $ 123 million.”
U.S. Rep. Allen E. Ertel, D-Montoursville, who had
previously backed an alternative proposal under which a
national insurance fund of utilities would help finance
the cleanup, claimed administration officials had “reject
ed the Thornburgh plan.” The government had agreed to
cost-sharing in principle, “but not to their part of the
principles,” Ertel said.
Tuesday’s joint hearings of the Senate Energy and
Natural Resources and the Environment and Public
Works committees were called to consider the utility
insurance bill, a version of which Sen. John Heinz. R-Pa..
has introduced.
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Met-Ed request would
hike bills 23 percent
By ROBERT P. RYAN
Of the Daily Record

Should Metropolitan Edison Co. get the $205.5
million rate increase it requested from the Public
Utilities Commission, electric bills would increase an
average 22.7 percent for all of the company’s custom
ers, a Met-Ed official said.
The average residential customer, one that consumes
500 kilowatt hours of electricty a month, would see his
current $36.18 monthly payment jump to $46.64 a
month — an increase close to 23 percent, according to
Herb Duscha, manager of consumer services for MetEd’s York Division.
Commercial customers would see an increase of '
about 21.5 percent in their electric bills, and industrial
users would pay 18.5 percent more for the electricity
they buy from Met-Ed, Duscha said. The new rates
yvould become effective by April 1982, he added.
Met-Ed, the company that owns 50 percent of the
Three Mile Island nuclear plant, filed a “two-stage”
request for rate increases Aug. 29, a PUC spokesman
said.
Hearings on the request were opened Tuesday in
Harrisburg before Administrative Law Judge Joseph
Matuschak. The PUC has seven months to act on the
Met-Ed request.
The utility seeks a $50.5 million rate increase in the
“first stage” of its request. In “stage one,” the
company wants to return TMI-1 to base rates in an
attempt to recover money invested in the idled plant,
Duscha said. Unit 1 was taken off the base rate in June
1979, the PUC’s John Dial said.
The plant was not “used and useful,” a condition it
must meet in order to be included in base rate struc
tures, Dial said. The base-rate structure allows utilities
to charge a fee to consumers that will assure monetary
income enough to cover all operational and capital
costs, plus guarantee a profit of about 12 percent, he
said.
If only “stage one” of the request is phased in, MelEd’s Duscha said, customer bills would drop by an
average 5.5 percent. This is because TMI-1 could
generate enough electricity to substantially reduce the

amount of energy Met-Ed has to purchase from utilities
in western Pennsylvania and the Midwest, thus lowering
costs, he said. At maximum rates, the utility paid $86.4
million in July buying power, he added.
Average residential customers would pay $35.16 a
month; commercial customers would see a 4.5 percent
drop in monthly bills; and industrial consumers would
pay 10 percent less if “stage one” were approved,
Duscha said. Monthly payments of commercial and
industrial customers vary too much for any average data
to be calculated with any meaning, he said.
The state Consumer Advocate Office, however, con
tends the two-stage filing is illegal, and is urging Judge
Matuschak to hear the rate increase case in toto,
. meaning as one filing. This would examine both stages
one and two of Met-Ed’s request together with no
seperation in filings.
Stage two of Met-Ed’s filing amounts to a $155
million rate increase request, Duscha said. This money,
too, is to be collected from rate-payers in the form of
higher utility bills.
About $67 million of this money would be used to
decontaminate TMI-2, Duscha said. It would be placed
in an escrow account, along with any other monies
collected — federal, state or utility industry contribu
tions — for the decontamination of the highly radioac
tive, damaged unit-2 plant, he said.
“It is, in our opinion, essential we have a strong
commitment from our customers to share in the decon
tamination costs,” Duscha said. “This is necessary if we
are to obtain any outside funnding” for the clean-up.
Met-Ed is also trying to get unit 2 back on the base
rate structure, the Consumer Advocate office said, even
though GPU Nuclear President Robert Arnold said
Tuesday the earliest the crippled plant could be on line
would be 1989. GPU Nuclear operates TMI.
Met-Ed, in addition to seeking clean-up money in the
stage two filing, is trying to recover interest and capital
costs on the damaged unit 2 plant and generate a return
on its investment, the'Consumer Advocate office said.
"It is fair to say the Consumer Advocate office won’t
recommend a rate increase equal to the full amount
requested by Met-Ed,” an attorney for the office said.
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TMI water work
done without flaw
By ROBERT P. RYAN
Of the Daily Record

All 15,000 gallons of highly con
taminated radioactive water were
processed at Three Mile Island Unit
2 Friday without any trouble, utility
officials said.
“Our experience to date shows
the system is working excellently,”
said Robert Arnold, chief operating
officer of GPU Nuclear, operator of
TMI. “There hasn’t been any trou
ble with the operation.”
Technicians at unit 2 began pro
cessing a 15,000-gallon “test batch”
of highly radioactive water from the
basement of the containment build
ing using the SDS Wednesday after
noon, said Gale Hovey, director of
TMI-2.
More than 99 percent of the ra
dioactivity in the water was removed
by the SDS, Hovey said. “The re;
moval rate is about what we expect
ed,” he said.
The successful handling of the
highly contaminated water sets the
stage for further processing of the
remainder of the 600,000 gallons
still in the basement. The addition
cost of decontaminating this water
will be between $5 million and $6
million, Arnold said.
Arnold said it will take nine to 12
months to process all of the contam
inated water in the basement of the
building. After that is done, the
utility will have to wait until more
money is secured to decontaminate
the entire containment building.
“We have provided funds in our
1981 budget for the SDS opera
tion,” Arnold said. The processing
is “the highest priority in our ’82
budget. We don’t anticipate funding
difficulties.
“But we won’t take any addition
al decontamination efforts until
funding can be found,” ‘■Arnold
said. “Until funding is identified,
we won’t get to any other major
cleanup, including removal of the
fuel” in the crippled reactor.
Processing the contaminated wa
ter through the SDS removes the
high concentrations of cesium-137,
which accounts for 85 to 90 percent
of the contamination, according to
William Gifford, a spokesman for
the utility.
The SDS also removes strontium90, of great concern because the
radioactive ions of this isotope at
tack bone marrow, causing cancer,
Gifford said.

After the contaminated water is
processed through the SDS it is run
through the EPICOR-2 decontami
nation system to remove remaining
radioactivity.
The water will then be stored in
two 500.000 gallon holding tanks on
the island. It will still be contami
nated with radioactive tritium, or
heavy water, Gifford said.
,A press release issued by the utili
ty said a recommendation on the
disposal of the tritium-contaminat
ed water will not be made before
1983.
For the 600,000 gallons to be
completely neutralized, the water
would have to sit in storage for 40 to
50 years, Hovey said. This is be-

cause tritium has a radioactive half
life of 12'/z years; that is, it takes
12'Z> years for the tritium to lose
half its radioactivity.
“No options for the disposal have
been put forward by GPU,”
Gifford said. “1983 is a target date
to consider what we will do with the
water. If funding and resources are
available, we will study the
options.”
The SDS operates in much the
same way a home water softener
does, according to the utility. It uses
zeolite particles to catch cesium and
strontium.
___
Canisters holding the zeolite fil
ters will have to be changed after
100,000 gallons of water is pro
cessed, Hovey said. The SDS and
the storage canisters are both kept
under water to shield workers form
radioactive contamination.
The Department of Energy has
agreed to take the canisters, but a
site for their storage hasn’t been
established, Hovey said. He expects
the utility will begin shipping the
canisters in January.

Arnold said the radiation intensi
ty in the containment building is
presently 460,000 curies. Most of
the intensity comes from the con
taminated water, he said. Radiation
exposure levels range between 40
and 45 rems near the water’s
surface.
“The radiation exposure does im
ply some degree of risk to workers,”
Arnold said. “It’s accurate to char
acterize SDS operations as typical of
the kinds of activities having high
j-adiation exposures.”
SHje IEliming

NRC split
By MICK ROOD
Washington Bureau
WASHINGTON — Nuclear
Regulatory Commission members
clashed today over how harshly
General Public Utilities officers
should be questioned about their
ability to safely restart Three Mile
Island Unit I.
Commissioner Victor Gilinsky
opened a day-long hearing by chal
lenging whether GPU personnel
had learned anything from the TMI
Unit 2 nuclear accident 2'/2 years
ago. He said GPU officials have yet
to clarify why state and federal of
ficials were not promptly informed
of abnormal Unit 2 conditions prior
to the accident.
“Will they (GPU personnel), in
the event of an accident, follow
their natural instincts to play down
that accident to the public?” Gilin
sky asked.
Commissioner John F. Ahearne
countered that numerous similar
conclusions about GPU’s inadequa
cies had been reached by several
investigations. The; NRC, he said,
would be better off concentrating
on specific, new management prep
arations made by GPU for the res
tart.
Ahearne also differed with Gllinsky’s statement that the Atomic
Safety and Licensing Board had
concluded that GPU officials had
intentionally withheld information
before the accident.
The conflict was evident as the
commission started final considera
tion of .whether to allow restart of
Unit I this year. The Atomic Safety
and Licensing Board has recom
mended that GPU is competent to
operate Unit I.
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Letter to the editor

TMI refugees miss home
Editor:
We’ve all heard the lessons
learned at Three Mile Island. But
there have been many lessons
learned off the island as well. Our
family learned that, despite the as
surances to' the contrary, many
thousands of people have become
victims of the nuclear industry. We
learned that during all those years
that TMI was operating “normal
ly" there were frequent releases of
radiation. And we learned from the
chairman of the Nuclear Regulato
ry Commission that the decontami
nation of Unit 2 is like a “game of
pick-up sticks." One step at a time,
he said, with little if any idea what
happens next. And he smiled at our
young daughter as he said that; our
young daughter whose life means
nothing to this government official
safely distant from TMI.
But bur daughter’s life is far
more important than GPU’s profits.
She was part of the nuclear indus
try’s bizarre experiment much too
long. And so we moved — far from
the gentle land we love. We are not
alone. Say what they will, Met Ed
and the local realtors are wrong.
People have not been reassured and
they are leaving the area. Naturally
they don't advertise their reasons.
Our family had to sell our home at a

5

considerable loss. We weren’t
about to scare off the few potential
buyers by discussing our notorious
neighbor, TMI

Where to go? Our country is
polluted with nuclear power
plants, reprocessing facilities, and
hazardous waste disposal sites. But
Met Ed continues in its role of in
competent and the NRC continues
to cater to the nuclear industry. We
asked ourselves: How long before
Unit I becomes another Unit 2?
How many chances do we give Met
Ed to play Russian roulette with us
as the targets? We had no choice.
We decided we couldn't trust them
— again. We concluded 80 miles
from another nuke was far better
than four miles from TMI.
We miss our friends. We miss
our home. We miss our piece of
Pennsylvania. Met Ed stole all that
.from us. But nothing can replace
the peace of mind we now have.
We've moved; but only physically.
Because the price of nuclear power
in dollars and lives has already
been astronomical, our family is
still deeply committed to the strug
gle to eliminate nuclear power. Our
country simply cannot afford it.
—William and Susan Shetrom,
Orlando, Fla.
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Intervenor Fund Issue Is Back
By MICK ROOD
Washington Bureau
WASHINGTON — When the
NRC held a long hearing last week
to decide whether its licensing
board was right to recommend that
Metropolitan Edison Co. had reor
ganized its management well
enough to run Three Mile Island
Unit 1 again, a testy issue
reappeared.
Should a government agency,
whose rules or companies it li
censes are being challenged by citi
zens, be allowed to fund those citi
zens for legal and technical advice?
“Intervenor funding,” as it is
called, assumes that most citizens
simply don’t have resources of the
companies that seek the weakest
restrictions or of the government
that will eventually rule on those
restrictions.
Commercial use of nuclear en
ergy during the last 25 years has
highlighted the resource gap be
tween citizens and those, who serve
them — the electric utilities and the
NRC.

It turns out some of the citizens’
fears about nuclear power were
justified. Intervenors in NRC li
censing hearings were unusual un
til the last decade. Now they are
common. They remain outgunned.
Federal records of legal fees paid
by utilities in the many TMI pro
ceedings through 1979-80, for ex
ample, indicated citizen inter
venors were being outspent
roughly 15- or 20-to-1.
The TMI Unit 1 restart licens
ing board was extremely critical of
Pennsylvanians who tried to object
to Met-Ed’s competence. Inter
venors were berated in the board’s
Aug. 27 decision, which endorsed
the utility’s management ability.
Intervenors, the board said, made
distorted claims, strayed from is
sues at hand and failed to follow
procedures.
When NRC members reviewed
the record Wednesday, a majority
seemed nearly as skeptical as the
licensing board had been. Respect
ful silence greeted Louise Bradford,
however, when the Three Mile Is

land Alert member described her
plight. TMIA's attorney had to
withdraw in the middle of the li
censing board's restart hearings be
cause the group could no longer
pay.
Bradford was forced to sit in,
equipped only with a few weeks of
reading on a technical subject with
which she was unfamiliar.
“It was an educational experi
ence for me,” Bradford told the
commissioners. “At the end of the
hearing process, I was ready to be
gin.”
A 4-1 majority of NRC mem
bers have publicly endorsed inter
venor funding, although that may
be changing as Reagan administra
tion appointees take over. Con
gress, imbued with anti-regulation
fervor and fears that anti-nuclear
radicals are needlessly stalling le
gitimate utility proposals, has
refused to provide such funding in
NRC cases.
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The utilities want local residents to
bear the costs of nuclear accidents. It s
called the pay-as - you - glow plan "

From 2.
Fidler said the water processing has been
“put on hold” while tests are conducted on the
shipping containers to be used to transfer the
highly radioactive zeolite resins from the TMI
site to a federal research facility. DOE plans to
take responsibility for disposal of the SDS-gen
erated waste.
In addition to the washdown, technicians
plan to install a hoist device on the polar crane
during the upcoming entries, Osterhout said
The device will allow workers to move more
freely between the entry level and operating
deck without using the highly contaminated
stairwell.
Since July 1980 16 manned entries — about
one a month — have been held. GPU hopes to
schedule two a week under the accelerated pro
gram, Osterhout said.
Entry personnel will be using a new piece of
clothing called an “ice vest” which was devel
oped by Pennsylvania State University. The vest
is made of insulating material and can be filled
with ice to keep body temperatures lower. The
vest has been shown to be a “pretty effective
means of combatting the problem of heat
stress,” Osterhout said.
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Cheating Testimony

TMI Operators Called
Frustrated And Angry
By BARBARA FAHEY
Staff Writer
HIGHSPIRE — Three Mile Island
operators were “frustrated and
angry with the need for them to re
peatedly take the NRC exams....”
while others may have felt “driven”
to cheat on licensing examinations,
the top boss of General Public Utili
ty’s Unit I testified here over the
weekend.
Vice President Henry Hukill’s
written testimony in the hearings be
fore Administrative Judge Gary
Mihollin, who is serving as master
for the Nuclear Regulatory Commis
sion’s Atomic Safety and Licensing
Board, said “other operators around
the country were not subject to this
requirement” of repeated testing.
Hukill’s testimony notes
operators, who were identified only
as 0 and W to protect their confiden
tiality, felt “driven to cheat.” He as
sumed personal responsibility for not
ensuring that the individuals felt
ready, both substantively and emo
tionally, to take the exams.
Hukill told Milhollin and lawyers
representing five parties that man
agement has tried to deal with
morale problems that were plaguing
the employees following the charges
of cheating against 0 and W.
“Our operators felt down because
they felt they were picked on” by
having to repeat the exams, Hukill
said. “They’ve been taking exams
the last two years and the plant is not
running.” General Public Utilities
Corp, is seeking the restart of the
undamaged nuclear reactor which
was closed for refueling when Unit 2
was damaged in March 1979.
The hearings are being conducted
to determine the ability of GPU to
run the undamaged reactor.
The licensing board, which com
pleted eight months of hearings in
July, ordered additional hearings
after the suspected cheating was dis
closed by the NRC.
The alleged cheating on tests ad
ministered in April caused them to be
given again in October.
The company has been trying to
“instill spirit and morale” following
a discussion with senior personnel,
Hukill said in response to a question
from Louise Bradford from TMI
Alert Inc.

The discussion of that meeting cen
tered on what the company could do
to “pep up” the operators, Hukill
said. A bonus of approximately $1,300
to $1,350, was awarded to the
operators in June, he said.
The bonus stemmed from discus
sion of how the people in the plant felt
“after the blow of 0 and W passed
over,” the former Navy captain tes
tified.
Hukill described the operators as
being in a “down mode.” He agreed
during questioning from Bradford
that the investigation had lead to
morale sinking further.
At the time before the investigation
was begun, there were operators in
dicating that they might leave the
plant, Hukill said.
Immediately after the investiga
tion had begun, a number of
operators said they might leave. Be
fore the investigation, one or two
operators said they would leave be
cause the plant was not starting up.
There was a feeling of “useless
ness” and that they were “not using
their training.”
Other operators whose identities
were cloaked by designations of “V”
and “X” were considering leaving,
Hukill testified. Operator X has quit
and Hukill expected V would leave
this weekend.
In these cases, Hukill answered
Milhollin, the allegations of cheating
may have had some effect but he re
ally didn’t think so. “0 and W had
some impact,” he said. The basic
issue is that they “can’t do their job,”
Hukill said. “They are frustrated
that they can’t do what they were
trained to do.”
Whether anyone left as a result of
the cheating, Hukill could not say. He
4id note “increased attrition” since
the cheating incident but added that
no one said he left for that particular
reason. Including 0 and W, seven
operators have left. Those who left
were identified as “SS, HH, X, 0, NN,
Wand V.”
0 and W, one of whom was termi
nated and the other who had res
igned, have admitted to cheating on
their NRC examinations which were
given in April, according to Hukill’s
written testimony. That testimony

says he and Robert C. Arnold, presi
dent of GPU Nuclear Corp., reviewed
portions of exams shown by inspec
tors. At that time, the testimony
says, “It was apparent to us that
there may have been collusion bet
ween operators 0 and W on the
exam.”
Hukill’s testimony also noted that
he was caught by “surprise and
shock” when he saw the exams con
tained “virtually identical ans
wers.” He notes in his written tes
timony that 0 and W had reputations
as “highly competent senior reactor
operators and as supervisors.”
Another incident which Hukill de
scribed as cheating occurred bet
ween operator Henry Shipman and
an unidentified person who had been
taking the exam in April. According
to Hukill’s testimony, Shipman had
gone out of the room where he had
been taking his NRC test for a cup of
coffee.
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SUPPORT THE
UPDATE!
TMIA has exhausted grant monies
to print and mail ISLAND UPDATES.

Proposals have been mailed to
possible funding sources.
Your support for this clipping
service is necessary now!

Write a support letter to TMIA
indicating how you or your
affiliated organization(s) uses
the ISLAND UPDATE material.
Send $5.00 as a yearly contribution
to defray printing and mailing
costs. TMIA volunteers are
commited to continuing the service
if you have a need.
ACT

IMMEDIATELY 1!

NO

NUKES!
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TMI Puzzle

Radiation and TMI

More Ideas for a Solution
THREE MILE ISLAND
ALERT, a local anti-nuclear

group, has made an import
ant contribution to the search
for a financial solution to the
cleanup of the damaged nu
clear reactor sitting in the
middle of the Susquehanna
River, an accident waiting
for another accident to hap
pen.
The TMIA proposal ap
pears to be a step-child of the
Thornburgh TMI cleanup
plan, with its mix of contrib
utors from the federal gov
ernment to the nuclear indus
try providing funds for the
removal of Unit 2's radioac
tive hazards. But it does
throw in two new ideas
worth considering. One is a
proposal for a 10 percent sur
charge on the state gross re
ceipts tax levied on all elec
tric utility bills. A second is
inclusion of Maryland in the
list of contributors.
In response to Governor
Thornburgh’s pleas, the
Reagan administration has
pledged $123 million in fed
eral cleanup funds, though it
isn’t clear how much of it ac
tually will be applied to the
effort at TMI and what repre
sents research funds not di
rectly lessening the financial
burden of decontamination.
One estimate is that federal
funding of the cleanup
project will not exceed $25
million, which is what the
TMIA plan anticipates as the
federal contribution. Because
the federal share is going to
be less than the $190 million
anticipated by the Thorn
burgh plan and in recognition
that Pennsylvania’s share has
to be larger than the $30 mil
lion proposed by the gover
nor in order to attract outside
participation, TMIA wants to
raise $288 million over seven
years from a utility bill sur
charge. Indeed, it looks more
and more as if Pennsylvania
will have to deal with the
problem on the financial
level, either through higher
rates or taxes, to insure that
the cleanup is completed. Ten
percent may not be high
enough, since the TMIA plan
calls upon the nuclear utility
industry to come up with
$450 million. Though pledged
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to provide $190 million at the
urging of the governor, in
dustry’s participation is one
of the more dubious parts of
both the Thornburgh and
TMIA plans.

Though Maryland proba
bly is no more eager to pro
vide funds for the cleanup
than anyone else, our south
ern neighbor does have legiti
mate reasons to be concerned
about the slow pace of decon
tamination. A major radioac
tive leak from TMI into the
Susquehanna, which empties
into Chesapeake Bay, could
be disastrous for Maryland’s
famed oyster and fisheries in
dustries. If they won’t pro
vide money directly, their
Congressional delegation
should be working toward
approval of federal funding
with our own delegation.
ANOTHER important
point on the glacial progress
of the cleanup was made this
week by Dauphin County
Commission Chairman John
Minnich, who also heads the
Nuclear Regulatory Commis
sion’s Advisory Panel on the
Decontamination of Three
Mile Island. Minnich said the
failure of the NRC to impress
on Congress the urgency of
cleaning up TMI was the
chief stumbling block in ob
taining federal funding. It
was an accurate and insight
ful observation.

It is as sure as anything
can be that if the worst hap
pens at TMI while the rest of
the country ignores our pre
dicament the first group with
its head on a plate is going to
be the NRC, and deservedly
so. Irate congressmen will be
jumping all over the NRC
commissioners and top offi
cials as they squirm under the
lights of television cameras
trying to explain why they
had not informed Congress of
the seriousness of. potential
hazards in dragging out the
cleanup. The NRC has a mor
al obligation, if not a statuto
ry one, to convey to Congress
and the administration a full
understanding of the danger
that lurks in ignoring and de
laying a resolution of this on
going accident.
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Douglas H. Bedell, manager of media relations
for Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, was at
tempting in his letter to paint a pretty picture of a
technology that has never been mastered (except
for its destructive powers).
Since Bedell professes to be interested in facts,
he should be aware that the dispersion of radiation
is not necessarily uniform due to many factors.
Average radiation dosage means nothing. Radia
tion averaging is like putting one foot on a red hot
stove, the other foot on a block of ice, and then
taking your temperature.
I would like to set the matter straight once and
for all. Neither Bedell nor anyone else knows how
much radiation we received.
The following information was obtained from
the NRC Investigative Report No. 50-320/79-10
(NUREG-0S00).
Page 15:
. Radiation levels in the vicinity of
some makeup and purification sytem components
exceeded the limits of the licensee’s measurement
capability (i.e., greater than 1000 R/hr). . . . The
particulate and iodine monitors were off-scale due
to interference from the large amounts ofYadioactive noble gases.”
Page 20: “. . . However, during a five and onehalf hour period from 1700 hrs to 2238 hrs on
March 28 and a two-hour period from 0340 to
0540 on March 29, no offsite surveys were per
formed in the plume. Both of.these periods of time
were within the interval when the majority of the
noble gases were released and when a plume was
well defined because of sufficient wind speed and
almost constant direction. ”
There are many official documents citing the
ineptness of Met-Ed (GPU) during and following
the accident on March 28, 1979.
Apparently, after two and one-half years, Be
dell still doesn’t know what happened at Three
Mile Island.
Alice Herman
York RD 5
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What’s ‘excessive’ to the PUC?
Met Ed keeps pushing for rate hikes. The PUC
keeps granting rate hikes. The PUC is supposed to
prevent utilities from receiving excessive rate
hikes.

An example of excessive rate hikes: Sept., 1980,
I used 1041 KWH at a cost of $34.79; Sept., 1981,
I used 1041 KWH at a cost of $54.13. Simple math
tells me that this is an increase of 64 percent from
September to September. Both of the above
figures are before the ripoffs have been added.
If the PUC does not think 64 percent is an
excessive rate increase, I’d hate to get their
rendition of excessive.
Gene Engles
Red Lion RD 1
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Minnich scores
NRC 'attitude'
Urgency about TMI 'not publicized'
By MARY O. BRADLEY
Staff Writer
The chairman of the Nuclear Regula
tory Commission’s Advisory Panel on the
Decontamination of Three Mile Island
says the chief stumbling block in getting
federal funds for the cleanup has been the
NRC’s failure to stress the continuing
hazardous situation at TMI.
“I’ve been appalled at the lack of un
derstanding” in Congress “of the reality
of what we have here” at TMI, said Dau
phin County Commissioner John E. Min
nich. Congressmen “treat it as a local
issue only, with no importance to the rest
of the country.
“I feel very strongly it’s partly due to
the failure of the NRC to impart to Con
gress clearly and articulately the real
danger we face if Unit 2 is not cleaned up
safely,” Minnich told The Evening News.
Minnich has been chairman of the 12mernber NRC advisory panel since its
formation in October 1980. The group
has made recommendations to the NRC
on 1 he technical aspects of several facets
of the cleanup. In recent weeks, it has
been wrestling with drafting a position
on how the $i billion effort should be
funded.
Minnich said the panel plans several
more public meetings to obtain additional
input before it makes a recommendation.
He said the advisory body has “au
thorized me” to write to the NRC to en
courage the commissioners to “take ac
tion. whatever action is necessary to
stress to Congress what the problems are
at TMI. In my opinion, the NRC has not
done that with TMI. Hence, some of the
reluctance” regarding federal funding, he
said.
The government’s role in the funding
is somewhat clouded. The Reagan admin
istration pledged in October to seek $123.
million in cleanup funds, but congres
sional opponents contend that that mon
ey is included in two research and devel
opment programs already undertaken at
TMI by the U.S. Department of Energy.
The advisory panel also voted to
sever the restart of the undamaged Unit I
reactor from any cost-sharing plan to pay
for the cleanup of Unit 2. “We will not
consider the restart of Unit 1 in conjunc
tion with any funding plan,” Minnich
In the cost-sharing blueprint pro
posed by Gov. Dick Thornburgh in July,
the restart of Unit 1 was seen as a method
of helping General Public Utilities Corp.,
TMI’s owner, to raise $245 millton in
cleanup funds. But the panel, Minnich
said, believes restart should be consid
ered solely on the health, safety and tech
nical issues.
By adopting this position, “we af
firmed the fact that TMI 1 is not our
jurisdiction. Our job is the decontamina
tion of TMI 2, period,” Minnich said
Meanwhile, Atomic Safety and Li
censing Board hearings on the Unit 1 res
tart continue at the Harristown 2 Build
ing. Gary P. Miller, director of Unit 1
startup and test, was cross-examined
Tuesday about an incident involving a
Unit 2 employee who submitted answers

prepared by a colleague on a make-up
test.
Miller was station manager at TMI
when the cheating incident was uncov
ered in July 1979. He said the Unit 2
employee turned in the other man’s hand
written answers to complete make-up
tests on exam questions he had failed in
August 1977 and February 1978.
Miller said the employee's explana
tion was that he “was pressed for time”
because he was going on vacation and
that the employee believed that if he un
derstood the material, he fulfilled the re
quirements of the training program. “He
didn’t consider the handwriting as signif
icant,” Miller commented.
The employee in question was demot
ed to non-licensed duties at TMI after the
incident was uncovered, Miller said. His
colleague who prepared the answers con
tended he did not know they were going
to be used for a make-up test, Miller said.
No disciplinary action was taken against
him, Miller said.
Stif patriot, Harrisburg, Pa., Saturday, Nov, 21,19ei

TMI Worker
Is Exposed
To Radiation
By The Associated Press

A technician working inside the
radioactive Three Mile Island con
tainment building Friday was ex
posed to a small amount of radia
tion when he became fatigued and
had part of his protective clothing
removed, a plant spokesman said.
The 32-year-old worker, who
was not identified, ingested 51
nano curies of cesium 137, said TMI
spokesman Doug Bedell. At 100
nano curies, an exposed worker
must be taken to a hospital for ex
amination, under Nuclear Regula
tory Commission rules. A nano cu
rie is a billionth of a curie.
The worker’s internal exposure
would equal a lifetime dose of 3
millirems, Bedell said. By compari
son, workers inside the plant are
routinely exposed to 250 to 350
millirems on their body surfaces.
The incident occurred toward
the end of the 22nd entry into the
building, which houses the dam
aged Unit 2 reactor, crippled in a
March 1979 accident. The worker
was a Bechtel Corp, employee un
der contract to TMI.
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Met-Ed
ouster
sought
BOILING SPRINGS — The
Boiling Springs Civic Association
unanimously passed a resolution
Wednesday asking South Middle
ton Twp. supervisors to investigate
switching power service from Met
ropolitan Edison Co. to. Pennsylva
nia Power & Light Co.
The resolution will be present
ed to the supervisors Nov. 19, ac
cording to James Barnes, associa
tion spokesman.
None of the supervisors were
among the 40 people who attended
the public session, but Ray E. Otto,
vice chairman of the supervisors,
previously said they would consid
er the group’s request.
Still, both he and a spokesman
for the state Public Utility Commis
sion said chances of the PUC grant
ing such a request are practically
nil.
In light of that possibility, the
association passed a second resolu
tion calling for the supervisors to
examine ways for the township to
produce its own hydroelectric pow
er using local wat er sources.
Met-Ed serves the bulk of South
Middleton. PP&L has a few cus
tomers in the northern portion of
the township.
Association officials have cited
a report from the National Associa
tion of Regulatory Commissioners
which shows that Met-Ed pay
about 3 cents per kilowatt-hour
more for power.
Among those who supported
the association actions at the meet
ing were state Rep. Bruce Smith, RNewberry Twp., who was “very
encouraged,” Barnes reported.
Harrisburg area anti-nuclear
activist William Keisling also at
tended the session and urged the
association to join his “Project Da
vid” program, which calls for MetEd customers to withhold their bills
and put them in escrow.
“It's encouraging that the peo
ple in the community support this
move, support it very strongly
judging from the fact that there
were no negative votes,” Ba nes
said.
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Quotes
“I’m trying not to be too scary
and not to be too reassuring. It’s not
a long-term situation that we pre
pared to tolerate.” — Nuclear Reg
ulatory Commission Commissioner
Peter Bradford on potential crack
ing in some older nuclear power
plants.
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Judge mulls stress factor in restart
WASHINGTON (AP) - A fed
eral judge said Tuesday he was wary
of ruling that the mental stress of
residents around Three Mile Island
should be considered before the nu
clear plant restarts because it could
set a precedent for all nuclear
facilities.
Judge James Skelly Wright of the
U.S. Court of Appeals, questioning
whether the disabled nuclear plant is
a special case, said people every
where are worried about radiation.
“Based on this argument, you
could close every nuclear plant in
the country,” said Wright, one of
three judges on the District of Co
lumbia circuit court asked to recon
sider the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission’s decision to disregard
psychological stress in restart
proceedings.

“We’re being asked to make a
novel ruling that may have impact
across the United States,” Wright
added.
But attorney William S. Jordan
III, representing a group called Peo
ple Against Nuclear Energy, said

I MI has already been proven unsafe
and is a cause of severe anxiety to
nearby residents.
“These people have already been
subjected to trauma, and startup
action would make the trauma per
manent,” Jordan told the appeals
court.

PANE took its case to the Court
of Appeals after the NRC rejected
its request last year to include con
sideration of psychological stress as
a precondition of renewing opera
tion of TMl’s undamaged unit i
reactor.
Unit 1 was shut down for refuel
ing on March-28, 1978, when Unit 2
was damaged in the worst commer
cial nuclear accident in history.
General Public Utilities Corp., own
er of the plant, is trying to restart
Unit 1 to reduce the loss suffered by
the plant’s shutdown.
NRC attorney Peter Crane said
psychological stress is a subject
properly set aside for local and state
governments under federal atomic
regulations.

“To include it in the end of the
federal regulatory proceedings
would mean a lot of speculation in
quantifying stress. It’s different
from a safety issue and it can’t be
measured or dealt with by means of
a safety device,” Crane said.
When Judge Malcolm R. Wilkey
asked for proof that anyone near
TMI has suffered from nervous dis
orders as a result of the nuclear
accident, Jordan admitted that no
such evidence existed.
“You can’t even say we have six
or 10 cases of documented mental
stress,” Wilkey told Jordan.

But Judge Carl McGowan, who
quoted from the Kemeny Commis
sion report of 1980 that found
“short-lived” mental stress around
the plant, suggested that a new ex
amination of the problem might be
in order.
“It might produce valuable infor
mation. For instance, a person with
an ulcer might not want to move
near Three Mile Island after such a
study is made,” McGowan said.
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Washington Watch

NRC Steers Clear of
Nuclear-Utility Insurance Issue
By MICK ROOD
Washington Bureau
WASHINGTON — The Nuclear
Regulatory Commission has shied
from seeking legislation to force
electric utilities to hold enough in
surance to pay for future reactor
accident damage and cleanup.
From a perfect hindsight point
of view, the NRC could have spared
owners and customers of Three
Mile Island Unit 2 their current fi
nancial anguish if it had insisted
that adequate insurance be in force.
Metropolitan Edison Co. held a
$300 million policy when Unit 2
went haywire. That’s the maxi
mum private insurance pools of
fered at the time and virtually ev
eryone thought that was enough.
Still, the TMI experience has not
prompted the commission lobby to
act.
As one NRC staffer put it, "I
guess we’re reluctant to get in
volved” since “the last time we got
burned” by supporting the general
view that $300 million was enough
coverage.
NRC Chairman Nunzio Palladi

no did note last week that the NRC
would be soon proposing a final
rule requiring utilities to hold the
maximum amount of private, on
site insurance available. Right now,
one insurance pool offers $450 mil
lion; another offers $375 million —
not enough by TMI standards.
Private insurers claim they may
be able to get coverage up to $1
billion by sometime next year. If
they don’t, Palladino told a Senate
committee the NRC might support
a federally mandated insurance
plan being pushed by Rep. Allen
Ertel, D-Montoursville. The Ertel
bill would offer as much as $2 bil
lion in coverage.

Lending an ear — Sen. Arlen
Specter made good on a campaign
promise recently by installing a
Telecommunications Device for the
Deaf (TDD) in his Office.
The TDD allows deaf or hear
ing-impaired constituents with
compatible equipment to call
Specter’s office, type messages on a
screen, transmit them through the
telephone and get answers back.

The special number is 202-2249002. Several of Specter’s aides
have been shown how to run the
TDD, but Michele Brown on his
staff is the acknowledged expert.
Only a few of the TDD’s were
available through the Senate sergeant-at-arms office and Specter
managed to snare one of them. One
problem: the senator’s staff has yet
to get a call.

Tax discredit? — Northern
state senators are upset with the
Reagan administration over its ap
parent intentions to repeal alterna
tive energy tax credits from the
federal budget.
Sen. John Heinz, R-Pa., who,
among others fought to enlarge the
energy credits for individuals and
businesses in last year's windfall
profits tax bill, are asking that they
be consulted by the administration
before a decision is made.

As expanded in the windfall
bill, some of the credits, which can
be deducted directly from tax lia
bility, are substantial.
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Reagan not being honest
on TMI funds, says Ertel
WASHINGTON (AP) - Rep.
Allen Ertel, D-Pa., said Thursday
that President Reagan is trying to
trick people into believing he is
committing federal money to decon
taminate Three Mile Island.
The congressman, whose district
includes the "site of the damaged
nuclear plant, said $123 million the
Reagan administration promised
this week is already included in two
research programs under way in the
Department of Energy.

Echoing comments made
Wednesday by state Sen. Michel
O’Pake, Ertel said in a letter to
Reagan that the funds represent
“neither new money nor a new
initiative.” He added that the ad

ministration’s position is being mis
represented by Energy Secretary
James Edwards, who announced the
funding commitment at a Senate
hearing earlier this week.
The congressman challenged Rea
gan to prove that his offer includes
new spending initiatives.
Energy Department officials said
Ertel’s charges are inaccurate be
cause Congress has approved almost
none of the proposed funds.

“It’s true that the projects them
selves have been okayed, but only
$31 million of the money was actu
ally appropriated so far,” Energy
Department spokesman Len Artz
said after Edwards’ testimony was
challenged.

“The president has promised to
push Congress for $75 million for
research and development through
1984 and another $48 million in
additional funds that haven’t been
earmarked,” Artz said.
But Ertel said the Energy Depart
ment already asked for the entire
$123 million in previous budget re
quests. The congressman called the
funding announcement “little more
than a smoke and mirrors trick”
that falsely buoys Gov. Dick
Thornburgh’s proposed TMI clean
up plan.
The governor’s proposal calls for
$750 million in cleanup funds from
the federal and state governments as
well as the utility industry and
ratepayers.
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7 0% utility-bill surcharge is urged
By MARY O. BRADLEY
Staff Writer
A local anti-nuclear group has
recommended that a 10 percent
surcharge be added to the gross re
ceipts tax on all electric utility bills
in Pennsylvania for the next seven
years to raise $288 million toward
the cleanup of the Three Mile Is
land Unit 2 reactor.
The surcharge would raise the
bill of an average customer about
$2.70 annually, Chris Sayer, a
spokesman for Three Mile Island
Alert Inc., said today. The funds
would be earmarked for the state's
share of cleaning up the crippled
Unit 2 reactor under a $1.3 billion
cost-sharing cleanup plan drafted
by TMIA.
The state’s share in the TMIA
plan is significantly greater than
YORK DAILY RECORD
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the $30 million allocated in Gov.
Dick Thornburgh's cleanup blue
print because of the “growing rec
ognition” that Pennsylvania’s
“share had to be larger” in order to
get support for a cost-sharing con
cept. Sayer said.
TMIA’s proposal, drafted by
Sayer and TMIA member John
Murdoch, was unveiled Monday
night by TMIA Chairman Louise
Bradford at a meeting of the Nucle
ar Regulatory Commission’s Advi
sory Panel on the Decontamination
of TMI. The panel is gathering data
on the various proposals before
making a recommendation to the
NRC.
TMIA’s plan called for these
other contributions: $450 million
from the nuclear utility industry:
$100 million from nuclear manu

facturers; $15 million each from
New Jersey and Maryland; $107
million from General Public Utili
ties Corp.; $25 million from the fed
eral government and $300 million
insurance on TMI.
Meanwhile, in other develop
ments:
—Workmen at TMI began an
inspection of the polar crane at the
top of the Unit 2 containment build
ing today in preparation for instal
lation of lifting equipment during a
later entry, John C. Micka, a GPU
Nuclear spokesman said.
Three of six teams participating
in this, the 21st entry since July
1980. were scheduled to do the
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N.Y. utility to help TMI cleanup
From Staff and Wire Reports

E. hasn’t yet received a formal re
GPU hopes to have the estimated
quest to donate toward the cleanup,
The Rochester Gas & Electric Co. it expects to shoulder part of the $1 million cost of the decontamina
in Rochester, N.Y., will join with cost and said it would be passed tion experiment paid for by the U.S.
Department of Energy. There will
other utilities in helping Metropoli along to R.G. & E. customers.
be 15 additional entries before the
tan Edison pay the cost of cleaning
year ends, according to the
up the Three. Mile Island nuclear
In other related news, GPU Nu company.
power plant, a company spokesman clear, operator of the crippled plant,
said Tuesday.
The spokesman also said the red
is proceeding with its decontamina
Richard Peck, ’an R.G,. & E. tion experiment on TM1-2 Thurs dye flow test on the Susquehanna
spokesman, said, the company plans day. The utility had scheduled an River was completed Tuesday, but
contributing $110,000 a year during entry for Tuesday but experienced the results of the test won’t become
the next six years for a total of difficulty with some of the equip known until January at the earliest.
$660,000.
ment it planned to use, a spokesman Collected data from the test will be
Peck said the Edison Electric In for the utility said.
sent to Sutron Corp., of Fairfax,
stitute, an industry trade group, is
Va., for analysis, the spokesman
Technicians will gather data and said.
asking its members to pay 25 per
cent of the cost of cleaning up the prepare areas in the reactor building
In a related matter, the $11 mil
plant. It was crippled about 2'/i for a large-scale decontamination
years ago in the nation’s worst com effort in December, according to a lion Submerged Demineralizef Sys
company statement. The utility tem has processed 159,000 gallons,
mercial nuclear power accident.
The cleanup is expected to take plans to release up to three curies of of highly radioactive water from the
Krypton 85 today prior to the entry, basement of unit 2, Recording to the
six years and cost $760 million.
spokesman.
Peck said that although R.G. & the spokesman said.
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Surcharge

crane inspection. Eighteen technicians were to
enter the domed structure with nine of them
assigned to the crane project.
—About 200,000 gallons of highly radioac
tive water left from the March 1979 accident
have been processed by the submerged deminer
alizer system. The water level inside the con
tainment building has dropped from about 8y2
feet to 5 */2 feet, according to John T. Fidler, also
a GPU spokesman.
At the NRC advisory meeting in the Lebanon
Municipal Building, a representative of the GPU
stockholders said the 1979 accident has cost
GPU shareholders more than $1 billion in lost
equity and dividends. Placing the burden of the
expensive cleanup on the stockholders is "both
legally and morally out of the question,” said I.
James Alligood, a director of the American Soci
ety of Utility Investors.
Sayer said the industry contribution in the
TMIA plan also is higher than the $ 190 million in
Thornburgh’s proposal. An assessment would be
levied on utilities with operating nuclear plants
as well as those with plants under constructiqn
to raise the money. He said $100 million also
should be sought from nuclear manufacturers.
They have profited “more than any segment of
the industry” because of the “retrofits” ordered
since the accident.

Sayer said TMIA believes the burden on the
ratepayer “should be as low as possible” initially
because of the higher electric bills GPU custom
ers already are paying and because “any cost
overruns will be picked up by consumers.”
Alligood said that GPU common stock has
dropped $12 a share of market value — about
$735 million — since the 1979 accident. “In all
fairness, a part of this market loss has been due
to excessively high interest rates. But it’s reason
able to assume that at least $600 million of this is
attributable to the accident and the subsequent
actions taken by the regulatory agencies.
“If you add this to the loss in market value of
the subsidiary companies, bonds and preferred
stocks, you will find the market value of all
securities has decreased by over $900 million
dollars.”
He noted that GPU shareholders also have
lost $257 million in dividends, which GPU
stopped paying because of its shaky fiscal condi
tion after the accident.
Joel Roth of Elizabethville, a panel member,
said the panel will continue to gather data on the
cleanup at its December and January meetings.
He said the group also will act on suggestions
from TMIA to obtain an independent analysis of
GPU’s fiscal condition and to discuss with the
state of Maryland the possibility of contributing
to the cleanup cost.
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From 1 Operators
At that time, an individual from
another exam classroom asked him a
question, which Shipman answered.
Hukill said he learned of that inci
dent from Shipman during personal
questioning of operators. He asked
individuals if they had cheated in
their exams or knew of anyone else
who cheated. Shipman was the only
exception to the answers of “no”
given by other employees, Hukill tes
tified.
According to Hukill, Shipman has
not remembered the individual to
whom he gave the answer. Hukill
said he questioned Shipman two
times, the second time more strongly
than the first.
Hukill also noted during crossexamination that there were other
rumors of cheating, but no informa
tion to trace.
Hukill also testified that he has
since made clear to employees the
standards of conduct he will expect.

He noted in testimony that honesty is
a safety-related issue.
“Any form of dishonesty is unac
ceptable,” Hukill said.
Hukill then sent the employees a
letter that emphasized the operators’
obligations to follow NRC require
ments, based on a concern for safety.

He noted in written testimony that
he emphasized that the examinations
are a means by which the plant man
agers and NRC can ensure and verify
that operators have a certain
minimum knowledge. Finally, the
testimony says, he reviewed with
each candidate the personal respon
sibility of an operator for the health
and safety of the public.
The parties involved in these hear
ings are TMI Alert Inc., the Aamodt
family of Coatesville, the Common
wealth of Pennsylvania, the NRC and
GPU.
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